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..CRAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

fhis study will examine data relevant to the library

segment f the accrediting processes of the Southern Association

of Colleg s and Secondary Schools .in cirdefto collect and focus

upon-the knowledge doinmon to the library, evaluation process.,

-Of the institutions of higher education in iffeorld, only

those of the United States, its territories and possessions, are

unique°.in the area of accreditation. 1 No other:nation approaches

ehe ;problem Ofsuper-vthing,educational institutions through

voluntary accreditz;-'nn as does tl-je U;.'ted States. 2 Most other

win Les have she power of accreditation centered in tleir

government, usually in the ministry of education9

agencies discharge their responsibilities

These govern-
.

of accreditation-

'through flexible methods of appraisal and inspection/co.ipled with
. .

A

1
° Paul L. Dressel, "Accreditation and institutional self-

study,." _The North Central Aseociation quarterly', RXXXVI: n:
(Fall, 1971), 277.

2
- James D. Koerner, "Preserving the gtatus quo: academis!s

hidden cartel, " Change, III, no. 2,. (March-4pril, 1971), 50.

1
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a very rigid coptrol of the budget. 1 Needless to\s-ay, the aency ,

whichcivields strict control of budgetary matters is an absolute
"'

authority..

In sharp contrast with those, countries that exert direct, \

powerful control of their,edutational institutions, the United

States has ,no ministry of education nor,does the Federal..

Goernment exert any direct control over the institutiOns of ,

'Meier education. The governmental control that foes exist is,

lodged in the individual states. States may possess the'authoriity

to charter institutions of highey education, but the mere fact of ,

obtaining alcharter doe' s nOt imPry that the particular iristitution

has compliedv, standards ,that would insute-a quality,

program. In addition, once the instituriOn i chartered, the' states

, assume no continuirig cczntrol to maintain whatever quality that
.

existed at the time the charter was granted. 3:

Since the govprnmental ontrol Of higher edt.tation is_so
I

diffused a.0 b'ecause af the various states' avoidance of the

4 to

.,Koerner, "Preserving,the status quo, ",p. 50.
2Lloyd E. Blauch, (ed. ), Accreditation. in hi her education

(Washington, D.C. Government Printing Officte, 1 ),

3.John Da1e,Russe11, "The accredioning of ihstitutionS of higher
Oucation, " The Journal of Teach& gdUcation,. Ii.n. (yule, 1950), 83.

1 0 .
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responsibility of sUpervisChg,educational programs, the quality

of educationarprograms varies widely. Accreditation is the

procedure deVised to combat these potential .variations ,and to
. /

e /
Maintain aC'eepta 1s.

,/
ble standhrd /

/ ,

The accrediting agencies'in the United States ire vol4ntary

organ'ations whico derive their gperating 4neome from. member-*

ship dues. - These agencies pOssess no inherent legal poWer ovep,
ir members; in yractice, however they do exert considerable

. , # 4';# . .

mount of in'flynce. 2 As one critic has observed, t'he influence

/ exercised :by the accrediting- agencies is, so strong' that the

potential member faced with-the queétion of becoming accredited

has no practical ofaion'if it wants to survive, 3 .0n the other hand,

non-membership in an accrediting agency precludeS so many;,

vitally impelttant conditions that there 4s hardly a viable reason
I

for an institution to come int6 .;xistence without accepting the fact
t

that it must be accredited to exist. Foi example, non-membership

in an accrediting agebcy meang that the instituhon is not allowed tc

join the Association of American Colleges or the American Copricil
. .

1Russell, "The ac rediting of institutions of higher
'Y education, ". p. N. , _ , .

,
12 ,-Ibid. , p. 84. t

3Koerner, "Preserving the status quo, " pi 52.
It

11
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on Education, its al nnae may not become members of the

Aenerican Associatio of University Women, nominations from
,

non-accredited institut ons will not be considered for membership

in the American Associition of Un'iversity Professorsi and,-.
students may not transf

1J3tions. Voluntary acc

r acadeinic credtt,to accredited insti-

higher education in the U

The function of ac redita on, as It is known today, was
A .

ssoCiations, most of which were

editation, s mply, is a prerequisite for

ited Stat

first implemented by regional

established initially to promote good relations between 'Sec &Ida ry

schools and institutions of higher education, and to 'improve the

latter's admission standards and, requirenients. Admission to
.

membership, 116m/ever, Was not synonymous with being accredited..

These associations began as follows: (1).The New England

Associalaron of Colleges and Secondary Schools, established as the

New England Association of College's and Preparatory Schools (1885);

. (2) The Middle States Association Of College's and Secondary Schools,

organized as the College Association -o f'Pennsyrvania (1887) and

changed to- its present name in 1931; (3) The North Central

Association oI Colleges and Secondary Schools (1895)4 (4) The

1William K. Selden, Accreditation; a struggle over standards
in higher education (New York: Harper an ot ers, (1960), pp. 4-5.

1 2
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5 *or

Southern ASsociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools, organized

as the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the

Southern States (1895); (5) The Northwest Association of Secondary,

and ijigher School1917); and (6) The Western College Association,

organized as the Southern California Association of Colleges and
.

UniyersitieS (1924).1

0
110

"fo serve the purpose of this study, attention will be focused

upon bnly one of the six regional accrediting agencies, the Southern

Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and its, higher

education menTher institutions that are grouped into the Commissio5,

on Colleges. The Southern Association of Cpllegbs and Secondary

Sghools hereafter, will be referred to as the Southern A s

The Southern Association encompasSes eleven states:
s'

'Alabama, Florida Georgia; Kennicky, Louisiandi,

?" North C,z,xolina,, South Carolina, Tonpessqe, Texas and Virginia. .

eSouthernAssociation is the second largest regional accrediting
,

agency, the North Central Association being the largest will nineteen
.

states. The Southern Association began functioning as'an accrediting

agency for .instirutions, of higher education when, in 1917, it Created.

the Commiss i )11 on Institutio?is of Higher EdUcation, The

1 Mauch, Accreditation in higher education? p. 10.
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Commission was charged with thp responSibility otpreparhig a

statement of standards that could be applied to member institutions.,

These standards were"to be used also as guidelines to determine ihe

acceptability pf any new applitants for membersbip. 1

Since its beginning, the work of the Southern Association

has increased in size and complexity. In.1949 the central office

Was established in Atlanta and in'1951, the sepafate office of

Executive Secretary of the Commission on Colleges and.Universities

joined the central office, where it is still' located..2

From this central offic'e in Atlanta, the evaluation team is

gathered from anywhere in the-eleven state region tovieet ata

single institution that has prepared for the evaluatiorivisit. The

evaluation may begin with a bequest for .an evaluation from an

institution which desilres membership' in the Southern Association,

or it may belin with a notification.from the Southern Association

that the,Associ kin is ready to re-evaluate a member institution.
, -

There is a preliminary visirby representatives of the Southern
, .

Associaion at which time a"tiate is set for tlie evaluation team visit.

This date is usualfy at least a year imay from the initial visit. The

1Blauch:Accreditation tn hisher education, p. 64!,'

2Ibid. , p. 64.
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institution.then begins preparations for the most important

segment of.the evaluatiOn, the- self-study, in which it evaluates

its \oses. Also, it seeks to find out if,it has been.successful

ning its goals and if not, why not.

Evaluation teams are comprised of as few as five or six

members for 'sniall colleges, or as many aS fifty, or sixty membeh

for 'large multi-purpose universities. Librarians are.always

merhbea of these teams and there may be as many as three or:

four librarians-on the large teams.

Team members usually receive the institutional self-Study,

coyege catalogs, faculty handbooks and other Materials several

weeks in advance of their visit. After a visit, which is normally

completed within three days, a report is forwarded to the Commission

'on CoVeges by the eliairman of the evaluation.tearn. The Commission

studies akis report.to deterrnine if the institution should be

accredited or re-accredited. The institution undergoing evaluation

will be notified byythe Commission as to its status not by the

, visiting team.
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Statement of the Probleim

The purpose of this study, is to exathine,, analyze and,

classify existing data relative to library.evaluations along with

additional data that can be collected by A direct-mail questionnair(

The stpdy. will ektract from t6e data certain principles and

procedures which will form the basis of an new,

standardized apk6ach to the evaluation of libraries. Thebe data

'win help fulfill specifically 'the goals of formulating a profile-of

the ideal4e-valuator, and determining if the evaluative criteria

utilized by evaluators are based with an alternate authority or
, .

influence other than those supplied by the Southern Associat'on.

Significance of the Problem

The role ofaccreditation has' been the subject of conflicting

opinions since its inception. Its benefits are difficult to. prove, and
.

.

its deficiencies arp difficult to document. 1 Although the literature

on acoreditation-is sparse and-mostly historical, 2 Koerner; a, very

1"Basic policies for accreditation, " Educatial Record, Lill,
no. 2, (Spring, 1972), 149.

2Herbert R. Kells, "Institutional accreditation; new forms of
self-study, "-Educational Record, LIU, no. -2 (Spring, '1972), 143.



vocal critic of accreditation, 'has provided food for thought when
0 ....

.

he asks for the abolishment of voluntary accrediting agencies in
..-L

favor of ones which would oper2.te 'more publicly. However,
1

,
Kells thinks that Koerner's argument, however well(intentioned,

contains undocumented or dated criticism. 2

°Frederick W. Nes rormer president .sst' it )11

tmerican Colleges, stated the dilemma* neatly.when he said:

On the one hand, the critics of regional accreditation
are many: On the ether hank apart from dismissing
accreditation entirelyand some have suggested
thisf-most writers afe at,a, lesk tg uggest bevelopment
of sorpething other ihan t) oIu1ity sy,stem W`e now

\'fr -ave. a

Stallman predicts that unless accreditini is improved and

accepted, the Federal Government will enter tile accrediting field. 4

Dickey and Miller think that\the Federal Governmenrand accrediting
. ,

agencies 'are destined towariihnrtual invon'ement especially if the

'accrediting agencies continue to seek such involvement.

iKoernef, "Preserving the ptatus quo, " p. 54.

2Kells, "InstitutionaVaccreditation, " p. 143,
-

Continued

3Allan 0. Pfnister, "Regional accreditina agencies at the
crossroads, " Journal of Higher Education, XXXXII, n. 7, (Octobetr,
1971),,559.

4 Esther Stallmanx "Accreditation, " Drexel Library Quarterly;
III, n. 2, (April, 196Z), 194. `

0 ( 1 7
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,

involvement Would-result in a natukl adjunct of Federal control,
p.

which the, acciediting agencies clO not want. If, in a move to

pro ct themselves from Federal control, the agencies would

tiisassociate themselves from the Federal Government and fail

to serve it, then the agencies would leave Themselves open to

charges of non-accountability and social irresponSibility. 1 TH-

the agencies do not want either!

Stuit` and, EckelberrO have stated that accreditation is (

not without "its-eriticai....but incSt wppld agree that the advantages

of accreditatkon outweigh the ctisadvantages. However, must

be noted that there is a pinoricy who believe just thy opposite. \

The critics,of aCcreditation range from faculty and alumni:to,.
. ,

trustees and college presidents and from small, struggling institutions

to the large, well established i.mposing institutions of higher

education in the United States,-

1Frant G. Dickey and Jerry IV, Miller, '!Federal involvement
in nongovernmental accreditation, ":Educational Record n. 2,
(Spring, 1972), 141...

.2Dewey Stuit, "AccreOtationits problems and its future, "
Teachers College ReCord, LXII, ,n. 8, (May, 1961), 633.

3 Rotcue FL Eckelberry, "Accreditation in a pluraltstic
soaiety, " Journal of 144her1Edu&ition; XXXI, n. 6, (June, 1966), 344..

I /
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Nor ire all the critics-on the outside looking irr; adminis-
#.

trators frin within acc-rediting agenCies have offered critical

suggestionA.aiso. ,Vor example, Felix Robb director of the

Southern Asiociation asserts that.the critics who have wtfiten off

voluntary accreditation are wrong, although he does not think the
j .

Southern Association is able to rest upon its pasf won laurels.1
".. ,

He admits that accreditation lices.pite of Nie good accomplished,
. 1

is in some disarray, and contends that its problems stem in part

from the failure of the various assoalitions to work *ether closely.

He warns that unleas accrediting agencie's are able to pull them-

selves together; there'is the danger that society will bypass

accrediting agencies as-Viable forces '. in, highei eduCation. 2 Whk

not stated as such Robb'S impliction: seems Ito be that ubiquitous ,

¶

threat governmental control,

Another asiministratoi froM within the rinks of accrediting

agencies, William,K. Selden, former executii,re director of the

National Commission on Accr.pditing, .has explored,three possible

1Felix C. Robb, "Annuil repcirt of the director, " Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools Proceedings, XXIII,
(July, 1971), 6.

2 '5Ibid. ,

t.

,.,



a lternatives to accreditation. The first passibility is tl11!,7.'-:olleges

and universities need no eiterna I check.on their activities,''

Competition would then be the great eliminator; the institutions with

quality programs would win all the studentCand the inadequate

insthutions would, Mve to close theft doors. Selden, however, "\-

dismisses this' pos nointing out that suL h a p

lacks an understanding of history and social development, because
.

if the force of accreditation were reinoved from education, it
would

cr,eate a void that would be filled by the government. For1

withOut governMental or voluntaryaccreditarion standing ready
'

v4th the threat of punitive action, the public would'bp.Wictimized

y ith inferior stools to:A much greater extent than.it:.is today.
,

the -second possibilitywould be to create, as have Most

other countries in the world, a ministrk of education and to endow-

it with stfick power and authority. Sugh'a drastic changé Would.

necessitate a constitutional revision, which in all,probability

could not be achieved. The third possibility as a replacement to

the present voluntary accreditation would be to eStablish a federal

1 William K. Selden, ''The place of accreditation in the
governance of higther education,'" journal of Teacher Education,

XV, n. 3, (Septerriber, 1,964), 264.,



agency andplace at its disposal huge amounts of money tO be

'distributed as it deemed necessary. tn establishing the criteria

for institutions _to become recipients of the grants, the federal

'agency, would then become, in effect, an acCiediting agency. Only

reciOirmt iiHons illci 1isLd in poi icatio y the

agency,1 and the publishedIA t wouldbe tantamouiit-toaccreditaiion.
, , 'Y :, - .--1-.,,.:. .. .

/" Selden, then, sees 'On one hand tpwthitr-sWib 'Say that
. ., ..--

accreditation as we knows it should be naiiii4iyut offer no ahernate
.,

,. ,
..1--;-'1.'f-A,....'.Q,, ....` -., , 0 ';cy 1

c

solutions; on the Other hand he sees critics wh& d6prAtotin ary
- - -,- , ,,-;" ' _ 44

,

accreditation and offer up one or more pfl:fiuk.fii:;:vg,tki.:16'k possibilities., ,,, . ,' , ...,,,'. ',,--- . --.),
But, he dismiuse4' these three alternativ'S'as! bing impractical, ,t .

and.incapable of being initiated unless high0,..education Would

the government to, provide for accreditation would be afadmission

,..
.-- ,-abdment Allowing

/ . .

, , ; .y.,.. 0,..,' 1

.,
by hisher education that it .dotild not, pr no longer 'F'istied.to, gorern

0,

. , . .
4. ) ,

its own accrediting policies and procedure's: Higher education.

carniot allOw itself to coMmit such an act Of social irresponsibility.

''
:

Selden, "The Place of accreaiiNtion in the governance of,
higheT education, " p. 265:

2Ibid. , p. 265, ,

2 1.
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Since, apparently, them are noalternatives to voluntary

Creditation, ttke present system nee& to engage in a self-
,

examinationar,1 erroriT with sc.)11,_ interna. revi \vudici

aid it in 0.;C:0111Ltig a stronger, mor e. socially responsible
o

'institution:1 Robb exhorts th'e Southern Associ,Ation to becont
:

involved in.a similar action yhen he.says:,.
4 is. strate ically imPo' ttant that the. Southern.

.Associatiohf Colleges and'Schools asseSs itr
own role;'.' r4$0tirte.,a:,-,ability and effectiveness'
as it seeks to.help Me-et-Me South's educational

; needs. In short, We'shOuld_ engage in an evaluation
of ourselves, self-study as comprehensiVe and
penetrating as the:VerY best done. iNthe 'accreditation.

process by,,,an member institution.

.As tha-accreditation agencies become introspectively

concerned about theix roles, there,are two basic criticisms that,;

. need tObe conaidg'red. 'The first criticisrn is direaed toward the .

thigher education, " p.

2Robb, "Annu,a1 report Of the directar,

,

failure of any system to eyaluate effectively ths methods and

procedures essential to produce the necessary output of ithe edirational

system; the educated individual.; Accrediting agencies do ncit yet
1

,
know, after many Oats of searching, what are the component parts

that comprise a quality institution, akexceilent professional school,
%

1 \Selden, "The\ lace of accreditation in the governance of
66.'4 '

2 "
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or i '!,perior acni' lic department. The

the individuals who perform the, evaluations.. Ifpoi i towar

the first crit

the admthistit

critici. .11

ism is valid and evaluatWis are truly imprecise,

ators of institutions being judged for accreditation

wish that'all posMble margin of potentia) error be removed by

ptilizing the services of evaluators who are wise:, comprehending,

intelligent and broadly experienced. Since judg ent plays such\An

important part in accreditation and even in.she establishing of

standards; it is a prime requisite for evaluators. 1

A critic frortivrithout the confines of accrediting dgencies

is John Dale Russell. High upOn Russell's list of. critilciSms

directed towazSyclkintary accreditation is that of inadequately, .

qualified evaWafors. Comlitent evaluators are difficult to find and

this condition is attributable to the fact that well qualifted people are

too busy wit6 teaching, research and other acaplemic duties; They

et are, .therefore, able ;o give only a marginal amount of their time

anii energies' to the accrediting process of evaluation.

1-Selden, "The place of atcreditation in the governance of
higher education, " p. 266.

2Russell, "The accrediting of institutions of higher
education, " fp. 90.

2 3'
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Moving away from the problemAssailing accrediting

.a4,enciRs and accreditation in Onerala:nd.closer xo the crux of-

'this study, Pattillo'focuses upon the speCific problem of.library .

evaluation when he stateq-/that "The library is one.of the most, '
difficult phases of an institution!s ppgram to eyaluate ad9quately.

. ,

<By way of explanation, .he continues by saying that in almost every
, .

othmarea of an institution's Kogram the' inspecting personnel

have a good idea of what to look fpf and how to drdW conQ1usions..

This is not to sat, that these evaluat9rs,hae ari easy task.of it. :In

general there th a.greemenlin what is impo'rtant.and'agreement

uppn'the techniques of dat gatherklig necessary for < riding wtiat is

2important..

Unfortunately in the areaV library evaluation there exists

no corpus 'of knowledge that.allows itself to be applicable,tolll

the'various libraties. Pattillo contends,that there are faults in all

methods.of determining the effectiveness of a college library, and ..
beyond Certain widely acbepted tenets the e is a paucityofeonstructive

thought-as to how to prqceed in.a sptcific situation. 3
Pk

"k;

0 1 Manning M. Pattillo, "The appraisal of junior college and
college libraries, " Colleasand, Reseatch Libraries, XVII, (Sqptember,
1956), 397;:

.

2thid. p. 397:

p. 397.

°,\

j ,.4
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As is evident from the above, the process Of accrediting

has evolCed maw criticisms. Equally, evident, perhaps, is the

donCern the accrediting agencies in their search for a it'evy

-

1
departure., The educational profession has heard from numerous

critics, even from those within the accrediting agencies themselves.

, Some haVe criticized i a sincere effort to alleviate some of the .

problems; others havvriticized and Offered .n6 alternative

sOlutthns.

Vbry few people in higher education are neutral.on the f.

subjeet of acgreditationd- It is quite agreed that accrediration

is beset by ntimerous problems\L, However, of significance -0

this study are (1) the*question of the competence, of the &ablator:.

(because this competence to make jtulgment1,1 clecisions is,basic to.. ,

the success of the 'Tole the Southern Association has..set for

itself)3,tantl (2) the question concerning the validity, of present .

-.41 .4 I

1
k

Henry C. Mills, "The effects of accreditation procedures
121.1x1.22L. of Higher E&mat ion , XXXI, 6, (June, 1960), 312. .

2
.

Stuit, "Accreditation--its prOblems, p. 633'...

3Norman Burns, "The task.Of accrediting in higher, education
today, ".North Centrpl Associatibn Quarterly, XXXIV, n. 1, (July,
1959), 235-.

t
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standards used in the accrediting-prOcess. 1

, 4
: A competent library..evaluator should have a correct

, ft

, ,-.
perception of his rule; 2 and d'g: we have seen an awareness and

, . ...,-;,,.. .

command of proven evaluative. 'techniques. If this stiiC6r is
. 4 .

successful in determining.that thes factors are 'in4trumental in
. .

, i .

iinproving the quality of library evaluations, the results Toil: idi. _

be generalized for use by future library evaluatOrs iiiorarians
,

. , .

of institUtions hosting .ctrediting.thams, the Southern Assocjation's
:Commission on Caltges, and even, perhaps, by other regional

1

acdrediting agencies. The Soutilern Association, in exchange for

its cooperation, will be*presented the data gathered in, this study
.
to ,use as it deems appropriate;

Since a decision cannot be lcie\ión how to improve ,the

. quality of 4,p. evaluation by looking at the s'urn,of the parts ot an

institution', it is necessary to'study the:individual compowts.

Although this paper will explore onlSr one facet of the atqreelisation
, .

. . '91. ',;

, evaluation that .of the library, it will perhap's result iii.an*nprbvement,
i ,,:k

.,. ' :.
. of that single segment, whidli-wouTd be a necessary step toward,'

b r .,,,.. ,

improvement of the whole:

1Asa S. Knowles, "A report on institutional accr9ct1tation
in higher education, " North Central Association Quarterly, vocky
n; 42, (Fall, 1970), 282;

3

2Stuit; "Accreditationits problems, . 630.

2



CHAPTER H

REVIEW OF RELA 'hb. LITERATURE

Pattillo has reviewed the importantehanges in the procedured

for evalutting college libraries, 1 while this is helpful it still,

remains, of course, largely historical. He does point out the
\

difculty that is encountered in attempting evaluations of libraries

and cites the need o developht a new approach. 2
,

Burns suggests that . ccreditingagencies fr';tilv-e to remain

relevant and_ flexible through a continuing self-study of their,own,

purposes arid procaur es, combined with an- a..-,cornnlodating stance

toward innovative and technological advancements in informational

3media. Wiggins4 concurs with Burns recognizing that there are

1
P_s. atina, "The.aivraisal of junior college and cit;liege

libraries, p.- 3977402.

2
Ibid. ; p.- 397.

3Nörrnan Burns, "Accrediting procedures- vyith special,

-reference to fi raries, " College and Research LibraNies, X, n. 2,
(April, 1949), 1 6-157. ,

4,Sarn P. Wiggins, "Accreditation and qucality assurance; "
Ai her Education in the South (Berkeley, California: McCutchan
Publishing.Corp. , 1966), p. 187-201.

19
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strengths and weaknesses in the process of evaluating libraries.

Burns thinks that fewer quantitative standards and more qualitative

standards would be a change in the 'right direction. 1

In a survey of techniques used ty library evaluators,

Gelfand has compiled an extensive list of methods used by library

evaluators, plus a more concise table depidting the benefits that

evaluators derived from their experienes. The study, although

limited to the North Central Associuion, should be of value when

I applied to other regional ac rediting agencies. 2 Gelfand's study

-is fairly coMprehensiv and is unique in that it is the only bit of

research uncoverea that' possesses ,a direct, useful relationship

to the topic of this paper.

Although in 1955, Covey .conyfeted a study of the evaluation
1' .

of certain selected libraries of California teachers' colleges, he

focused u: xi the library's tangible components, such aS library

materials, staff, building and equipment, use by thetademic

Community and financial support. Becau(e the study was directed

'Burns, "Accrediting proceWith special reference, " p. 158.

=Morris A. Gelfand, "Techniques of library evaluators in
the Middle-States Association, " College and Research Libraries,
XIX, (July, 1958), 305-320.

a 28
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toward the physical assets and their effects upOn accreditation

and because he excluded university libraries and included librarians

with no prior evaluation experience, the rstudyhas less relevance

than is indicated by its title, Evaluation Of 'Collep Libraries for

Accreditation Purposes. 1 However, its comprehensiveness will

allow selected portions to be chosen as being supportive to the

topic of this paper. For example, the'bibliography contains,,
pq:rtinent references and the rêturns'of the su ey possess

...generalizabte inforifiation. .

,

Kells states: "Literature on inatitutional adcreditation is

sparse . . . ,
2 and literatuie on the specific subject of the library

portion of accreditation is almost nonexistent. For, atter a

fairly thorough'search of the literatures only the above titles wpre

gleaned as being related literature. Therefore, it must be

.concluded that no body of published literature exists. Seldep summed

it up when he said: "Of the hundreds and hundreds of volumes

- written about higher education.in the United States it is surprising

to note that no mere than passing reference, if any at all,, is made

"Alan Dale Covey, "Evaluation of college libraries for
accreditation purposes, " (Onpublished Ed. D. dissei tation, Stanford
University.. 1955), p. 1-428.

2Kells, "Institutional'acCreditation," p. 143.

29
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4to ccreditation . . . . So, this study, will be conducted

withOut the benefit of guidelines usually provided by prior researCh

and/or a solid base of existing literatur5.

VI the area of unpublished literature the library of the

S(,athern Association's central office in Atlanta Contains a

wealth of materials. Knowles has remarked that "There is probably

o greater body of knowledge about all aspects of higher education

than that contained in the self-studies and team evaluation report%

in the files of the regional accrediting corhmissions. 2

t.

a

. 1
. Selden, Accreditation; a struggle, p.

2Knowles, "A report on institutional accreditation, " p. 287.
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CHAPTE:k III

METHODOLOGY

The Southern Association of Colleges and,Schools

The Southern Association of dpileges and Schools (SACS).
r'

is composed of four groups, (1) the Commission on Elementary

.schools, (2) the Commission on Secondary Schools (3) the

Commission on Occupational Education Institutions and (4) the

Commission on.Colleges. The COiiimission on Colleges, is the

group in which more than,000 institutions of higher edUcation

have membership.

Each of the 600 plus, institutions has one vote in the Coll ege

Delegate Assembly. In fact each member of the otheK three

commissions has a vote in its oivn delegate assembly. F.ach
e.

Assembly sets the standards for its own members and del.errnine.s
. .

- institutional accreditation ofindividual institutions in the Soutn.

Through the central Commission.on Colleges,.W,hich is located

in Atlanta, the member higher education institutions are

'responsible for 'evaluating colleges and universities and recoMmending

actions' to the Commission.
23
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2,4

The annual Business, Ileeting decides questions that arise

which pertain to matters other than setting of standards and

determining accreditation. Eactimember institution has one

vote in the Annual Business Meetinig.

The goal of accreditation iS impralrement. Accreditation

is accomplished by meeting the standards as apProved by the

Commission on.Colleges. Essentially these standards are'

established by the membership; .therefore each institution is

evaluated by its ,own peers.

The evaluation prqcess is begun wittr the self-study. In
\

a 6on-iplete seli-study, which requires a year approximately,

the higher education institution determines its own special\purpose and goals and,attempts to determine if it has been

successful in achieving them. After thT completion of the self-
.. .

-Study, the Visiting Evaluatibn Committee, of which the lib-rary

evalualot Is a membe,, is sent by the Commission on Colleges to
,t

evaluate the institution in light of its self-study. The Visiting

Committee makes recommendations and suggestions to the, College

Delegate Assembly which determines whether to award accreditation_

ofreaffirmation of accreditation whicheAr the case miy he.
1

4

. Those institutions acquir,ing membership ill SACS are so

indicated 0 the Membership lists which are issued annually by SACS.

32
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.SACS accredits an institution on balance; the awarding of

accreditation is not a guaranteethat each aspect of e institution

is of equal quality. 1

Population and Surveyiu Procedures

The population studied was composed of all librarians

whonhad made at, least one evaluat'ion visit as a representative of

ehe Southern Associatibn during)the past five years. The time

limitation of five years was 'imposed in order to assure that the

librarians 'surveyed were reasonably currently aCtive in'the

evaluative process. The population was defined by a list of

evaluators stippliect by SACS. This list contained the names of

the evalu.ators, the institution at which they were employed and

the name of the instittitionisited by them. The criteria for

selection as a library evaluator are riot knOwn but the study

explores tht selection Process.
. f

of.all.the librarians .in the,Southern ASsociation accrediting.,
. t '

region only those librarians who had actually performed eltaluation's

for: SACS were included in the study. While it is certain that some

o

1 The Southern Association of.College's and Schools The
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools: Atlanta, .n. d., n. p.

13
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\ .
.

L.
, . . 00

members of the' population had served as evaluators for other

ypes o1f acciediting agencies including 'other regional agencies,'

rtheless, to be included in this\study, it was necessary for

the evaluator to have performed an evaluation for SAGS. Therefore,

ttpopulatio chosen is unique in that these evaluators possess

the kno edge of SACS's'evaluative rocesses..

desirous to obtain input frorn evaluathrs who are

currently active in the SACS's -accrediting a ncy. Therefore,

the population chosen haa performed one e luation in the past

five years.. It is believed 'that Theitalidity of the study will'be

) enhanced it).:he population had significant evaluation experience
,1

as measured by performing; on the average, three evaluations in

the time-limit sgt forth.
,

At the time of selectiqn the characteristics of the population .

were not known. The questiornia\ice, however, contained a section,

enticled ,Background thattevealed certain characteristics of the

group. For example, the Backuound segment was devised to

determine how long and in what type of academic library the
"

librarians, had been employed and how many evaluations and in
, .. .

what type of library they .1kisi been perfermed.- 4

4 ' /
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Since this survey was mailqd in April, 1973, the current
4 .

year's evaluators were not included in this study. To have done
4,

so would haye necessitated w_aitin until the end of calendar year

1973 before mailing the questionnaire. The year 1973 is rather

unusual in.that more than 120 institutions ere up for accreditation

or reaffirmation of accreditation. The usual average number each

year is approximately fifty. Assuming a rate, of fifty evaluatou

per year for five yearS, the maxilnum populatOn would be 250

if-each evaluator made oriev-isit. In fact, the list of evaluators

supplied by SACS indicates a nlakimum number,-of ninety evaluators.

Since ninety is 'a manageable number, sampling was discarded and

the entire pOpulation was surveyed. By surveying the entire

popu4tion,/there sliould be no significant inaccuracies resulting

from an inadequate representation.

The questionnaire was developed by gathering input trom

personal conferences with librarians and library evaluators;

researching pertinent literature and evaluation.reports, and .

through:the personal experiences of the researcher in evaluating
r"

libraries. The questions and comments which emerged from the

foregoing were incorporated into the questionnaire.

v,

4
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ate questionnaire was pre-tested by the researcher's

major pxofessg and six other librarians. They we requested

to point out anyembiguous or imprecise questions, and to cominent

upon the arrangement and logic of.question progression. The,
,

resqarcher Interviewed the individuals involved in the i)re-testing
,s

to ascertain their opinions relative tO several questions. The'

'Intent of stidh-interviews was to perform a validity check' against

the questions ,as wordeV versus lin-plied meanings as interpreted

by tile researcher. Tpe pre-test resulted in several changes

in the instruinent, th 'completed 'form of which appears in

Appendix B.

The questionnaire, being rather lengthy with 128 numbered

irems, was designed to be Answered with a check mark in the vast

majority of instances to conserve the respondent's time.
,

The first page of the qUestionnaire gave the purpose an&-,

design along with definitions of terms-that would be encountered

within the questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided intosix

parts, (I) Backgrorind Information, (II) General Information A and B,

(III) Reports, (IV) Techniques, (V) Benefits Derived from TEvaluating

LibrarieS and (VI) Comments'. The questions ranged from easy to

not so easy_and the answers ranged from obvious to not so obvious.
,
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A

The questions that required the most contempla tiwe re spacedgt

throughout the questionnaire so as not to discourage the respondents

from coMpleting the survey.

The Backgrord section of the questionnaire was designed

to obtain information such as what type of library tte'respondent

had worked in niostly and v.4.1at type of library he had hadthe

most experience in evaluating. The'latter was needed so that it

would be possible to diAde the respondents into four categoric§

and compare them for any, possible significant differences. These

categorips were (1) large universities, (2) 'small universities,

(3) four year colleges and (4) junior colleges.

Also,, information concerning.the evaluation experience of
V

each respondent was desired for two reasons. First, :the researcher

needed to know how much 'experienãe each evaluator had in order

to discern the validity of the study in general. For example,

a group of respondents composed mainly of evaluators who had

performed only' a single cNialuationNisit would not lend as much

credence t the studY as a group which had an average of three

f
visits Rer evaluator'. SecondlY, it Was necessary td know when the

evaluations had been performed so that it could be determined if the
wh,

population was in fact, currently active in the evaluation process.
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The Background section also served as an introduCtion to

she questionnaire and therefore was designed to ask "you" directed

queStions. That is, the question's explored the personal side of

the respondent with such questions as, "How long have you worked?",
tt

'1"14ow did you feel on your first visit?", "Do you benefit from an

evaluation visit?", etc. These questions attempted to obtain ego

involvement of che respondent thereby diminishing any reticence
1

to continue.answering the remaining questions.

The sections entitled "General Information" and "General-

Information, section B" were, as their titles imply, designed to

obtain information of various kinds from the respondentt. The

difference between the twa sections is a matter of degree not otkind:

'The secAons were separated so the questions requiring similar

responne's were grouped together. for the convenience of the

respondent.

Primarily, the informatioh gatheredfrom these sections

reflected the opinions of the eyaluators relative to their perceptions

of their roles as evaluators. In addition, the opinions of the

tesPondents relative to, the communications between SACS and

themselVes is revealed. The questions ranged from extremely

imPortant to questions thit were personally interesting. The latter

was included since it was thought that any errors should be-of
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comrnissiOn rather than omission.

The Reports section was designed to gather data relatiVe.to
A

how the evaluatoreould react..to a certain condition.if it were

encounteted'on an evPlu.),tion visit. These data were analyzed to

determine the degree of consistency present in the reporting

techniques of the respondents. The data were also analyzed to

determine if there were any significant differences among evaluators

when they are grouped by types of libraries'evaluaied. The groups

were formed by separating the respondents into one of four

qategories, (1) large universities, (2) small universities, (3) four

year colleges and (4) junior colleges..

In the Techniques section, the purpose was to be able to.'

formulate a list clf techniques arranged by order of decreasing

frequency that would reveal the most commonly Utilized techniques

among evaluators. ,Again the respondents were grouped by types

of libraries evaluated to see if thei-e were any' significant differences

in the employment of techniques.
,

,

The BenefitS section of ale questionnaire was designed to

ascertain what benefits accrued to the respondents from .e.s4luatin,

libraries.
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The Comment section was simply a bleank sheet of paper

upon which the respondents were requested to ,place any comments

that'cOuld not be placed in the questionnaire because of insufficient

space. The respondents were invited and encouraged to make

appropriate commeritssbut comments were not required.
-

At the end of each.section pf the questionnaire a summary

was made. Pertinent, relevant, similar and keyed-,questions were

taken out of sequence and grouped together so as to intensify the

focus of analysis. 'These questions were not grouped together

originally because of the desire to disguise their collective

implications from the reSpondents and to allow them to act aS

validity checks.

Finally, cothparisons were made iii.the Reports section and
,

Techniques section among the evaluators grouped by types of library

evaluated. These comparisons sought to determine, for 6xample,

if evaluators who consistently evaluate libraries Of four year

colleges vary significantly from those who evaluate other types. ,.

On. April 27 f973,'the questionnaire was mailed.along with a

farge'metered, self-addressed envelOpe and a coVer letter. The

cover letter identified the researcher, stated the purPose of tpe

study, requested coOperation, assured anonymity, promiSed copies

40
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f

of the results
, to those who desired themiand ,ivas signed by the

researcher and 4ciis 1,ajor professor. ,See-Appendix A.

The initial mailing and one follow-0 tWo weeks later,

resulted in seventy-seven(85. 56 per cent) returns being received ,

by NI*/ 27, 1973.

The high percentage of returns was perhaps attributable!' to

- several factorsf The questionnaire con'tained 128 numbered questions

and some of the questiona hi).d sub-sections. Attempting to collect

so much data posed a problem of possibly over,whelming the

recipient With a thick sheaf of papers containing time-consuming

,questions requiring narrative answers'. Therefore the questions

were formulated so that they could be answered simply by making

a check Mark in the -vast majority cS instances. ,Thus the quesion-

noire Was of the check list' type. order not to produce any
.

hesitancy or resistance in the recipient in answering and .turr rg

the questionnaire because of its original size of seventeer pages,

the questions were typed on extra-large sheets of 12" X 17" paper.

These pages were then photo-redimed to become a more manageable

size of sir31" X 11" pages.

The first series of queations which introduced the respondents

to the questionnaire proper, was the Background section. These
4. , \\

4 1
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questions were "you" directed questiotis--quesiions which got .

the respondent to telling about himselfa technique commonly.

'emp1oyed by members of the selling profession to "soften" a

prospective customer.

.Respondents were requested and encouraged to make

comments within the questionnaire when appropriate, but were notI
required to do so. An additional sheet of blank paper was enclosed

e

with the questionnaire so those who wished to make comments

were not inconvenienced by trying to locate something on which to

Efforts-were made to apprise 'the respOndents of the purpose

of the study bOth in ihe cover.letter, ind on the first page of the
. .

questionnaire. The researcher identified himself as a doctoral

candidate and stated that the data would be used in a doctoral.

dissertation. The study was legitimatized by h.aying the reiearcher's

major profeesor sigm the cover letter and by stating that SACS had

provided the recipient's name and was aware of the study. Of

course, a stamped, self-addressed envelope was enclosed with

the cover letter and quiestionnaire.

It is the researcher's belief that librarians in general and

especially those in the South, are prone,to share readily any

information requested. In this study, the librariiins of the population
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numbered fewer than 100. The fact that only the recipients of the

questionnaire, a smail minority, posseAsed the unique knowledge

nècessary to-the su'ccess of the studywas stated in the cover

letter. Therefore, -one probable reason contributing to the high

percentage of returns is that the'evalviaters knew that with so few

of them being surveyed each rspos was significant.

In producing the cover letter, every effort was made to

produce a quality reproduction that most nearly approximated

that of an original letter. In fact, an'automatic typewriter, ,an

IBM MTST, was secured and its reproduttion was compared with

Xerox and photo-offset. The latter was decided upon because of

the excellent a pearance of the letters. The researcher and his

major professe actually signed each individual letter in lieu of

signing one and duplicating it several times. The inside address

was typedcOmpletely .to coincide exactly,with the outside address.

When the reeipient was known to the researcher, the'salutation was

on a first name Ilasis along with penned notes On the cover letter.

Summarizing,..-it is thought that,the form and size of the

questionnaire, the personal aPproach of the *u" directed

questions, librarians' inclination to help other librarians, the

legitimacy of the Study, SACS's awareness of tile study and the

4 .)
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quality of the cover letter all combined to gain a return of

85. 56 per cent,

Deiinitions

1. ztreditation. The process of apmiing a stamp of

approval 'to an, institution, signifying the level of excellence it has

attained or indicating that it has been found,to be meeting and

maintaining abnounced standards for the educational service to:

which the accreditation refers. 1

2. ;Library evaluators. Libraiians chosen by the Southern

Associatiort to visit member institution to evaluate the library and

to react with professional expertise to the self-study of the

institution's ,library.

3. Standards. Standard Six of the "Standards of the College

Delegate Assembly "Of the Southern Association of Colleges and

, Schools" 'pertains to libraries and includes nine illustrations and
oh

_interpretations rangingfrom (1) Supplementary Documents to

(Service.

111u.ssell, "The accrediting of institutions, "

4 ;
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4. Southern Association. The Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools is the accreditingitagency that pe'rforms the

accreditation process for its,member institutions in an eleven-state

area comprised 6f Alabama', Floiida, Georgia, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
4

and Virginia.

5. Commission on Colleges. The Commission is a

sub-division of the,Southern Association and serves approximately ,

600 colleges and universities.

6. Senior Group of Commission on Colleges. Tile group pf

evaluators who are employed by and primarily evaluate senior

colleges and universities. ,

Liniitations

1. Geographically this, stUdy is liMited to ihe eleven state

area which comprises tlwegional actiVities of\the southern

Association.

2. The Individuals surveyed will be only those librarians

.who have served on at least one evaluation visit for the Southern
'

Association during the past five years.
,



3. The library evaluators surveyed will be only thoie who
a

have performed evaluations primarily in the Senior Group of the

Commission'on Colleges.

Research Objectives

This study intends to diminish the infox.mationaf)voi'd

currently existing in the area of library evaluations for accreditation

purposes.

The objective of this research is to answer the following

quesdons:

,

based with tin alternate authority or influeince other than those

supplied by'the Southern Association?

(2) Are there certain methods prócedUres and techniques

employed.by library 'evaluators which could, be utilized in constructing

a profile of an ideal evaluatar?

(1) Are the evaluative criteria utilized by library evaluators

Collection of Data
,.

Some of the basiC data for this, stUdy was gathered trom SAC

from the files of the former Committee od Libraries that SACS

commissioned to revise the library standard and from Various

4 u
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libraries that have undergone an evaluation visit. Of course
. 40

, ,

the majority of data was g4hered froM the library 'evaltiafors.

The data-gathering instrument was a check list questionnaire which

was palled to all evaluator who fit into fhe parameters of the

study.. Questions included

by gathering input from rea

librarians and.library eval

experience pf the reSearche

furnished a list identifYing t

questionnaire was an expedi

-dikpersion of the population

region of SACS.

the questionnaire were formulated

Mg the literatures -interviewing

tors and through the personal

in evaluating libraries. SACS

e evaluators. The direct--mail

nt Measure necessitated by the

rough the eleven state accrediting

0,

Becare there was no sarnpling In this stgdy, .tpe responsesV,
were displqed in n'umbers and/or percentages. -The percentages

are especially useful in characterizing the profile of the evaluator

and in determining any significant differences among the sour
:

groups of evaluators. The groups are divided into thOse who have
-

primarily eValuated libraries in (1) large universities, (2) small

universities, (3) four year colleges and (4) junior colleges.

Certain key questions which have significant relationship

to each other are gathered from their respective positions within

4 7
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.10

the questidnnaire and are grouped for focus and analysis. In

some cases'these groupings of responses are tabulated and displayed

in tables for emphasis.

,,N

Va.

4



CHAPTER IV

.

, ANALYSIS OF DATA

-.Introductibn
ID

The analysis of data is.presented hi the Same formffit as

that' of the questionnaire with one excelition. ,The sequence is

as folloft: 1) Background, 2) General Information, 3) General

Information, Section B, 4) Reports, 5) Techniques and 6) Comments.

The'Cornments section instead of being hanciled separately, has been

broken down into individual comments and placed in their appropri-
,

ate piaces within the other five .seclions of the questionnaire.

Each question of each.isegrnent will be analyzed in the same

order as presented in the questionnaire initially. 'hid quantitative

data garnered by each question wtll be presented in numerical and
,

percentage totals. If a question has elicited a comment from'the

respondents, then-, the pertinent comment haa been Withdrawn from

the Comment section and placed with.the question. In

addition, the researcher has made comments wherever .it was

deemed necessary for expansion, enlightenment or Clarity.

41

49
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.,,
At the end of eaeh section, *a summary will be made.

At this stage, pertinent; relevant, similar and keyed questions

may be-taken out**Of. sequence and grouped tog ther so as to
..

%

intensify the focus of analysis. These questions were not grouped

together originally because of the desire to.disguise their

implications from the respondents and to act as validity checks.

Finally, comparisons will be madd among the evaluators

grouped by the type of library evaluated. These comparisons

will seek to determine for example, if evaluators who cOnsistently

-evaluate librailes of four year colleges varycsignificantly from

those.who evaluate mostly university libraries.

IP

. Background.

f

In analyzing the background of the respondents, it is

(indicated that the greatest number of resPondents, thirty-eight. of
S

.
seventy-seven .09.39 per cent) had spent the majority iof their

.'4F:Iprofessionat careers in librakies, of four year colleges. Twenty-one

(27.11.7 per cent) had worked, for the Most part, in large universities;

three (3.9 yer cent) had worked in.special libraries. Only two

(2.6 per cent) had been employed in funior colleges for the largest

part of their careers.

'5 0
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z.

In response to question number two, "The majority:of

my evaluations have been in, " te break down is's folloWs:
p

forty-four (57.14 per cent) had primarily evaluated four year

'colleges; fourteen (18.18 pericent) had eyaluated libraries in

small universities-. 'Ten (12. 99 per cent). performed evaluations

in junior colleges; eight (10.39 per cent) had evaluated large

universities, and only one (1.3 per C?it) had performed evaluations

of special libraries.

Since SACS does not usually utilize junior ccillege library

personnel to evaluate senior college and university libraries, what

could be construed as an inconsistency should be pointed out.

While, in.fact two (2. 6 per tent) of the i.espondents had ansiAierd

that they had served in junior colleges for the majority of their

careers, one was erfiployed in two different junior cblleges which

had later acquired four year Status. The other respondent had
o.

transferred within the last five years to a four year institution

after lengthy service in junior colleges.

Of course, there is no inconsistentx in the fact that ten

(1.2. 99 per cent) respondents had performed the majority of their,

evaluations in junior colleges. Obviously personnel from the

senior college and university groups may be called uporrto evaluate

5 1
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junior colleges; the reyerse is not true.

In reply to question niimber three, "Number of evaluatiotis

performed during the past five years, " six (7.79 per cent) had .

performed ally one evaluation; fourteen (18.18 per cent) performed.

two; fifteen (19.48 per.cent) had performed three, and,ten (12,99

per cent) liad i.erformed four evaluations. Fifteen (19.48 per ceht)

of the.respondents had performed five evalvations .and seventeen:

(22. 08,per cent) had performed more than five.

The validity of the study is enhanced by the fact that seventy-
,

two (92. 21 per cent) of the respondents had performed two or more.

evaluations., In fact, each respondent averaged.3. 8 evaluations

even if the seventeen reSponses in ihe "More than, five" category'are
. ,

interpreted to mean Only, six. Evidentry.ithe Popillation has a strong

background,in evaluation experience.
.4

The answers to question number four, "I have performed.

evaluations in ,the folIowirig years, " reveal that forty-:nine evaluators

had performed evaluations in 1972, fifty-two in 1971, forty-eight,in

1970, forty-four in 1969, and tirty-nine in L968. 'This indicat'es
s,

the librarfans comprising the study's upperse.are currently active

in library evaluating, haying performed most of their evaluations

within the laSt three consecutive years, 1922 1971, 1970.
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"

Sixty7fiv'e (84.42 per cent) answ,ered negatively question

number five, "Have.you ever workedias an evaluator witli one

or, rnore;additional library evaluators?" Eleven (14. 29 per cent)

had worked with additional personnel. Of the eleven, nine liad

worked with one additional evaluator and the remaining two
C,

respondents had worlpd as .a member of a...committee.of three

library evaluatorS. It shoxild be rioted that on the libraries of

lrge mtati-faceted universities require twe or more evaluators.
.

However,/one respondent coMmented that he had served iciln a

committee of two in evaluating a speaial library. 'Further research.
revealed that this particular special library was a part of a large

university system.

Question number six--"bo you' know*of any criteria that must"

be met in order to beCome an evaluator?"--shows that sixt3r-two

(80. 52 per cent) do not know of any *criteria that must 1,:ie satisfied v

to become an evaluator. Fifteen (19.48 pe.r cent) stated that they.

were aWare.of criteria but only one commented on a criterion, He

stated,that "One must have the recommendation of as, respectetd SACS

evaluator before he is invited to evaluate libraries. "
*.

Respondin.to question number seven -- "How Would you

describe your thoughts on preparation for your very first evaltihtion
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visit?"--thirteen (16. 88 per cent) said *hey were 111-41repared.

Thirty-seven (48.-05 pejr,cent) thought they were only Toderateli

,prepared,while twenty-thr6d.(29..87 per cent') thought they were

well piepared. Only two people otq Of seventy-five Who responded

tothis pa'rticular queStion thought they Were excellently 'prepared /. .

for their first evaluation visit.- 'One gave-as his-reason for believing

that he had excellent preparation the fLct that he had attended a

SACS sponsored workshop for, library evaluators. The other

offered no statement as to why he thotight hia prepara'tiOn.was

. excel-lent. 6 per cent) did not respond to the question.

'Seventy-one (92.21 per cent) in answer to qaestion number"

eight--"Do you benefit professionally from serving as.a visiting

library eValuator?"--said.yes, -*hire one (1.3 per cent),said no.

.Two '(26 per cent) other evaluators- ha-d no opinion and'three
tr

per cent) did not respond.

The library evaluators who comprise the.population of this
A

study are strongly grOundeti in evaluation experience. Those who
/ ,

have Perforirted at least two evaluatioils in the past TiVe years

exceed ninety per cent of the respondents. Further; the librarians

haVe performed, 'On the average, 3.8 evaluations frO, 196871972,

the time limits of the study. Perhaps it shoUlcl,be not/d that the

'5

r
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3. 8 average is conservative becauSe the "more than five" category

in the question was interpreted as meaning only six. In addition,

most of the evaluations performed by this group occurred during .

1970, 1971 and 1972. Therefore, the study has focused-upon and

is enhanced by the fact that the librarians under scrutiny'are

experienced library evaluators who are currently active in the-

evaluating processes. The population is uniquely qualified to express
4,

its.of)iniOns and viewpOints regarding the evaluative procesSes and

techniques.

rhe background of the respondents reveals that the majority's

professional e-xperience has been in senior colleges,. Correspondingly,'

the majority of evaluations has,been perfqrrned in senior C5 ()l1eges.

This is not sui'prising,since, within the SACS's accrediting region,
*- 1

the four year colleg,es clearly outnumber the junior colleges or the

universities.

in the vast majority cases the evaluators are the sole

members of the cemtnittee assigned io evariAte the library; hence

they become the chairmen. A few Of the lib,-arians have worked with

committees which have twc or three mernbers. However, this only

occurs orrvisits to large, multi-faceted univen!ities.
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It may be unfortunate for an institution to draw a library

evaluator On his first evaluation visit. For, by their own admissions,

most evaluators felt that they were moderately or ill,prepared tO

perform theiy initial visit. Only two respondents thought that they

had excellent preparation.

Finally, the average evaluator is convinced that he has benefited

professionally from serving as a library evaluator.

General InformatiOn

In this section each question gaie-a choice of five answers.

The respondent could answer bychecking one of the following:

strongly agree, 'slightly agree, nuopinion, slightly disagree, or

strongly disagree.

Question number one, "It is admirable that SACS relies
A

on qualitative and individual approaches to a library evaluation

rather than an approach based upon strict adherence to Standard

Six, " was answered in the following Manner. Thirty-seven (48.05

per cent) strongly agreed, twenty-six (33.77 per cent) slightly

agreed; two (2..6 per cent) had no opinion; seven (9. 09,per

slightly disagreed and five (6,49 per cent) strongly disagreed.

50
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One respondent made the comment "Strict adherence to

Standard Six includes qualitative and individual approaches. "

Another stated:

I have always been disturbed by the fact that SACS
encoursnes the interjection of what in fact must be
subjettive opinion. This means that.schools are
unevenly rated, depending on the background and
experience of the various evaluators; some are
stronger than others, some are harder to satisfy
than others. Too, an evaluator will change his
opinions and ratings from visit to visit, depending in
part on the problems to which he may be most
sensitive at a given moment in his home environment,
or to new information wfiich he has himself gained. The
stricter standard and the tighter the means of
interpretation, the'better or the fairer with an
institution any evaluator inevitably will be.

Question number two, "It is possible to evaluate a library's

collection and staff in a visit of two to three day's duration, "

elicited the following response'S.. Thirty-two (41.56 per cent)

strongly agreed,.thirty (38.96 per cent) slightly agreed; one (1.3

per cent) had no opinidn, with eleven (14.29 per cent) slightly

disagreeing and three (3.9 per cent) strongly disagreeing.

Several of the comments to question two were brief sentences

stating esSentially the same idea such as "depends upon the

situation, " "depends upon.the oVerall situation," "depends upon

the type of institution, etc. ahers were a bit more detailed, 'for .

'1
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example one said:

I agtte that the basic task would be impossible if
the visit were-all we had to rely upon. However,
one must know what he is looking fot prior to
arrival--that should be accomplished through reading
the self-study docuinent If the'document is not
revealing enough to give the evaluator a pretty good
agenda for the actual visiethen 1. feel it isn't well done.
It should tell you what to look for. Then the visit
can be worthwhile and something can be accomplished.

Another evaluator said, that he had been in the role of the

host librarian undergoing an evaluation visit and the visiting

evaluator admitted that to evaluate a staff and collection in 2.5

days is "an impossible achievement. " Theyboth agreed,that it

could be possible to attain such an achievemept in a very small

library, but that it would be 'impossible in a library of "any -

appreciable size. "

The final comment stated that an in-depth evaluation

obviously could not be made in so short a time, but that techniques

can and should be developed that would enable evaluators to

determine the relative adequacy of a library''s collection in 2.5

days.

Lç
Question number three stated: "Starida, cl Six attempts to

cover all types of academic libraries, private, public, denomi-
.

national, junior colleges, commuter colleges, small unisiers Ries,
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and large universities. Standards should be written to take into

account such obvious d1fferen6es among sucti varied institutional

libraries. " Thirty/(38. 96 per cent) strongly agreed; twenty-four

.(31. 17 per:cent) slightly agreed; three (3. 9 per cent) had no

opinion; ten (12. 99 per cent) slightly disagreed and ten (12.99

per cent) strongly disagreed.

With a total of only twenty (25. 98 per cent) disagreeing, it

is evident that ie 'evaluators think that Standard Six is too broad

and general and specificity would be welcome.

question number one, which in essence states that SACS is flexible

In answer to

and does not expect each libraryto be judged with a strict application

of Standard SiX, a total of sixty-three evaluators (81.82 per cent)

agreed, thirty-seven strot ly and twenty-six Slightly. This bver-

. whelming majority, coupled with, the total of fifty-four (70.13
---per cent) agreeing with question three, indicates that evaluators are

left to their own individual approaches to the evaluation assignments.

In lieu of quantitative standards, evaluators are free to apply7ndefined

qualitative standards. Evaluators have indicated by their reSponse

to question three that they would welcome a standard thatmould take

into account obvious differenCes among libraries. This is summed
to

up rather well by the respondent who c'omniented, "The stricter

59
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the standard and the tighter the means of interpretation, the

better or the fairer with an institution any evaluator inevitably

will be., "

On question number four, forty-two (54.44 per cent)

strongly agreed and'twenty-seven (35.06 Per cent) slightly

agreed that "A library evaluatbr often acts as a.catalyst fo

speed up segment of the hbst libraryt.e ,program by using the

leverage inherent in the authority of the accrediting agency. "

Two (2.6 per cent) had no opinion and three (3.9 ker cent) slightly

disagreed. There was no one who strongly disagreed. This is

the only question in this segment that drew no responses in the

"strongly disagree" categOry; Three, (3.9,per cent) failed yo

maWa., tionse.
-

.7;

-- ,,, xt ., With s,uch, a preporideranceof the population 'responding in

/.the ,I'stOnglygree" and "slightly agree'' categortes, it appears

- that thevnajority of library el.rraltigtors often react,i.n.a- benevolent and

sympathetic manner to the chost library's situation. By en acting

in a helpful fashion, it could be concluded that librarrevalnators

perform their assignments in a:positive rather than nagativ

manner. SACS requeSts its ei.raluators not to equate their role ts

evaluator to that of ThsPector, and obviously such ail interpretation

6 0
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is not made.

Question numbet fivexas: "There are absolutely no library

standards in the United States applicable to university libraries. "

Seven (9. 09 per cent). strongly agreed with the statement; twelve

(15. 58 pet cent) slightly agreed; fifte'en (19. 48 per cent) had no

opinion; twenty (25. 97 per cent) slightly disagreed; tWenty (25. 97

per cent) strongly disagreed and thiee (3, 9 per tent) made no

response.

One respondent while agreeing that there are not any

university library standards commented that there are several

library standards which are usable as guidelines for comparison

purposes ,such, as the Clapp-Jordan Formula, the Washington

Formula, and the California Formula. He added that these should

be considered only as minimal guideposts and each institution should

be judz,Ted according to its own neede. Another said that if there

were not any university library standards then "we are in saa

shape. " The final comment asserted that the question was "Difficult

to answer bccause.you have not defined etandards nor degree of

applicability. "

01%
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When queried as to their-thoughts concerning question

number six which read, "Apparently, the process leading to

accreditation is of irnmen s,.-! benefit to the library .of the institution

concerned, " forr, p(' cent) strongly agreed and

twenty-one (27. 27 4i :"P`ti 'ig,htly agreed. In addition, two (2. 6

per cent) had no opini: ,rk...; (3.9 per cent) slightly disagreed;

only one (1.3 per cent) strongly. Of the two (2.6 per cNi;

who did not respond to (1,e.._.,..ostion, one gave as his reason the

researcher's ornmissie,T1 ckf thr definition of the word "benefit. "

Another who disagreed with the statement, commented that "The

accreditation process is valuable in some cases, not as much so in

others.' '1

The value of the accreditation process depends on such
factors as the degree of involvement of the faculty and
staff of the library. In an instance where a school is
blase, the self-study accomplishes little if anything.
This is especially true if the procedure is kept the
activity pf a limited number, particularly at the
adrnintstratiire level; the learning and self-analysis
value is obviously excluded.

A

It is evident from the responses that almost every evaluator

is convinced that the self-study is of vital importante to the

library.

G2
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AsSuming it would.be difficult to measure the adequacy of a

library collection in i few days, the following qbestion was posed

to determine whether evaluators Would be receptive to the idea of

sampling the collection: "The evaluating texas presently employed

by librarians to measure' the adequaoy of collections are either too

costly in time, which is money, or they measure imperfectly. "A/1

possible solution, which would be of benefit to library evaluators,

would be to apply the,sampling technique to measure the adequacy

of collections. " Only thirteen (16.88 per cent) agreed strongly with

the statement; the majority, forty (51. 95 per cent), slightly agreed;

ten (12.99 per cent) had no opinion; six '(7. 79 per cent) slightly

disagreed; four (5.19 per cent), strongly disagreed and four (5.19

per cent) failed to respond. One of the ten who had np 'opinion

asserted that the question was "poor ; another \indicated that he did

not...understand the question. It should be noted, how,wer, that che

question survived the pre-test unchallenged. Another respondent,

while not stating as much, 'seemed not to undekstand the question as

evidenced by his comment: "A certain amount-of sampling is .used
.f,

by most schools anyway, and with varying degrees pf rigor to be sure. "

The question was not, directed toward deterfnining whether sdiools

employed random samples of collections but rather toward determining,
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whether library evaluators, while performing eValuations, would

be able to obta,in a clearer idea of the relative adequacy of a
_

collection through random sanlpling.

A fOurth comment was that regardless of the methods employed

it would necessitate involving to some extent experienced individuals

and it was therefore going to be expensive. However, library
L

evaluators are ekperienced individualS and their pay-($50. 00)

recludes their being expensive. The two final cOmments were:

"This is really wht we do now, " and "Sampling would.only serve

well as an evaluating tool if done with a high degree of expertise. "

It is rather evident from the'comments that this qUestion generated

a certain amount of confu2ion and misunderstanding. This situation

could be attributable to a lac'A of knowledge about the sampling

technique by certain members of the population.

Question nut-fiber eight asked the respondent if "As a library

evaluator you are more concerned with the educatfonal effectiveness

of the library rather than it§ operational efficiency. " Twenty-seven

(35.06 per cent) strongly agreed; twenty-six (33.77 per cent) slightly
.

agreed; two (2.6 per cent) had_no opinion; thirteen (16. 88 per cpnt)

slightly disagreed; five (6.49 per cent) strongly disagreed and four

(5. 19 per cent) failed to respon.cie Eight respondents.chose to make
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comments regarding this question and all eight were essentially

the sathe. Five of the comments were: "Both are equally important";

."Both are very important, 'and inefficiency in one,of these areas

may .affect the efficiency in the.other area"; "Both are linked

together"; "Both are necessary--can't have one without the other";

and "Both are so intertw.ined that they cannot be separated. " The

final three comments, though worded a little differently, reflected

the thoughts expressed by the. others. These, comments were:

"I think the educational effectiveness dependssio a great degree on'

the operational efficiency"; "It is difficult if not impos'sible to

separate the two"; and "Operational efficiency is one good measure

of e.ducational effectiveness.

The committee' which formulated the present library

standards thought that-the reiost important evidence of a library's

effectiveness is the nature and extent of use of the library by the

academic community. Thereby one would think of the library as

being educationally effectiVe if the faculty and students were

Using its services freqUently and extensively. The question was

'Letter from thed orres pondence files of the SACS Library
Committee on Revjs,ion (If standards.
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intended to imply that there are examples where a library is a

smoothLrunning, well managed organizational unit, staffed with

properly qualified pergonnel but is unable to relate meaningfully

to the goals and purpcses of the institution of which it is a part.

In other Words, a library could be organizationally sound and

c(
pperationally efficient, but, could be so ut_of touch with;the

,

curricula that it is atquiring library thaterAs. that are not
,

relevant to the educational purposes of the institution. In such

a case, it would not matter how quickly and inexpensively the

Technical Processes.Department could order, catalog, process

and place on the shelves a particular title, if that,title should

not have been chosen for inclusion in the Collection. No matter

how proper the flow charts, no matter show quickly the Circulation

Department is able to charge a studerit's books, no matfer how

accessible the library personnel are, unless the academic community

makes extensive use of such a library, it is not educationally

effective. The irtajority of the evaluators who responded agreed

with the idea 'as s forth by the SACS Library Committee on

Revision of Standards.
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One of the most thlpoftant qüestions in the entire survey

was number nine. It read as follows: "In-view of.the fact that

each individual library should be,examined or evaluated- wih

an eye toward the parent institution's goals, purposes, curricuhjm

and faculty, would you gree that SACS's Standard Six is at best
'r

a point of departure for an evaluatIon that is based more in the

individual evaluator's background of expecience and professional

training thanin the standards themselvesr A total oi fifty=riine
. r

persons agreed with the question; thirty (38. 96 per cent) agreed,

strongly and twenty-nine (37. 66 per' nt) agreed slip,tly. Five

(6.49, per cent) stated that they had no opinion; Neven (14. 29

per cent) disagreed slightly and only fvvo (2. 6 percent) disagreed -

strongly.

There were only two who chose to make acomtnent relative

to question nihe. One stated rather s.uccincly, "It is difficult

not.to base evaluations on one's own experience, but I try not to. "

c,

The other said:

don't really agree with this although I will admit
that it has- a lot of truth to it. One has to try to be
objective-and see the library as the institution being
examined sees it and evaluate that perception rather
than one's own perception. For that reason one must
alluays attempt to gain and use ,the entire committee's
perceptions and not rely exclusively on one's own.

,

/
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From the above, responses-it is.evident that the evaluators

consider thrnselv4 self-spfficient and competent to evaluate

libraries without maintaining strict adherence to Standard Six.

The implication is that the libraries are so varied it is difficult

to apply the standard absolutely in each case. Therefore,

Standard Six which is the authority.for performing the evaluation,'

is used primarily as a point of departure.to_perform an evaluation
e

chat is tailored more to the concepts and training orthe individual

evaluators.

Such evidence could be construed as an indictment against

SACS if it were believed to be occurring without,the AsSociation's

knowledge. This is unlikely. However, it does reveal that SACS

while giving lip service to strict application of Standard Six,

allows flexible and individual evaluations of libraries. Additional

evidence lies in the fact that the resPondents in this study have

performed, on the average, 3. 8 evaluations. Thus evaluators'

are repeatedly requested by SACS to make- evaluation visits. This,

coupled with the fact that sixty-nine (89.61 per cent) iespondents

have.never received from SACS any analysis or criticism of their
r

k

reports, can lead to only one conclusion. The evaluators are

performing their evaluations,with the tacit approval of SACS.

6,8

1
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In response t,o q4pstion numiler ten, fOrty (51. 95 per cent);

of the respondepts agreed strongly that "It would help an Liexperi-

enced'evaluator to observe at least one evaluation before being

assigned to a vi.`siting evaluation committee. " Twenty-one (27. 27

per cent) Slightly agreed; four (5.19 per cent) voiced no opinion;

geYen (9. 09' per cent) slightly disagreed and only five (6.49

per cent), strongly disagreed.

One evaluator added the phrase "Or at least some type of

work shop by SACS" as a,corfunient. Similarly the only other ..
. 0

comment' was that it would\ biVren better.t6 have UneXperienced

evaluators-to-be .attend a training work silop'and jia ye. the,

opportunity .to read and study reports of previous 'CoMmittées,
. %

1

Question.eleven was intended to explore the thOughts of

evaluators concerning the unquestioned leaders among colleges

and universities and their relationship to an accrediting agency.

For example., Some universities grudgingly comply with:the

accrediting agency's stipulation they undertake a seff7study every

decade while openly complaining that such activities are.a monumental

waste of time.. The reason, projected for such an attitude is that.

a nationally recognized institution is a pacesetter and hardly can

be evaluated by standards that sweep with so broad a brush.. In
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ot4er wyrds, standards that apply to small junior colleges

could,hardry be used to evalthAte a I larvard, a johnS Hopkins, or
I II

a LINr: at-Chapel OM. 'In fact, some schools have eschewed

Membership in an accrediting agency, apparently with no untoward

effects.

The question (number eleven) which was formulated to

explore this facet of the aocrediting process was worded thusly:

"Libraries of large, ,well.established institutions which are not

dependent uron accrecPtation (they have an unquesticned reputation

for academic excellence) s. leir sole L.mefits from the

total review and focusing of effort which is provided in the self-
/

study. " Of the seventy-seven reSpondents, seventeen (22.08 per

cent) strongly agreed that standards were essentially meaningless

to such librayies.. Ikventy-Six (33.77 per cent) slightly agreed and

eleven (14.29 per cent) had do opinion. There were Only five

(6.49 per cent) who strongly disagreed, seventeen (22. 08 per-eent)

Who slightly disagreed: and one (1.3 per cent) who failed to respond.

It would appear to bc safe to assume that the evaluators think

that institutions possessing unblemished academic reputations do

,not benefit from that facet of the evaluative process, the ,

s

7 0
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Only one respondent Chose to make a comment -regarding

question eleven. His 'comment? "I don't understand the question. "

Question nurer twelve, luators need better guidance

in thp form of quantitative guidelin s Check lists, and/of

questionniiires, " was designed to elicit the evaluators' ideas

relative to positive forces of uniformity that calla be exerted by .

SACS. Uniformity, in this instance, refers to a more uniform

approach by evaluators and does not imply that therPSaould be

uniformitY ctripng libraries.

In responding to this question, seventeen (22.08 per cent)

strongly agreed; twenty-six (33.77 per cent) slightly agreed;

three (3. 9 per cent) had no opinion; seventeen (22.08 per cent)

slightly disagreed; f:welve (15. 58 per cent) strongly disagreed and

there were no responses from two (2. 6 per cent).

One of the respondents said that he strongly supported the

possibility of utilizing quantitative guidelines but did not think that

check lists would be beneficial, Another suggested that library

evaluators should' nicer and discuss the feasibiliiy of formulating

either gifidelines, check lists, or questionnaires. The final

i7
lo
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comment was:

This is where SACS would have to differentiate
between types of libraries and levels of prOgrams
if check list.s were used. ,I think the use.of check
lists, etc. cannot be standardized, but must be
tailored to the particular institution. I use check
list§ which ; prepare 6n thy bases of th,e self-study
document, the college catalog, and whatever other
materials 1 have that may lend themselveS tha.r.
The point is, the checklist is peculiar to the
ins.itutiOn.

.
The last.spntence of the above comment is a point well

taken. Indeed, one theck liSt to apply t.o all institutions-would

'create an untenable situation. It would be the'same as attempting..

to apply one standard to the approximately 600 institutions within

SACS 's mem be .rsh i p.

A rather sensitive,point among librarians was broached in

question number thirteen in the following manner: "When SACS

revises Standard Six, a statement requiring thstitutions to grant

full faculty status tc.i professional librarianti shoUld be included. "

"1'110y-seven (.48. 05 per cent) strongly agreed; twenty-three (29..87

per cent) slightly agreed for a total of sixty (77. 92 per cent)

agreeing in varying degrees. Of the other respondents, five (6.49

per cent) had no opinion and twelve (15. 58 per cent) diVided

themselves &wally between strongly disagreeing and s,lightly



disagr.Eing V c!'.x (7.7) .per centy each

Personne! (7S have indicated that librarians are prone

to incorporate into their reports suggestiOns'and/or recommen-

dations relative to the host library staff's not having faculty

status. Standard Six does not require institutions, as a condition

of their accredittitipn, to grm-rt facultystatus to librarians.

Although, according to the evaluatiorc reports received 'q SACS

and the ansvrers to question number thirteen, it would" seem that

th_ evaluators very definitely think that tileir colleagues should

be accorded faculty status as a conditicin Of aeoredlitation.

The majority's opinion notwithstanding,, one respondent

commented:

It is becoming incr9asing apparent to me that faculty
rank is.apt to do.libi-arians more harm than good. If

by, faculty status is meant such faculty perquisites as.
tenure, TIAA and related fringe benefits, then these .

should be included,. with the proviso that access to
them is,based oa criteria unique to and dependent iippn
the needs and characteristics of librarianship,, not
teaching. (Too often librarians, zealous in their demands
for faculty ..ank and status, forget that they are rid
teac.hing faculty and cannot measure up to tlie criteria
applied to such faculty. To demand equality without
qualificatiOn is to hoist 'one's-self on;one's own peta...d. )
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others were a bit more succinct in their comments.

While ihis is important, other items need.more
emphasis.

I just don'f knoN4 whether SACS has the right or 4
power to do this.

At least stronger emphasis should be placed on
professional status of librarians.

Some institutions do not have factilty statts for any
of their faculty, so this mandate, would not be
logicat.

have be"en ititerpreting Standard Five (Faculty)
to cover this.

The last comment regardipg'Standard Five (Faculty) is

not clearly understood for iwo reasons. , One, library evaluators

are dlways requested to serve on Standard Six (Library) and

sometimes are giv'en doutle assignments. However, this double

assignment is not given with the assumption tnat both standards

be applied to the libra For example, if an evaluater were

assigned to Standard five and the librarians of that partiaular

institution did not have faculty sank and'staitis,. thenStandard

Five wo.ula not encompass the librarians.. Two, Standard Five

does not even obliquely approach-the question of faculty status

for librarians.

0
41'
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A library director of a large upiversity, with a Actident

porlulation of over 20,000 stated thlk he hardly ever made any

suggesticui in his evaluation. -L.cports anchoften wondered if

other evaluators operated in the,same vein. This comthent

prompted the researcher to incorporate such a statement into
,

the questionnaire. The.director's,opinion was stated in question

fourteen thusly: ":Due 1,3 the fact that suggestions made by the

library evaluator may be ignomd entirely, it would be proper to

eliminate thehi from the rcport and rely solely upon recommendations.

According to the responses gathered, the elimination.of

.suggestioRs from evaluation reports is definitely not trend-setting.

" Only. four (5...19 per cent) agreed strongly; seven (9.09 per, cent)

agreed slig,htly. There was no one who was indecisive about this

3tVement because the "nO opinion":category was rot checked once.

However, fifteen (19.48 per cent) slightly disagreed and an over-

whelming majority of.fifty-one (66. 23 per cent) strongly disagreed..

It is rather evident, therefore, that 'evaluators think that suggestions

serve a worthwhile purpose. Five of the respondents made comments

supporting the use of suggestions:

Suggestions '.rilay he very'helpfUl.

This is f;ornetimes an opportunity for an evaluator's
best cOnt ribution.

I I
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Suggestions are of considerable value to both the
librarian and the administrator inter..?.sted in
improving library services.

If the library has to compete with the Counseling
Department or the Physical Education Department
for an addtional clerk, a suggestion by the evaluating
teaM does give the librarian an outside reinforcement.

QuestiOn number fifteen, "The truly important work has been

accomplished through the institution's self-study," drew the

folfowing.responses. Twenty-one (27.. 27 per tent) respondents

agreed strongly with tile statement, while thirty-four (44.16

per cerr) agreed slightly;- sixteen (TO. 78 per cent) slightly disagreed;

five (6,49 1.,er cirkt) strongly disagreed and one (1.3 per cent)

fa:led to reSpond. Since the self-study takes place over a tirpe

span of twelve months or more, the answers indicate that surely

the self-study accomplished in a year can hardly compare in

importance to a two-atid-a-half-:day evaluation visit.

The comments tp question fifteen were as follows:

Depends on the self,study. Could be too perfunctory.

With some.qualifications. Would not be, so without
anticipation of a visiting committee.

..-

The'self-study is important, bue the follow-up actions
to thp self-study Lre equally :important.

7 6
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Truly important work is also accomplished during.
the accreditation team's visit.

The.self-study is 'very revealing, .if done, properly
and free from. intimidationi, but the "force" of a
recommendation uponshe-administra:tion is the
.ultiMate goal.

Question s.ixteen revealed a major flaw in the thinking of

library evaluators. An overwhelming majority of respondents

indicated that evaluators believe,that théh task IS to evaluate the

library itself rather than the library's self-study. However, in

all prqbability; the blame cannot be placed totally on the evaluators

. but, to a certain degree, upon SACS for not properly inStructing

evaluatorS. This'is not to state that the evaluators are blmeless,

for meticulous preparation including careful perusal of .the materials

furnished'. by SAgS; would hiive revealed the proper ansWer at

(whiCh question sixteen was directed. Question sixteen 'said% "The

role of zhe evaluator is to react to and evaluate the library's self,'

study, not the library. " Ten (12. 99 per cent) of the rtspondents

agreedstrongly; five (.6.49. per bent) slightly agreed and two (2. 6

per cent) had no opinion. The, incriminating anthwers showed

twenty-nine (37. 66 par cent) slightly disagreeing, thirty (38. 96

per cent) strongly disagreeing, and one (1.3 per cent) nos responding.

7 ,;
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The view of SACS toWard thc visiting committee is revealed

in Manual for the Institutional Self-Study Pro Yram of the Commission

on 'Colleges.

The visiting committee, as representatives of the
Commission on Colleges, will evaluate the completeness
and thoroughness of the self-stpdy and preSent outsiders'
viewpoints concerning the findings reported in.the study.
In this function committeeadembers are educational
consultants with a somewhat rwre objective approadh to
the institution thaN call be taken by those immediately
involved 1

An overwhelming majority of respondents agreed with question

number seventeen: 'rho most important facet of the evaluative

process is that it compels the library to consider the very reasons

for its existence. Thus, the evaluative process' will aid in bringing

the library's liurposes clearly into line with the overall objectives

of the institution of which it is a part. " Thirty-four (44.16 per cent)

strongly agreed; thirty-one (40.26 per cent) slightly agreed; bnly

one (1,3 per cent) had no opinion. In addition; eight (10..39 per cent)

disadreed and three (3.9 per cent) strongly disagreed.

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Manual for
the Institutional Self-Study Pro_gram of the Commission on Coneges.
1972, p. 42.
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The single cornment was,. "I don't believe this happens

frequently. " The person wl made that comment obviously was in

a minority. It is difficult to conceptualize a library tha,t continues

to exist over a long period of time if its purposes and goals are

contrary to those of--tke institution. A good academic library's

stk.,..;krin-trade is a complete identification with its own institution.

In fact, one important measuring device for an academic library s

:ellence is to determine how far its library resources and service

go in support of the institution's objectives. A majorit of the

respondents clearly believed that, the evaluative process aids

in allowing the institution and the library to seek compatible goals.

In response to question number eighteen, tWelve (15.58

p*r cent) strongly agreed that "Other members of an evaluation

.team sometimes do'n'ot cornPletely understa'nd the library

evaluator's point of view. " 'Forty-two.(54. 55 per cent) slightly:

agreed with the question; six. (7 79 per cent) had no opinion; ten

(12.99 per cent) slightly disagreed and seven (9.09 per cent)

strongly disagr.eed.

"Library evaluators., and other evaluators for that matter,

'sare said to be poorly paid consultants" was question number-

79
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nineteen. -lhe answers indicate that nineteen (24. 68 per cett)
-

strOngly agreed and eighteen (23.38 per cent) slightly agreed. A

rather large number, twenty (23. 97 per cent), voiced no opinion;

six (7. 79 per cent) slightly disagreed and, fourteen (18.18 per cent),

strongly diGagreed.

The two cbmments relating to question nineteen were:

do not know if this is said, " and, "But this it a function of a

professional. " It would appear that the latter comment sums up

6he situation, for SACS suggests that evaluators are, L fact,

educational consultants and the honorarium is $50.00. However,

as will be proved later on in this study, the majority of evaluatOrs

think that the fee is Lnimportant. Even tnough one can be-poorly

compensated for his °time in monetary gains, it does not negate

his enthusiasm for performing the assigned evaluation yisits. '

The next question, number twenty, "A library evaluator

should be a member of each visiting evaluation tearn, " polled

ome interesting responses. A surprisingly small number,

twenty (25. 97 per cent) agreed strongly and eighteen (23.38 per cent)

.. slightly a:greed. There were twenty (25.97 per cent) who-indicated

that they- had no 'opinion. Six (7. 79 pet' cent) slightly disagrce.!

and thirteen (16.88 per cent) sirongly disagreed.
.

8 0
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The comments were: "insofar as the total institution is

Concerned" and, "It-depends_upon the.size and nature:of the

institution. '!

In established institutions it would be next to impossible to

have a non-librarian t6 serve as the library evaluator. In

. newly. emerpng institutions it could be conceivable. However,

even the youngest of'institutions usually has a library. In fact -

one of the ftrst acts of the president of a new institution is to hire

a librarian and to fashion a library 'Of sorts. A visiting team of

evaluators, therefore, at any stage of development of an

institution, would encounter a librarylof some kind. It is

interesting te ponder who would function .in the capacity of libr'ary

evaluator-if it were not a librarian. In answer to this, it,shQuld

be pointed out that Many librarians have been called upon to

evaluate other aspects of a university's program. Perhaps the

revers,e could be true.

The last question of this section; nurnb6r twenty-one was

stated-in the folldwing manner: "Standard Six is, in fact,

unenforceable because it does not-contain adequate, normative data..

to guide the libraTy evaluatbr.:' Qn.1. ten (12. 99 per cent) of the

81
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.itespondents,:z.idgreed strongly with the statement while fourteenl.:

(18.18 IN,: cent) agreed slightly with three (3.9 per cent) hOlding

no opinion. Twenty (25.97 per cent) slightly disagreed and thirty
.3

(38.,9( per cent) respondents strongly disagreed.

Only one respondent chose to ca.,ment about question

number twenty-one, and he said, "But enforcement may not be

,.the chief benefit of evaluation. "

.;ince.' as the responses tO.question number.nine indicate,

Stundard Six -is at best a point of.deParture for an eval tion that

is based more in the individual evaluator's backgr of

experience and professional .training than in the standards theMselves,

it- iS not surprising to nose that the majority.disag.rees that lack

of normative data Fs in,any Way a hindrance to effeCtive 'evaluations.

Sunimary

Thr evaluatorS' eSsential views are revealed by analyzing

the responses generat.-1 by six specific.questions in the above

section. 'The six queAi(3ns are listed below and the responses are

Wustrated in Tat. a.

. (1) It is admiTable that SACS relies bn qualitativé.and
individual approaches to a library evaluation maker
thana-k approach based upon strict adherence to
St:thelard Six.

`ei
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(3) Standard Six attempts to cover all types of academic
libraries, private, -public, dendminational, junior
colleges, eommwer colleges, smalLuniversities,
and large univekities. Standards should be
wr,itten to take into account such obvious differences
am'ong such varied institutional libraries.

(6) Apparently, the process leading to accreditation is .of
immense benefit to the library of the institution
concerned. r

(9) In, viem, . faèt nitifeach kndividual library should
or evaluated with an eye toward the

parent ..in9titutiOn's goals, purposes, curriculum
and fo-ulty, wpuld you agree that SACS's Standard
SiX is at best a point ofodeparture fOr an evaluation
that is based more in the individual' evaluator's
background 'Of experience and professionaltraining
than In the'.standards then.selVes.

15) The trulY important work has been accomplished
throt4gh the institution's self-'study.

(i7) The most important facet of the evaluative process
is that it compels the library to consider the very
reasons for its aistence; Thus the evaluative-process
will aid in bringing the library's purposes ele.Irly
into line with the overall objectives of the institution
of which it iS a part.

I.
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.Ry look.ing at OK! propoode:ance of ansvrsi in Table

that fall into the "St rongly Agree" and "Slightly Agree" .categories,..

it becomes evident that the evaluatorS are of One mind relative

to the siX questions. Therefore, it is safe to make certain

assumptions regarding the respondents.

Library evaluators think that they are left to their own

devices and t .hniques whe performing evaluations. This viewpoint

is based on the fact th t SACS does not expect strict aaherence

to Standard Six and that Standard Six..cannot poEsibly be.applied -

equitably arid effectively to all 600 plus libraries otjts men'ibe
-

ihstitutions.. Equipped with such narrow standards.and facell with

the task of measuring libraries of small junior colleges atone

end of the spectrum and ldrge university libraries at the opposite

end evaluators are forced to rely on their own training and

experience4n performing evaluations. Standard S..k merely serves

as an authority for evaluations and 4 point of departure for

evaluators.

Evaluators think that SACS should revise the 'Standards,
II

faking into aceourh tlie obvious differences rtiong IT-varies.

Standard Six should contain Certain specific data that, could be
.

applied flexibly within certain categories or classifications of

;JO

'1
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(
libraries-. One limited standard cannot, 'nor should it be expected

-
to, serve adequately .as,,a measuring device to such a myriad Of

6

libraries. In effect, Jibrary evaluators are requesting that they be

rele4Sed fr6M the subjectiVisni inherent in Such a program. Sucit

an important segment of a,n academic organization as the library

should not be subjected unduly to human capticiousneSs. The

more explicit the standard can be the better the chances Of any,
ft

one:library in receiving a fair and impartial.evaluation. Of

. cdurse, the ramifications to the parent institution are obvioUs.

The library evaluators agree, with some reservations,

_That. it is possible tO evaluate a library's stdit and collectibn within

a three day visit. Several respondents believe, however, that

the si2e of the institution's-library and the reliability of the library's

self-study,contriNte greatly to the achidvement of such a task.

Even though'eight respondents confmented that educational
4

effectiveneSs could not be sepv,=tted frlom operational:efficiency,

the majority agreed that as'library evaluators they are rnOre

concerned wittt determining the educational effectiveness of a

library than the ofierational, effi6iency. 'The SACS Librav Committee.

on Rev:,sion of Stamiards, which formulated the current library°

standards, th,)ught that the most important evidence of,a library's



effectiveness is thc nature and,extent of use or the library by

stu&nts and faculty...

.° The present tandard includes such requirements' as

maintaining a certain' numbef- of open library hours, a library

.tommittee, seating capacity for one-fourth of the larpst'number
,

.

of stiidents.on campus at any one time, etc,. 'Such requirementst

may 64 rn.ay not contribute to library effectiveness; they certainly

do.not measure effectiveness. In view ofthe fact that the Araluators

are c merned with library effpctiveness, perhaps SACS could

cause to be constructed an instrument that would permit a

measurement of a library's educational effectiveness. Admittedly,

it .would be extremely difficult to devise an lstrument cap,.

of measnring,library erreetiVeness.

It is, evident froml the Tesponses that almost every evaluator

is convinced that the self-study is of vital importance to the library."

Since the,seif-study is usually a labor of AwelVe monthwor more,

involving individuals from several,strata of the academic community,

it is not likely that a two tO-three day evaluation can exceed the

importance of the former. Evaluators agreelhat a most important

facet of-the Self-stiidy is that'the l4brary is compelled to ocaniine
. ,

88
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its ra4son d'otre. T1Tis introspection a,llows.the library to make
I

a validily Check on the compatibilfty of its goals and purposes

with thOse of the parent institution.

Most Jaluators think they were ill or moderately preparod

for their initial evaluatidn visit. This waS established in the'

Background section of the study (scse Table 2).

Do you know of any criteria that must be-met in ordertto
become an evathator? Yes 15 , No 62 .

7.* How would yor describe yc5ur thoughts on preparation for
your very fir;A: evaluation visit? I was ill prepared -13
I was moderately prepared 37 , 1 was well preparec77 ,
I had excellent preparationi 2 .

It wcu1d help, an inexperienced evaluator to observe at
least one.eValuation before being asdigned to a' visiting
ev.-Ou;,tieci committee. StronglY Agree 40 , Slightly
Agri.e 21 , No Opinion 4 , Slightly Disagree, 7 ,

Strongly-E5isagree

* Background
**'General Infomition

Table 2.-
A

In the.dame section it was re tealed that evaluators do not knyw of

any criieria that must,be.fulfilled in order to become anievaliatar.
,

Pursuing this further, it was found that the responde`nts felt, that ,
. 9 el- t

o. ,

it' would be helpful if 4./. newly,selected evaluatorcould observe an

.89
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evaluntion.yisii heforc conducting one- by himself. The proliability

of an evaluator s/ being the ole member assigned to Standard

Six'18 very good since 84 per cent of.the responding evaluators

indieated that they had worked alone. Also, the respondents'

think that there is a need for better guidance from .SACS,in the

form of quantitative guidelines, check list and/or questionhaires.

This conclusion regarding better guidance from SACS .coineides

with a. previous.conClusion that evalliators wish to be releaSed

from the subjectivism of the evaluations.

However, the evaluators.do not think that Standard Six is

unenforceable because it' lacks normative guidelinet. On the'

contrary, the ipherent,,power wielded by an evaluator dan cause ,

favorable administrative action to be'implemented, even'though

some recommendations'are not based Solidly in Standard Six.

Unquestionably, -SACS does possess the clout to enforce_recom

mendations of an evaluator.
a

. Orre potential quantitative requirement that grew strong

support from tlie respondents was the desire, to include in the

standards'a stateinent compelling institutions to grant full fa:culty

status to librarians. The failure to grant faculty status to librarians

is a growing problem, and SACS could perligps enforce such an
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auiocratic requirement. If this v:ere to happen it would place

the,accrecliting agency in the position of, acting as a bargaining

agent. Such a position:might not be acceptable to SACS. It

would gain the sympathy and loyalty of librarians-but Might

, alienate the adniinistrators of the institutions.

LiLfrary evaluators are unified in their negative reaction

tothe,possibility of excluding the "Suggestion" category. from '

the reports they file with SACS. Also, they agree that their

role as evaluatorrcs to evaluate the library and the library's

elf-studY. They may be incorrect in th9 assumpV, hoWever;.

since SACS interprets their role as° educational consultants who.

}yin furnish An objective view of the splf-study. The; inference

here tis that SACS'has failed td cdmrnunicate its conception of

the evaluator's.rOle to the evaluatcrE n the field.
.1 t

The respondents slightl)i agree that theiroviewpoints are

not alwaysamderstood and accepted by other members of the
-

evaluation tc:.m. And, ather surpristhgly.they . do not think

that a hbrdry evaluator should be' a member of each eyaluation

team. 1
-
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Celici aformation

Section B

t. Section B, whIle still soliciting information of a .general

nature, has been sepaTated-bebause of.the different types of

insweis necessary to complete the questionnaire. In the first'

section of the General Informationsegmea, the respondent was

restricted solely to checking one of the fiye.answers commonly

fOund in the Likert scale And a.61ding comments if.so desired.

In Section B of the deneral InforMation segment, the respondent
4,

has a more varied choice .of Tes'ponses including the inser.tion
I.

. ..,
.

, ... . / .
. ..

. , ,

of written answer-S-aiid comments. The separation Of questions .

requiring similar answerS was done fox the convenience of the-.
respondent.,.

Question number one in SectiOn B was, "Would it be advisable

for SACS to be more specific about the librAry'commiqeer

Standard Six noW states in regard w the library'cominittee-, "There

4 ,-

should be:li proper academic corrimittee concerned for the, library

which;-should include the librarian. " Twenty-six (33. 77 per cent)

recomniendeci more specifielty and fifty (64.,94 per cent)'thought

that SACS was-specific enough. Only one (1. 3 per cent) had no
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opinion regarding the question. One respondent stated.that

"There is toG much diversity among institutions to be more'

specific. Another said, "In fact all library committees shoUld

beeither.abolished Or made solely advisory. The final comment

was, "Advisory should' be written in. "

Sinde the majorityof library committees .throUghdut the

f
cduntry are advisory, questionnumber-ene Wag devised to

determine* if evaluators thought that any changes should be made

in the standarddespecially in regard to an advisory committ&

versus a policy making committee. :Obviously a more specific .

statement concerning the library committee is not a great soncern
. .

-to evaluators.

Questionp3mber tWo, asked, "Have you ever served on a

visiting comrnitree that failed to accredit/re-accredit an institution

because of deficiencies in the library?" Fourteen (18. 18 per cent)

eaid they had; fifty-nine (70. 62 per cent) said they had not and

four 0. 19. per cent) failed to respOnd.

Aqually thec question should have reaa, "failed tO recommend
/acereditátion/rf-accreditation, " as one respondent pointed out:

Th9 Visiting Committee, as you are doubtless aware,
does not accredit or deny accreditation. It Only
recommends either action to SACS, the appropriate

¶IY)

4
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ccoimittee within which conskiers both the Committee's
review of.the Self-study Ind of its on-campus findings,
and the original self-,stu ly only if necessary.. The
Visiting Committee is..not_ as poWerful as your-
questions ,,vould aM sure this is a Matter
of wortiiilg by yot4 however.

Of the fourteen respOnses, one added thaLaccreditation was

only delayeLl'until the library deficiencies werp corrected. Thus,

the institution was.never without accreditation.

A sithilar question was posed in number three concerning-

accreditation add re-accreditation. It asked, "Have you ever

served on a-visiting committee that, failed to accredit/re-accredit

an institution -for any reason?" %Twenty-one (27. 27 per cent)

answered in the affirmative; thirty-nine (50.'65 per cent)'said

they had not, ,w1tile fifteen (19.,48 per cent) gaid they did not know.

Two (2.6 per cent) did not respond.

In retrospect, the aboye questions concerning accrethtation

wete not sufficiently2ttatled to.alloW any significant conclusions

to be drawn from the responses. However, in view of the fact

that Standard Six is only one of nine commonly apdlied standards

and, in same instances, one of eleven:applied standards it would,

appear that perhaps more institutions have their accreditation

denied or wAheld for. library deficiencles than for any other, reason.
.1



In answering question nuMber four regarding thc honorariutn

($50. 00). path to library.- evaluators,, the majority,, forty-one (53.35
7

per cents stated that the- fee was unimportant; ten (12.99 per cent)

stated that the present fee should not be changed. There were

twenty-six (33. 77 per cent) evaluators who thought that the fee
;

should be increased. The suggested increases xanged from $75. 00

tc $450. 00; three trespondents suggested $75. 00; sixteen, thought

$100.00 woutd be appropriate; five indicated the fee should be .

$150.00; pne evaluator suggested1250. 00 and one hoped for $450.90.

One of the respondents who stated that the fee is unimportant

said, "Evaluation i a professionaresponsibility. " Another

added that the normally receiVed $100. 00 to $150. 011 per day for his

servic,?.s aS a consultant to libraries, but he was happy'with the

present tee paid by SACS s11 e it represented at ;least a token
,

acknowledgement. There were not any,respondents who thought

that ttie fee sholild be decrea6ed or eliminated. The conclusion-is

that mostaevaluaiors do not expect any significant remuneratio for

theft- services..

Iyddition to the honorariuni eyaluators receive reimbursement

for trAvel, lodging and Meals. SACS allows evaluators to Utilize

whatever mode of transportatidn desirable and will pay up to the

9.5
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limits'.of first class qir travel. There is no limit, within reason,

for .M.eals:

Question number five--"Do yc,a think that 'any new library

standairds Would be more helpful if they w- to be written more

frot.a the viewpoint of the user?"--receiVed the following replies.

Thigy (38.9_6 per ,cent) evaluators said yes; thirty-one (40. 26 -

)per cent) said 1,o, while fourteen (18:18 per cent) stated they had

no Opinion., There wc- two (2. 6 per cent) who failed to respond
-

to t'his question.
1

TWU succinct comments to question five we're: "Arnbiguo

question" and "But not eltrnina,.. Othgta. e: Anot'er more expansive'

respaadent commeni 'This would be most interesting tu pursue.

I am afraid that the ugor does not know what he wants until it is

,pointed out by the librarian. "

The. final comment stated that "All library evaluations-are

in termS of clientele. ' Ideallyfthit true, for the ideal evaluation
4

.of anlinstitution and therefore any of its components, including the

woul1 be ihe valid measurernent 'of the product of that

.

insAtution, the student. The data derive'd teom such a measurement,

however, 'would he-meaningless until.they were juxtaposed with

data from similar institutions.
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If it were. possible 6D devise a measurin device that would
-0

serve as a valid, reliable evaluative tool hi diScern'ing the quality
I

of thwaduate,

tha' n they do.. If

then evaluations would' pose' less of a problem

library eyaluate.rv/Were ab4 to determine the'
extent and nature of library.use by the students, ipwould not be

unwarranted.to assume that the res'ult would be a Measurement pf
,

educational effectivenes,i. At chis time, however, it appears that'

the academic library profession has only the crudest ideas concerning

the quantity and quality of reading atcomplished by its clientele.

If the IlrofesSion had more precise measures of the reading habits
-

of college gtudents it would 'enable accrediting agencies such as
.

'SACS not only to measure the effeCtiveness of the Jibrary but the

_vitality of the entire instructional program.as
. L,

Therefore, if stahdards were to be' written from a viewpoint

compatible to and in sympathy with the users,''they just might

prbvide a base fcr a whole new concept of standards. Since

libraries are service oriented organizatiori,s, it would, behoove

them to become rn\3ere knowledgeable of their patrons. However,

the respondents were about -equally divided in their decisions as*

to whether user-oriented standards would be helpful.

9 7
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--, In answering question, number six, tfic responding evaluators
... . . . er -

.

were about-equally divided. Questim six asked, 'Should SNCS
., t

,

,
,

''introdUce some quantitative standards into Standard Six?" Thirt -five. . ,

\ I, (45. 45 1.)er cent) said yes; thirty-two (41.56 pdr cent) said no; eight

( (10.39 per cent) had noopinion, and twO (2. 6 per ,cent) did not

respond..,

One respondent comme ed:

Evaluators may use qu ntitative standards now a,s
comparative tools for making judgements. Example:
the libeary cOpection is below th,e minimu4i number
of volumes as recommerfddd.by the AtA.standards
for colleges of comparable size..

Others commented that quantitative standards "woulcLbe good

for some institutions, bad for others" and that irnplementatiori

.co,uld Only be d.orie "with extreme cautien; " Anotlier said that

quantitative standards should not be included betause'Standardsit
0

are not quantitatively, perfected. "

The final cominent warned,about not learning from past I

mthiakes when, he said, "We ouglat to avoid rigidity,. we have been'

through that. Quantitative standards could be helpful only if theyis'i).'
. ,

were flexible. "YObviously. this ,Comrnent'wad referring to\the fact
. .

that SACS, like other acci'ecliting Agencies,- once had a 'ritid set of

9 8
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criteria to apply to institutionssseeking accreditation, in the
\

case of the library, inflexible tluantitative standards caused a

crippling ccnforrnipy for several'decades. 6tandaAte,4,v.., .hich
. r

1 ;

unyieldingly demanded that a library possess a fi tA number of

books and evensupplied a biblioiraphy of such bstoq, s deteriorated
,

to a required buying list. Libraries would buy the books.needed
,

to nkt the standards regardless of their educational needs.

ljater it was decided that_perhaps the uality of the library's

holdingt was more important than mer ly 'possessing a linite
6.

nurnber.of. titles. ,

7,

Of those wha 'oppose re-introduction of Quantitative standards,
. ^ -/

'the most widely-heaid arguments are tliat 'it has been tried in the

Fiast and it does not tyke into account the institution's individudlity.

gvidently the evaluators responding to the queStion are not convinced

la

one way or the other.
4

Question number seven asked, "Do you find the information

supplied by SACS helpful in library evatluations?" A majority of '

dixty-four (83. 12 per cent) answered yes; -eight (10.

said no, and five (6. 49 per cent) had no,opinion,

per oent)
/

Apparently most evaluators are satiSfied with ve'ry little

in formation because as,one respondent commented, "All the evaluator

L
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gets from SACS is a copy of the standards. " Actually SACS sends,

each evaluator a copy of the Standards, a copy of the self-study

vmanual, a travel voucher for claiming expenses, the, names and
1

schools of other visiting evaluators, and a mimeographed-sheet

explaining what is expected of an dvaluator. -While such information

may be helpful to ci first-time evaluator, it is of dubious assistance
.

' 'to experienced.evaluators since the same infOrmation is supplied
4 - ,

for each visit.- Perhaps, as a way of explanation, the respondents'

'were confusing thejnaterial received from SACS and die material-
.

received from.the hat institution. The latter usually consi ts of

a copy of-the-self-study, a copy of thp faculty handbook, a college or
-

-*
university catalog and other material directly relevant to the ho t

institution. This-Material undoubtedly is of immense benefit to.

he evaluators,- while the material received from SACS pales in

Comparison.

Forty-three (55. 84 per cent) answered in the affirmative to-
t

equestion eight, which asked, "Have you ever been reguested to

evaluate any other aspeet of am institution while serving As the

library evaluatori" Thirty-three (42.-86 per cent) said no and one/

( 1 . 3 per cent) did not'respoltd.

100
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A ub-section of the above question requested the respondents .
e

.
, ,. ,

.

, to ident fy..tlle area in which they pdrformed the additional evaluation.

The fo lowing is a list pf suclareas. If, more than orie evaluator

, tiaa prformed evaluatic:Os in sim. il4r areas, the total number
,

appe, rs in parentheses: An "illustration" is h segment-of a

. "sta ard. "

/
_

Alumni, Illustratidi Eight of STANDARD T1WO, Qrganiiation.
and Adrninistrdtion i

Audio-Visual Department (2)

Bookstore

Commerce Ekpartment

Computer .Us age

CurriculUm, Illustration Two of STANDARD THREE,
EduCapiOnal Prpgram

Educational PrOgram, STANDARD THRE

.4r English Department.
r .
Extra-class,Aetivicres, Illustration Three of STANDARD

SEVEN, Student Developn9w.Svifices (2)

FaCulty, STANDARD. TWO .(6)

I. Faculty Organization, IllustrattOn Two of STANDARD F-IVE,

Fdcuitiy,

Graduate Program STANDARD TEN

Instruction, Illustrdtiop Three' of STANDARD THIIE,
Educational Progrdm

10 I



Library f,iciencc Department (2)

Organization and Aelminist ratioit STA NDAR D TWO, (2)

Physical Educatien Department

Physical Mant, STANDARD EIGHT (5) .

Plant Facilities, Existing,. and Expansion of, Mustrations.
One and Two of STANDARD EIGHT, Physichl Plant (2)

Purpose, .STANDARD ONE (a)

Special Activities, STANDARD. NINE (3),

- Student Development Services, STANDARD SEVEN (5)
. -

'There is a total of eleven standards each -6f which covers a

distinct and separate aspect (5f an institution of higher education.

These eleven s,tandards are:1 :4

4A STANDARD ONE,' Purpeis .of the institution)'
Jr.

STANDARD TWO, Organization and Administration

STANDARD THREE, gducatZonal Progrim
..

STANDARD.FOUR, Financial Resources

STANDA'RD FIVE; Faculty

.STANDARD SIX, Library 4,

STANDARD SEVEN, Student Development Se°rvices
1

1The Southern Association -4 CollegeS and chools,. 'Standards
of the College .Delegate Assembly. Atlanta, Georgiai Southern P

Association of Coneges and Schools, 1972.

1 02
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STANDARD EIGfIT, Ph-isical Plant

. -STANDARD NINE, Special Activities

STANDARD TEN, Graduate Program

STANDARD ELEVEN, Research

ea .

'The first nine standards'are usually applied to junthr and

senior colleges, and, of course, Standards T,en and Eleven are

applied only to universities and/or instituttons engaged in research.
4

Of the eleven'standards, respondents have performed evaluations

within nine of them. Standard Four, Financial ResoUrces, i

traditionally assigned to Business Managers, Auditors, Vice
.

Presidents in.Charge of Finance, etc. , and no evaluator reSponding

has served in This arpa.
-

Standard Eleven, Research, is custornarily limited to large

institutions and SACS norMally' sends the largest groUps of

evaluators to such inStitutions. Therefore, there are in all

probability, more experienced members of those teams who could .

perform more effective evaluations of Reseal-eh Programs than

lilirir, j. 1Aw.co111pk4ty anu size of abiaries. ot
.

large institutions prol;ably preclude Vac: ii irary eyaluatop from

performing iri' two areas.

.;*



Consequently, -library evalOacors have performed, evaluations

in nine of the areas covered by the 'standards, the excentions .being

Standard Four, Financial Resources, .anceStandard Eleven, Research.-

The respondents have served either° as the sole cOmmittee niember.

or as a committee smernber.assigned to one 'specific aspect or,
illuStration. in addition, they have been req'uested. to evaluate

specific entities sull as individual instructional departments,

bookstores, and computer usage'. . r
a ,

Section B of question. eight asked the forty-three respondents,

"Do you think your qualifications enabled you to make amefficient

and effective.evaluation of this additional assignment?" Of the

total'of forty-thiee, twenty-nine (67.44 per tent) said they were

qualified and fourteen (32..56 per cent) said they were not.

The Only comment was, "I have alwayS felt free to kpress

my opinion about any aspect of the college and ani personally
6 . . .

interested in the degree to ich the faculty na t es

faculty governanpe. " The comment was not directly connected

since the question asked if SAC-$ had ever assigned the respondent

tO another standard, and whether the respondent was qualifirl to
A

make an efficient and effective evaluation.



4

`s.
'4N

The most significa9t findih as (revealed by questien

number eighris that apprdximately.a third (32.56 per cent) of
. .

,the evdhlatags who perform other evaluations do not believe .that

.they are qUalified to do So.,' Surely, the institutions undergoing
tevahiations would not appreeiat6 having any facets of their.

'organizations evaluated by 6ne who does not think he possesses

adequate evaluative qualificatiOns. 'Certainly SACS should

implement more rigordus.screening of its evaluaibrs in order

"to prevent the dilution of the aOrediting process which is so

Vitally important to colleges and universities.
I

The ninth question was a. five part question that asked:
44 r

"Do MI visit the,library at night: (1) To 'observe library us,
ft el

(2) To IntervieW 'Cibrary.users,..(3) To -determinelf the lig-hting is.. .
. . . . . \

(-n, Td observe ,-'. !liability Of personnel and (5) lJever

li)rary at night..

Sixty-one visit the library at night to observe the extent of
,,,s11:->.

us 'c-by the academic community. Th.irty-seven intervieW t e . .
...... . . .

..

patrons: thirty-eight use this Opporrunity to determine if the
t

ligking is adequate'and forty observe the availability 94.1ibrary
,

personnel. Ton never visit the library at night.
0.

SI
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. .,

in addition t3 reasons mentioned above,-. one. respondent
,.. . .

said that he Nould'?Check noise ,..levls, .observ,e area. around the
,.

library and cheat-safety features.;' Two of the fen who sgid that

they never visit the, library at night gave the folL6-wing reasons:

No tin-1 to do' so, " aiitl "Lacloof time,due to'cómmittee meetings. "
..

Questionnurnber ten ask6d, "Do'yOu have your own cliea
.!. -.

list of items to obserVe during an evaltn?',' Sixty-one (79.22,
fit

. per cent) of the evaluators said they Odd haVe; fourteen (18.18
,

per cent) said x.hey click.not, and two (2.6 per cent) did not respond.
,

In a similar vein question number eleven que,ried the
.

evaluators with, "Do. you have:yoUr own list of questiOns to ask

intorvieweesn, Sixty-th , per.cept) dia havc olt4, own

. g questions .and thirteci-:. (16: 8 8 per cent) did not rely upon

a list of questions. One (1.3 ver cent) failed to respond to the

question.

E vidently, ,library evaluators have ,acted in a rather resourceful
A _ .

manner 'in the nihjoritx: o f' cdses and devised a check list and a

questionnaire. The fact:that so many respondents have'd&6med

itnecessary to fashion their ow'n check lists and questionnaires

9

can only..14aci one to conclude that"- this waS done sDe49'ifical1y to
'-:

fulfill a defini4.., need. It would be interpsting to poOl these.self-made

1.06
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check lists and queaionnaires with a view toward consolidating

the most popular and' useful items into a "universal" ltst. Perhaps

evaluatorS relative to check lists and questionnaires-. This.
,

fnforthation could Serve a usefucpurpose when SACS begins the
,

revision oftlr library -standards.

'COri-drer-i4figlhe revision of the library'standards,h.question

it would -13q appropriate for SACS tc obtain input from library

twelve asked the respondents, "Are you Aware thai SACS }Ins now
1

initiated a long-terrntstudy to revise its library standard?"
- ,

Thirty-two (41.56 per cent) said they wee aware orthis; forty-
,

four (57.14 perccent) saki\ they were not, apd thete was one (1.3

per cent) who made no,responSe.
40 4

a

Returning to,pheck lists and questionnaired,- question number
-

thirteen stated, "A check list 'or questiofinaile,prepared by. SACS
f

would be helpful as an evaluative tool:" Again, as in questions

ten and eleven, a clear majority, fifty-seven (74 (i,per cent)

anewered yes; nine <11.69 per cent) dead no; ten (12.99 per cent)°
. ,

voiced n9 opinion and one (1.3 per cent) did not respond.

In analyzing the responses quektion'S ten, eleién and

thiiteén (see Table 3)1; it is obvious that-(1) cheCk lists.and quption-
.

naires are used extensively bir the:library eyaluator (2) these

1 0 rio.

4..
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documents are produced hidiyidually to satisfy an unfulfilled

need; and (3) thQ respondents think that similar dOcuments
4

prepared by SACS, wot14 be helpful as evaluative tools.

10. Do you have your .oWn check list of items to observe during
an evaluation? Yes P1 ,' No 14* , No response 2 .

1C--1310 you have your' own list of questions to ask interViewees?
Yes 63 , , No 13 No response 1. .

13. A check rist or questionnaire prepared by SACS would be
helpful as an evaluative tool. Yes 57 , No 9*
No opinion 10 , No response 1. . (

Table 3..

Qi.!estion nuniberfourteen.asked, flow dd y6u deiermine.the

adeqUacy of the library collection?" Standard Six 'states, ,i"Trie took
4t

and periedic.alms,ollection should, by wality, size and nature, support

and stimulate the entire educational program. " The evaluators

were--given five ,statements that could be'phecked which would,,,

indicate the frequencTy of the techniques utilized to determine ,

<4

collection adequacy. These statements were:

,(1) Make extensive checks of the collection against
standard bibliographies, (2) Interview library staff, '

faculty and stWents to ascerta.intheir success or .
,
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,failure in finding the materials ueeded by then'',

(3) Spot check titles against bibliographies,
(4) Compare the nunvrical tOtal of the collection

with some quantitative standard gueh as given
by H. E. W. , L. A. , or. the Clapp/Jordan

p, formuta, and (5) Aative that-f-the collection

were inadequate and unable to "support and
stimulate the' entire educational program" it

wOuld so staté in-The library self-study.

Thirteen of the respondentsmake extensive checks of,the

collectibn againt standard bibliographies. Seventy-one uterview

library staff, faculty and students to ascertain their success pr.
-

failure in fiuding the mateyials needed by them. Forty-seven

spot check titles agaitIst.bibliographies. Fifty-three evaluators

%A.

compare the nurfletical total of the collection with some quantitative

standard such as give'? by FL E. W. , A. L. A. , or the Clapp/Jordan

formula. Finally, twelve assume that ,if the collection were

inadequate and unable to "su406rt and stimulate the entire educational

progfarn, "'it would so.state In the library self-study...

Ane if the comments was; "I do not assume., . , not in a

naivesense. I request the faculty mernberS on the cormpittee to .

review collections.

study would reflect

" Another comment was, "Hopefully the self=

this information. ".. The final comment stated,

"I check,the shelf list in some areas in which I have some

1 0

ebcrtlse. "
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hi sunimn ry, the evaluatov detormines the adesedacy,of 'the

collection by interviewing library staff, faculty plid students
9

priniarily. The second most frequently uti ed determin ing factor

is the comparison otthe numerical tptayof the Collectiosi against

some published quantitative standavf. The third determinant is
,

to compare a sampling of.titlevagainst bibliographies.

. "Has SACS ever requred yob to g enerate .feetzlbaCk for t'he

purpose Of' improving ev uative techniques?" was question number

fifteen. Of the seve ty-seven respondents, fifteen (19.48 per cent)

answered that they had been requested to generate feedback while

sixt,y-one (79. 22 per cent) said they had not. One (1.3 per eenc)

failed to respond./
- (

A sub-question to question fifteen asked,. "If answer to above

.was yes, did you cooperate a nd submit any input?" -No one answered

this question.

Queried.about w'heter they apprise the host library director

of their findingt Wore leaving, the evaluators responded to question.
.

'number sixteen with fifty-three (68. 83 per cent) rpplying in_the
.

affirmative. Twenty-three (29.87 per cent) said, they did not'and

one (1.3 per cent) didenot respond to the question.

110
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One evaluator stated that he appris'ed the library director

of any findings only :'As directed by the committee chairman. "

Another said he apprised, the director "In general terms only and
,

....$

do not indica+ ,estions,ot 4commendations. " Another comment

4

was:

If specific aiates'or concern to.the librarian have

- been identified and answers to these problema have
been elicited from appropriate administrative staIf

,merribers, this irkformation is passed on to the
librarihn. 'The librarian is also generally included
in the group invited to participate tn the final reporting
conference with the Visitation Committee. however,
the librarian.is not apprised of the Committee's findinks
which are, recommendations,for SACS only, and are
confidential.

.41
res.'pondent wp-ned, in his comment that this is "Not the job

of the evaluator. " A similar comment was, "cow in* general way,

ord*pthe team chairman can ipeak for the evaluators. " However,

these two particular commenthtors may be a'little confused; SACS
.

doeirequire official ornments given tc the press to made

the cOmmittee chair n with members of the institution's adminis-

tration present. At 40 time arethe''bhairman and the committee

members free to speak to the question of the institution's accreditation

status. At dny rate, with fiftylthree' Of the se'Venty-seven itspondents

informing the directors of their firsangs, it is safe to assume that

".
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4.

SACS has not directed the evaluators to do otherwise.
,

Question seventeen stated, "Feedbaék frorn SACS would help

you to .perfor evaluations more effedively and efficiently. "

Fifty-sev'en (74.03 per cent) answered yes; five (6.49 per cent)

said no, and fourteen (18.18. per cent) Voicea nTo .opinion. One

= (1.3 tier cent) failedito reSpond:
4

.
Wheriaskecl,, "Have you ever..received anO. feedbacic

from SACS .relative tO your reports?" five.(6.49. per cent) said

a

that they Ka-d, ..bui sixty-nine.. (89.61 per cent) replied that they .
. .

, .

hacrhot. Three (3. 9 per °cent) made no response to the question.
. . .

... 1

The respondent§ who answered in the affirmative were asked, to

indicate if the feedback from ik.CS had been helpful, non-hetpfuji,

positive, negative, constructive, official and/or informal. Only

one of the five replied tizithis 4uestion and his answer was that
a

the feddback.had teen in an informal conversation with a SACS's

officer.

In reSponding to question number nineteen--"Have you ever

attempted to aid a library to gain favorable administrative

consideration for a long:neklected item through yOur influence as

a library evaluatoT?"--sixty-two <80.52 per centlef the respon4nts

stated they had aone this. Five (6.49 per cent) s aid they had not;

112
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seven (9. 09 per cent) did not know whether they had or norand-
e

three.(3. 9 per cent) did not respo d.

Two brief comments wer "Ambiguous ,question, " and'

"This constitutes a recommendation generally. " The third pkrson
. _.

,,
to comment was suspicious of the rneaning of the question. He :
;

i

said:
,

The lone of the question implies improper use, a ,

influence or unethiCal conduct. 4Th1s, of course,
an evaluator should avoid. However, where a library
is'understaffed, or under bUdgeted, it is the responsi-
bility of the evaltAator to state the situation'honestly
and tactfully, and recommendchanges,and itriproyementk

Of course, the researcher did not intend to imply that by

4
aiding a library the evaluator would be gdilty of impröper.use

influence;or unethical conduct. Rather, the implied meaning of "
1, t

questfon nineteen was to discern if evaluators were kindly disposed
. . ,

toward the host library or unfriendly and aggressive. The sixty-two.,

affirmatiye ansWers confirm,that evaluators are, for the ,most

/Pe''sympathetic to the Plights of the libiaries unde'rgoing the visitation.

Question number twenty asked, "Have you everxeceived any

training from SACS on proper evahla.tive techAiques and/or report
-

,
, 4-

writing?" Only thirteen evaluators replied to this question. Ten
I. \ -

respondents bad had SACS-sponsoyed training in both gvaluative'

V

I.

'q
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teeiniques: and report writing, and three hkd had training only. in.
evatuativeNtechnidues. One respondent commented that he had

./.'"Assisted with both in Atlanta several years ago. "

When asked, "Have yo been inv ted to supply any' input into

SACS's revision of the librar
. 3

standa da?" only eight teplied'in

the affirmative. SignifiCantl sixteight (88.31 per cent)
\.

skid they had not heen.asked to\
,
pa icipate. Qne evaluator (1.3

per cent) failed to make a. response. When asked, "Would you

Participate if asked'?" seventy (90.)1 per centj answered yes; thtee
. 4

r

(3:9,per cent) said no; one (1. 3 per cent)'eaid he did not know if tie

would participate br not and there were three (3-. 9 per.cent) who
4

did riot respond:

. As an aid to fbausing upon the ,questiOns atid thel?:Tesponsea -

. relative to communications between SACg4ind its evaluators, ,thd
. ,. .

r )

questions and answers are grouped in Table 4.

Wt..is Clearly indiCated in Table 4 that' tht library evaluators

.aid SACS are not corkmunicaang with each.other.'., The cornmimication
1

lin betiveen.the evaluatorth and SACS is, .at 'best, tenuous. With

s ch a vast amount of lsnowledge about I 1a uations residing in. one
t .

group of people; it ia puzzling why SACS has never availed itself
I ,
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_01_such,__especially Since the evaluators are perfeCtly willing
_

. .

to share their experiences and opm;tons.
A

411

15. Has SACS ever requested you to generate feedback-'
for the purpose of improvin evaluative techniques?
Ye's 15 , No 61' , No response 1 .

01

17. Vpedback frail SACS would help you to ArfOrm
exaluationSMore effectively and efficiently.
Y'es 57 ,- No 5 , No Opinion L4,
No response 1 .

18. Havle you ever received any feedback from SA;CS

relative to yotir, reports? 'Yes 5 , No 69 ,
No response 3 .

_

2 . 'Have you ever been invited tO supply.any,-input .into

SACSs revlblon-of-the library standards? Yes' 8 ,

No 68 , No response 1 4-

Would yousarticipate if asked? Yes 70 , No 3 ,

Do not know '1 , No response 3 .

0

-8.vidently SACS th, under the impression that it does not
e 4

need'any inpUt from the people who are actually eXectifing the
,

evaluations. On the other hand, the.eValuators feel that SNCS

could help them and the member institutions if it would only
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generate some' sort:of feedback.

SAgnif*ntly, queition twenty-one receiVed more

comments than any Other, single CluestiOn-in the entire questionnaire..

when it asked 'What recommendations would You sugest that

in your opinion., would lieipimprove library evaluations?" Obvisly.

the library, evaluators are conc"erneci nhout the standards w' ich

theyiapply and have given the matter much thought as As reflected

in their comments, -

tot

The comments offered are:

Revise the questionnaire form now being used for,
candidacy and Anitial accreditation.

Revise the standard so that it will be-'apphc'able tO
4,:jAarning Re`gturce Center 'concept of mixed
Media as well a the traditional libtary.

Since an evaluator generally follows the illustrations
as listedin Standard Six, the "Manual for. the
Preparatign pf.the Institutional Self-Study" should
provfde guidelines for these same nineoillustrations,
in the same order.

- .

I would stress allowance for individual differenc0.,
and also the:place of other nearby collections in
. I
the evaluation.

:

One generalize 'standard Cannot lie equally applicable
s' to all typea f 6st-h'igh séhool instieutions.

4

116
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In addition to the college catalog and kW's report,
provide the evaluator with current annual reports,
or statisrical reports (Federal, State or local)
cOmpiled hy_the_librarian prior tO the accreditation
ihsitation.

We need a statement about professional growth of .

libririans, i.e. , at, mdance r wo.'
in-se,rvice, training and turther study

to.L advancea degrees.

Wineed standard questionnaires that can- be used
for faculty and student evaluitiOns of library
services. Th4e instruments cduki be-designed
so that flexibil0 can be incorporated.

Welieed to obtain feedback from the librarians
to ascertain if,qUantitative guidelines are needed

.and if 'qualitative check lists, e. g. ,..sugested
bibhographies are necessary. As it stands now,
the standards are flexible so that the library can
meet its'needs accOrding to the purposes Of its
institution.
/
Begin with What we haire. *They are not too b-ad.
Work from there'-in areas that need revision.

'.. a ,'

,

I am not particularly proud of mY firk efforts
, withal() experience or training. .Fortunately, it
was a good institution and I feel I did no harm.
After the 4tlanta training sessicin in Which j
participAled later, and my awn institutiox's self-
study, j.feel mUCh more certain of my evaluative .

abilities{

*.,

S.

.

t
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.

Develop different sets of standards for different
types (oi: sizes):of libraries; .tp-date the'illuStrative
areas to .take carwof.newer .library cont6rns--
management, automated activides, audio.r-visual
materials.. and services, etc. Eliminate illustration
one; the vroutlie no longer Iig
;41n1...,tet.1,, and usj:1',Y is virtuajly impossible cayway,
or was, unless one had loads.'4-tirne..in which to do
the calculations.. '. More emphaSis shOuld be put, too,
on; goals and objectives,,..and ori:serviCes,por.se.

I 'thirik the main weakness-in the lAts's eValuation 411

procedure i lack of.tramihg f9r the ,team members.
The refUlt of using both eXperienced ancl..ineperienced
Aeople, and ones "who netret get feedback exOPt by
being invited to serve again, is a wild varia4on of

reports. A "hard" team: -or one with a "hard" chairman,
will make an institution look pretty bad, while the .same
institution could have sho n up.very, well with "easy"
team. I've been on Will knds.

'
At least one visit as an apprentice hkember of the team

4 would help. Guidelines, 'dr che4k lists, could be an

aid. The Maiival for the-Self-Study, could serve this
'purpose if it were written td coincide with. the
iUusffãtii df being-erganized quite_clifferehtly. .

I suggest,' too, that,oAly team members'should be , ,"

selected Who have had experience in their own institution's
self-'study.

r"

I recommend that the self-stuclk compild standardized
statistths that could be, used not for corn... rison to '

other libraries, 4but in, estimating the lthrary's-oWri;
effectiveness, user satisfaction, and' success rate.

.

In the upboming revision of the library statidards;' instead of

allowing a few librarians to enter_the "slecision making process

concerning standards it seems entirely appropriate to gather the
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maximum input possible from the maximum..amount of evo luators

listen, the librarians arc eager

to"speak.

Suri)mary,

The data produced by this study,:though not exhauStive,

suggests that =ye institutions have their accreditation cJiied

:withheld becatise of library 'deficienciesthan for ,any other reason.
ce

The respondents,are.satIsfied with the current honorarium
.

($50.00) that is ,now being PaIsl fdr their services. A few would

like to seeit 'increased.in varying amounts, but no one thought

,

°that it should be- decrAiellk or eliminated.

A slighi majorfty'of the Tespihdents thought that the

standards should norbe written from the viewpoint Of- the user. If

library Standards were to be written from a viewpoint compatible

to and in Sympathy with'theaisers tley just.'might,be able .to

provide a bade for a totally new`cbrfcept of standards. Sinde

libraries;are service-oriented organizations, it would behoove

them to beeome.more 'knowledgeable atOut their patrod.

Library evaluators are drvided as td whether SACS should

intioduce quantitatiye Standards into.Sndard Six, A,slight

'
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in favor of the addition of .quant:itativPsmndarcis Of
I

those who Oppos re- introduction bf quantitative' standards, the

most widely-heq,rd arguments'are that it has. been'trie d.in the
,

past and they,,do not take into adcaunt the institution's individuality.
.

.Howevey,
'it is doubtful if- the same mistakes.Would be rrated.

New .quantitative standards Would Probably be written in- ranges

of percentages'by classes of libraries or parent histitutions
\

.

,rather than One standarkbeing,inflexibly aitlied--to all libraries.

A large majority Ctthe respondents betlieves tliat-the matexial
.

,
supplied by. SACS is helpftl in their library ,evaluationss: . However,

6
I ,

40 ' 6

6.

V

the material received from SACS consists of a copy of the stdndar
. ..

r
4 '

'

a copy, oft the solf-study, manual, a travel vou0her for claim.ingy

expenses; the names anal the schools' repreSehted by'other members

of the.tváluating. team, and a mimeographed sheet explaining 'what 41

,
expeCted Of an evaluator. While-such information may be helpful

.
,..

to a first-tirnepvaluatbr, it is of dubious as istance to experienced
...

,

eValuators since the s'me material ii-'supplied r each succeed4
..

.

visit.. Perhaps, by way of eltplanation thetespondents mere

.s. confusing the material received frOm hie Wst institution. This

' material undoubtedtly, is of imrnense benefit to the evaluators,

while the material receiVed, froth SACS pales in comparison.

12U

9
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Forty-three of the seventy-six evaluators respondink

stated thät, they 'had been:called upon'to evaluate segrnentg,of an
. ,

)
.

institutibn otherthan the library. They had evaluated prograrnsr

or parts of programs, in all standards:except Standard Four?
-

Filancial Resource§ and Standard.Vleven, Research. In addition.

. .

they were called upon to evalur individual departmened of

instructior and in one case, r bopkstore. The evaluators have

jserved a§ the sole dommiteee member; hence they autOmaiically

beitme the,chairman of that committee, or as a committee

member a§soigned to:one specific as,ect or illustration.

Of the forty-three 'evaluators whakserved on other standards,

foUrteen said that they were'not qualified to eyaluate these additional
_4

assignments effectively. With approximately a third (32..56 pet cent)

ofee evaluators performing eyaluations in fields :in which they

feel no campeterie4, SACS -shoUld riot assigm 'librarians to additional
p

standards. Surely, the institution undorgoing evaluation iNould feel .

some apprehensiveness abOut having,afi,evaluator-assigned'a

sdginent 4f its program wha by his own admission', feels ungualified
,

t6 evaluate. it. If SACS insists upon librarians being assigned"othei

ta§ks, it should implement a rigarous.§Creening of its library'

eifaluators to prevent a-member institution from being evaluated

- ,121..
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h-1 part by an ineffective &valuator.

Ilbrary evalUators visft the library at niglIt primarily to
;.

observe the extent of use by the aCademic community in ,order
:

'of decreasing frequency the,visits aie'made to deteimine# th

availability of library personnel, to deterrmine if the lighting is

adequate and'to interview1the.patrons.

EVidently, Iibr,ary evaluators have acted in a rather

resoUrceful manner in the malority of cases and have demised

individual cheek-iists and q,uestionnaires.' The fact that so_rnatiy

respondents have deemed.it nacessary to ift:tshion their own check

lists ard questionnaires.can only lead one to conclude that this was
oo .

done spcifically to fulfill-a definite need, It would be interesting to
,, . .\,...., "" :

pool ttese self-made check lists and questionrSvires with as,V1eW
,. .

toward consolidating the most populai- items itota. 4,univergar,' list.
. . P.

Perhaps it would'behOove SACS to'obtain
.

,,_

evaluators'ielative to check lists and qUestionnaires. This infqrriLation

couldsserve a useful purpose when SACS'revises the library.
-;

1.

standards.
.

, ,- -, ..- .
.

By grouping and analyzing three key questions (see Table, 3).

it is obvioils that (1) check liSis and questionnaires.are used *\

eXtensively by the library evaluators; (2) these documents ard .

122 3
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prodneed.individually to satisfy an unfulfilled need, (3).the

vespondent8 think that if SACS woOld produce sirnila/r documents,

t ey would fie helpful a-an evaluative tool. /. e
'4

In order to determine the adequacy ,of colleCtions, library

/evaluators employ three techniques more frequntly than others.

In'order of decttasing frequency they are: (1) interviewing

library staff, faculty and students to asertaI1i their success or

failure inotfinding the materials needed by th m (2) corriparing

the numerical total of the collection with so4ne, quantitative standard

slich as H. E. W. , A. L.A. or the Clapp/Jor an formula, and

(3),Spot checking titles the card catalog agsinst bibliographies'.

A distinct minority assum6s that the collection is adequak if ho

mention is made of its inadequacy in the self-study.

A comparison of the *responses elicited by qudstion .feur

the General Information section and the responses garnered by,

'question nineteen'in. the General Information, Section B portion,

0*,

-is 'made in Table 5.,

The conclnsion baSed upon Table 5 is that librarieS benefit

frotti undergoing eva ions by members of the library profession.

-
ObviouslY the library pvaluators.are sympathetic witty the plights

-and frustrations of the host library staff and often take steps to

1 2 3
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remedy certain situations through their authority Lis SACS

representatives. This perhaps subverts the purposes of SACS

but within the"wide latitude that evaluators range, it is

permissible.

4.* A library evaluator often acts as a catalyst to speed
up a segment of the host library's program by using
the leverage inherent in the authority of the, accrediting
agency. Strongly agree 42 , Slightly agree 27 ,
No opinion 2 , Slighircraisagree 3 ,

I Strongly disagree 0 , N response 3 .

19 Have you ever attempte to aid a library to gain
favorable administrative consideration for a long-
neglected item throtrgh your influence as a library
evaluator? Yes 621, No 5. , Do not know 7
No'response 3 -.

*General Information Section,

,;-

Table 5.

Reports
4

In the Reports Section library evapiaTea were asked to
;

°make a choice as to how they would report a situation encountered

on an evaluation visit. The specific request waS: "Assuming

that you would encounter the conditions listed below, ,would you
k!,

, 121
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as a library.evaluator: (1) include a statcmont (lescribing
SI

condition in the text of your ,report but with no specific suggestion

reconimendation, (2) inclpde the ol:IditiOn in the category of

S,uggestions, ) includethe condition in the category of Redom-

mendations, or (4) not reporyt at

It should be noted that a recommendation compels the

0

institution to implement the recommendation-or explain
.

satisfactorily the reasons'why it candot'be Implemented. A

= suggestion'is merely inten.ded to be helpful advice; it requires,flo

acIion from the institution. The inclusion of-a specific situation in

the text of the report is tarttamount to merely describing the

condition. Naturally, if a condition is not reportedat all, it has

been ignored.

While the Reports section doer not re,flect an actual evaluatioii

environment, the Conditions contained therein are actual segments'

of reports submitted to SACS by its evaluators. Since these,
/.

conditioni are actual.cases, and have been included 'in reports, there

are, of course, no instanqes when a correct answer would have
.

. 'been "(4) not report it at all. Naturally this could,not have been

revealed to the respondents sindc it would have narrowed the choice

of options that are normally available to them in actual evalilations.

125
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The analysi's will be accomplished in the following manne.r..

The responses will be analyzed and displayed in the order they
, .

appeared in the questionnaire. The numerical tptaland the per-

, centage total will be given; these totals represent the answers

received from the total population responding. Then, in order to

determine if any differences exist among the different evaluators

the evaluators will be separated and grouped by types of libraries'

evaluated. There will be' four groups and they will be designated

as follows:

( 1 ) 12,U will-repi6senrthose evaluators who have
primarily evaluated libraries Of latgeunivers,ities;

(2) SU will represent those eValuators mho have
primarily evaluated libraries of small universities;

"(3) FY will represent those evaluators who have
primarily 6valuated libraries of four year colleges;

4.
(4) JC will represent-those evaluators who have

primarily evaluated libraries _of junior colleges.

Because of the Wide disparity in the total numbers'of

evaluators'within each group, the comparisons of responses will be

displayed in percentars, only. ,

At:the end of the Reports section there will be a summary

of tabulations displayed in tables along with cross-comparisons ef-

responses, by groups.

,

-126.
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Summary of Responses to Question 1

(1) The library colle,ction,, in youvopinion, is not Sufficient to support the informatiOnal,

needs of the institution,

LU

SU 2%

; 6,8%

JC 10%

TOTAL RE$PONDEN-

TEXT sticcsnoN RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL ' NA/N) TeOTAL

5 3

6; 49%

1ESPONDENT's GROUPEP BY TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT At ALL NOR 'TOTAL

77

104

7, 2

4, 5%

10070

88, 6%

90%



Table 7 .

Summary of 'Responses io'Question 2

s

Librariang are paid significalitIr lower than teaching faculty with the Same rank.

. r
13i

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

a

,

ky

TEXT SUGGESTION RECQ&NDATION 1;IOT AT ALL NA/NR tOTAL

3' 26

3, 90g 033; 77%

RESP6NDENTS GROUPED BY tES OF LIB

45 3 ,

58, 44% 1,90% 100%

77

RIES EVALUATED

TEXT -SU6GESTION RECOMMENDATION NOiAT ALL N'A/NR TOTAL

o



Table 8

,

Summary. of Responses to questioil 3

(3) The collectio4 is not 'tested by checking it against bibliographies,

4

TOTAL RESPONDENTS
v

TEXT, SWGESTION
\RECOW_IIKAL1110 NOT AT Ala NA/NR TOTAL

5 35 27 10 77

4. 49% 45, 45% 35, 06% 12, 99% 100%

RESPONDENTS'GROUPED BY TYOS OF LIBRA MES EVALUATED

TEXT SuGGESTION
COMMENDATIOt1 NOT A 'T NA/I\IR TOIL

LU 11. po 11. 170 /7. 8%

S'11
50% 28, oc% 21, 4% wog

6, 8% 54, 5% 29. 6% 9, 1% 100%

to% 3o% 3o% 3og t00%

I .,
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Table

Summary of. jponsés to Que 'stion 4

(4 ) The library ,administrtion continues to hire prOfessional librarians withbut regard to

whether they graduated from an A. L. A, accreditethlibrary school ot not,

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDAThil NOT AT ALL NA/Ng TOTAL'

13 , 30 21 , 131 *77

1.6. 8870 38, 96% 27. 27% 16. 88% 109%,

RESPONDEW.js GROUPFDY IYE OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMENDATION, i NOT AT ALL NA/Ng TOTAL

LU 11. 1% 41, 4% 33, 3%
,

E. 1c ' 100S

SU 14 3% 35, 7% 28, 6% _ 21, 4%, '10010

18, 2% 45, 5%,, 25% 11. 470.

1070

I I,

.11
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`$ , Table 10

Surnmary.of Responses to Question 5.

'

(5) The library director is not nnter of the Graduate Cour41,

,
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

"'"'"'"V.;

TEXT SUGGESTION RIECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOThb

12 . 29 23 4 9* 77 .

37, 6670 29. 87% )5,. 19% IL 6 100%

RESPOND8NTS GROUPED BY TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVAWATED

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

LU 22. 2, 33,3% 44.4 100%

SU 21.4% 57,1% 21. 4%

FY 1L 4% 36,,14% 34. 1%. %, 4.5% 13 6% 100%,

L'41`6% 1070 1q6 30 100%



Table 11,

,Inimary of Respoiises ,to Question 6'

onIMIMIrminl

(6) Communications among the li.brarians are pot sjufficient due,tb irregular and widely

spked staff meetings:

TEXT

, .

I.
TOTAL RESPONOENTS
1114.o...410

SUGOESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT Ail ALL NAJNB TOTAL 'I

16 43 14

20. 700/ 55, 84% 18, 18% 5, 19%

4 77

100%

ESPONDENTS GROUPED BY TYPES OF LI1TARIES EVALUATED

TEXT SUGGE'STION RECOMMENDATION NO"1" AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

LU 11, 1;70 77, 8% 11.1% 100%

'SU 57, 1' 21,4% 1001

20% 20% 20%
4, .JC 070

FY .18. 2%' 59, 1$ 18, 2% 4, 5% 1600

100%

3
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Table 12

SurnMary of Responses to ,Question 7

(7) The library only has stairs, co:meeting the other floors, no elevators or book lifts,

TOTAL RESPONDENTS
LI

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION
NOT AT ALL NOIR TOTAL

18 19 ,

23, 38% 24. 68% 37, 66% 10. 39% 3. 90% 100%

MEM GROIJPED BY YPES OF LIBRARIES EViLUATED

TEXT SUGGSSTION
RECOMMENDATION NOT AT 41, NIOR Tont

LU 22.2% 13, 3% 22, 2%

SU 21, 4% 28. 6% 21, 4°,70

,

FY 22. 7% 20, 5% 4%

JC 30% 30% 4070

11, 1% 11.1r 10070

28, 67, 100%

6. 8% 4:5% 100%

10C%



Table 13

Summary of ResponSes ,to Question 8

TheJibiary olOses '&1\1 éaôh da beOau.si3OriOnce

t4'4 to he the tithe 'of lowe'st uage,:

'staff.tiMe';fOr periodS of .heaviei: 'Use.

TOTAL RESPONDENTS========

TEiT StiGGEST1ON /11ECOMMENDATION AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

12 21 4 37 '3** (77-

1538% 27. 27% S., 19% 05% 3, 90%. ' 100%

RESPONDENTS GROUPED BY TYPES bF 1 ).1BRARIES EVALIATED

MIXT SUG'GEST1ON RECOWENDATION NOT AT ALL NOR

LU 22, 2% 44, 4% 11.

SU 7, 2% 21,

FY 15, 9% 34, 1%

IC 20% 20%

, '43, 2% 6, Br



.,T*110aty.*ChOs.bodk0..01tan )4110t:pr:oy1cte...ncitibook'matei..14.

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

4!

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION' NOT AT ALL NA/Ni' TOTAL

21 41 3 77
,

1 69% 27. 27% 53. 25% 3, 90% 100%

, ,1222N2a2411P.E.1)L.TYPr 5 OF' LWRAII:IES EVALUATED

TEX r SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION N,QT AT AiLL NA/NR TOTAL

tt
1

22. 2% . 11 1% 66 70.. ,10

SU :350 7i 42, 9% 21.11%

FY 1,1, 4% 34, 1% 47, 6, 8% ioog

JC 2 80% 100%



.TANe 15 .

,

tO

tettiti)trig at: *It the ljbrary staff feels that it [8:,:gi,ijit quality

ditiriishing.thc cii.1411ty'pf

iemintng:opeir.durilig houTs..of..little; of no usp, '- * R
, .1 . . .

,.TOTAL .RESPONDENTS

TEXT SUgGESTION RECOMm'ENDAT1ON NOT.AT ALL NA/NR ',TOTAL

,

24 , 15 24 13 I*\* 77

31, 17% '19. 48% 31, 17% 16, 88% 1.3o% 100%

4
I

,
ass:9iDY, TYPES OF LIBRA kIES EVALUATEb

TEXT SUoGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL N IA/NR

LU 114 11, 1%. 55. 6% 22, 2%

SU '21, 4% 21, 4% 14 3% 35, 7%

FY 40, 1% 22. 7% 22. 7% 13 6%

jC '20% 10 0 70%



st
(1,1) The libra0 does not haveirepresentation on the. Cusriculum DevelOpment Committee..

that would enable' it to 'anticipate and meet instructional ancll reseaic4 ne'eds. **NR

4,

AOTAL IWSPOIDENTS

TEXT succEsn 11 'RECOMMENDXTION NOT AT ALL 'NA/NR TOTAL

4 31 38 1 1** 77

7, 79% 40. 26% 49, 35% 1, 30% 1, 30% 100%

RESPONDENTS GROUPEb BY TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED

TEXT 'SUGGESTION RECONIMENDATION N'OT AT All NA/NR TOTAL

US 77. 8% 11 1% 11: 1%

SU 7, 2% 57.1g 35, 7% 100%°

Fit 6, 8% 29. 5% 61.4% 2.3%** 100$

JC 20% 30% 50% 100%
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,

ununary of Responses tO Question 12

Time 17

..4

(12) The.. ajor port,ions of th' majority of tIle 'library ,cle.paitentalilaudg$ 'alloation'a ate.

consi !entl' returned to' t FUnd,unexpended..'

TOTAIllEtPONDENTS

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL .NAMII` TOTAL

'8 29
10, 39% '37, 6670

37

48, OS% 3

e

3 Co) 77

t:0

RESPONDENTS GROUPED BY TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED

TEXT SUGGiSTION RECOMMENDATIbN NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

LU 11, 1% 55, 6c70

SU :

FY IL 4% 25%

JC 20(70 70%

I t
6'1

333% w 4100%

)

10070

100%

g.



Table 18

SurFary of Responses' to Qua5tion 13
r

(13) The Faculty Libiary Committee is a policy making body which utilizes the library

director to impipent its decisions, **NR

TOTAL RESP,ONDENTS=7=
TEkT SUGGESTION 'RECOMMENDATION NOT AT. ALL NA/NR TOTAL ,

,

14, 51 5, 2** 1'77

6.49% 1818% 66,23% 49% 2, 60% 10 %

RESPONDENTS'GROLTED BY 'PRES OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED 0.9
,

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION. ,NOT AT 1_,L NA/NR TOTAL

100%
11,1% , 33.3% 55.6%

SU 21,4%

FY 9,10 6, 8'7, 72.7%

JC sq, 4o.%

II I

7,2% 100%

9.1% 2.3%** 100%

153
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Table 19

Summary of Responses to'Question 14

(14) Instructional departments, for the most part, are inactive in recommending library

materials for purchase,

TOTALLPSIOLTS
4

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION. NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

9 35 29 4 77

IL 69% 45, 45% 37, 6og 5.19% 100%

9

RESPONDENI GROUPED BY TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

LU 22. 2% 22, 2% 55, 6%

SU 64, 3% 14, 3% 21.4%

FY 111 4% 40, 9% 45.5% 2. 7%

JC 20% 60% 20%

100%

100%

100%



Table 20

S'uMmary of Responses to'Question 15
A

(15) Thee library falls below the A. L. A. standard of receiving a minimum of 5% of the

,
total Educational ahd General budget,

A

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

TEXT SUGGESITION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/1 TOTAL

9 20 45 3 77

11. 69% 25. -9. 58, 44% 3, 90% 100%

4',SPONDENTS GROUPED BY TYPIES OF LIBRARIES, EVALUATED

TEXT SUGbESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL

FY

6%

28, 6%

22. 7%

33, 3%

42, 9% 7. 2%

68,1%

01'

JC' 20% 10% 60% . . 10%



Table 21

Summary of Responses to Question 16

(16) No systerhaqc weeding has taken place within the past ten years.

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/NR TOTAL'

9 29 33 6 77

11, 69% 37..6670 ° 41 86% 7. 79% 10070

RE'SPONDENTS GROUPED BY TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVALUA.TED

TEXT SUGGESTION RECOMMENDATION NOT AT, ALL,' li1A/NR TOTAL

LU 33.3% 55. 6% 11.1% 100%

SU 14. 3% 42. 9% 28. 6% 143% 100%

FY 9. 1% 38. 670 45.4% ,6. 8% 100%

60% 4070



Table 22

Summary of Responses to Question 17

(17) The total nunier 'of volumes does not match t1Ce number suggested by the Ciappfjordan

formula for an institution af itS size and p,urriculum

TOTAL RESPONDENTS

TEXT SUGGESTION 11,ECOMNIENDATION NOT AT ALL NOR TOTAL

15 19 27 16 77

19, 48% 24, 68% 35, 06% 20, 78% 100%

RESPONDENTS, GROUPED ay TYPES OF LIBRARIES EVALUATED

TEXT SUGGESTION REq0NIMENDATION NOT AT ALL NA/NR 40TOTAL

LU 22, 2% 22. 2% 33, 3% J j2, 2%

21, 4% 33', 7% 21, 4% 21, 4%

FY 9% )2570 , 43, 2%
14

15, 9%

IC 30% 10% 20%, 40%

0
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>

The Summary of Responses on SACS Reports (see Table 23)

is divided into four categories, LU, SU, FY and JC. Within each

of these four categories the responses will be divided between.

those that agreed or disagreed with the original reports submitted

to SACS. The total§ within each- c 'egory represent the number

of respondents multiplied by the total number of questions4minus'

the "no responses. " LU had nine respondents; SU had fourteen

respondents; FY had forty-four repondents and .1C had ten.

Therefore, LU (9) X number of questions (17) is 153 minus one

"no response" equals 152.

Summary of Responses on SACS Re IP rts

LU

Agree 67 (44. 170)

'Disagree 85 (55. 9%)

Total 152 (WO%)

SU

Agree 81 (3:4. 2%)

Disauee 156 (65.K)

Total 237 (1001)-

Agree

Disagree

Total

Agree

FY

298 (40. 5%)

437 (59. 5%)

735 (1100%)

1g

53 (32.1%)

jaalE22.. 9 .)

Total 165 (100%)

Median Agreement 37.7%y.m.I.m
Table

1 6
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It. is evident from Table 23 that the respOnses from the

LU group most nearly approximate those of the original reports °

contained in the questionnaire. However, as a grOup they failed

to agree less than fifty per cent of the time with a total of

44.1 per cent. The FY group agreed. pith the original reports
.

in 40.5 per cent of the iniaances; SU agreed 34. 2 per cent of the '

;

time and the JC group agreed in less than a thira of the instances

with a total of 3.2.1 per cent.
. .

It is apparent that the respondents who have primarily

evaluated large university libraries tend to have select9d more

"correct" answers than those of the three other grOups. However,

there is no "correct" answer in an absolute sense4because the

conditions that appeared in the questionnaire were reported by the

respondents th6mselves initially. Since there'are few quantitative
_

guidelines that will allow-a definite reaction.tp a condition bY an

evaluator,, the correct answers are, in a large number of instarices,

vefy oubjective in nature.,

In an attempt to explore further the degree of uniformity in

the reports of evaIiiators it was decided to compare the responses

in, the Reports section to those made most frequently by the

respondents In other words each condition was analyzed not-by



those who agreed or disagreed with the original reports, but by the

reaction of the majority of reSponses to a condition. For exarnple,

maybe only twenty-five respondents agreed with a pa5ticular-

reaction made in the.original reports, whereas a majority of

'perhaps thirty-nine. agreed On some other selection., TherefOre,
-

the responses were re-tabulated completely. In the eases where

the majority of the respondents agreed on a.reaction that,was

Contrary io the original reports; the Majority OPinion was tabucited

in lieU of the "correct" answer.. These results are shown in Table 24.

Agree

Summar of Res sonses on the Maty 0 inion:

LU FY

Disagree

Total

Agree

2sa
Total

67 (44,1%) , A ree

85 (55. 9) Disagree

152 .00%) Total

S,U

112. (47. 3%) Agree

Disagree

237 (100%) Total.

Me'dian of Agreement 47. 4%

Table 24

3.94 (53. 6%)

341 (46.4%)

735 (100%)..,

IcL

78 (47.-3%)

87 (52.

165 (100%)

t
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On the average the respondent's answers agreed.with
I

those cf the oiginal report's in only 37. 7 per cent (see Th.* 23)

of the instances. On the other'hand; there 'Was an' average of

agreement in 474.1.Wcent (see Table 24) of the.cases when the

, majority opinion was tabulated. 'this could.indicate that the

responses to the SACS's report are not Vicative of how the

majority of evaluators would respond to a,simiW situation, As

Aas been stated earlier, there is a large amount of subjectivism

inherent-in the current accrediting process in regard to libraries.

Such subjectivism probably.accounts for the fact that in none of

,the two tabulations did the average response agreement exceed

50 per cerft. Within the individual groups, LU remained at

exactly the same level in both bases, 44.1 per cent agreement.

The other groups, SU, FY, and JC improved their agreement

percentage dramatically. The SU group went from 34. 2 per' cent
o

agreement -with the SA.1".3 report to 47.3 per cent agreement when

compared to the .majority opinii.n. This represented an increase

of 13.1 percent for the SU grp--up. The-FY group went from

40.5 per cent agreement to 53. 6 per cent, an increase of 13.1.

per cent. The largest iinrease otagreement was attained by the

JC group; the increase was from 32. 1 -p6r ceni to 47.3 per 'cent .

N

I.
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a diffcrene.e of 15. 2 peneent.

The respondents agree more am'ong theinselves than with

the evaluators who made the actual reportssto SACS. Proceeding

one step further, it was determined to extract from the Reports

section conditions that are in direct violation to Standard Six.

These conditions were numbers tlifee, ten and sixteen.

Condition number three stated, "The collection is not

tested by checking it against bibliographies. " Standard Six states,

in Illustration 6, Collections: "The collections should be frequently

tested against recent bibliographies and other standard guides.

,Condition ten stated:

The library of a commuter college is not open 60
hours per week, but, experience has shown that
the heaviest use of the library' is from 8 A. M. to
5 P. M. , Monday Friday, 'and Saturday from
10 A. M.. to 4 P. M. With ho students living on
Campus and with a:n, ingignificant number returning
at night, the library staff feels that they are giving
quality service du-ring hours that it is needed instead
of 4iminishing the quality of service by remaining
open during hours of 'little, or no use.

Standard Si.x' in IlluStration. 8, Hours Open, states:, 'Two

and, four year colleges should remain open.for service a minirrium

of sixty hour§ per week, and universities eighty hours per week. "2

1 The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Standards
of the:College Delegate Assembly: Atlanta, 1972, p. 15.

2Ibid. , p. is

1. 65

6
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Finally, et ion sixteen suited, "No systematic weeding

has taken place within th,-! past ten years. " Again, Standard Six

in Illustration 6, Collections, states, "Continuoils weeding.should

,be folloWed, with the advice of faculty concerned. "1

Thus in three distinct instances there were eondttions

that revealed .unquestioned violations of some aipect of Standard

Six: Yet, only in one group (LU, we Table 25) did the majority

of respondents'agyee with the original SACS's reports in all three

cases'to report#ese violations as recommendations. In another

'group (JC) the rnajorhy ()f respondents ag _t.:(1 with the original

report on condition ten only. In gni: :11., and FY there was no

significant number that.agreed with the origincifreports.

In the analysts of the answers of the majority of the

respondents without regard to a "correct" answer (see Table 26)

there was still no evidence that there was any agreement upon what

cOnstituted, a violation and thereby drew a recommendation. But,

the LU group responded positively, 'with a majority of respondents

agreeing that conditions ten and sixteen required a reCommendation.

In the FY group the majority of 'respondents agreed only on condition

three to require a recommendation: The Sb group came close, but

1The Southern A"sociation of Colleg and Schools,
Standards (.2Llimciluss. Delegate Assembly: Atlanta, 197g, p. 15.
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had only a 50 per cent agreement on condition three; it took a

minimum of 51 per cent to constitute a majority. As before in

' the coMparisonith the original reports, the jC group agreed

only on condition ten.

AGRgEMENT AND DISAGREEMENT WITH THE SACS REPORTS
ON CONDITIONS THREE, TEN AND SIXTEEN

LU Agree

Disagree

Totdl

SU Ageree

Total

Disa -Tree

FY Agree

Disagree

Total

Agree

Disagree

Total

# 3

7 (77. 8%)

2 (22.2%)

9 (100%)

41(286%)

10 71. 4

14 (100%)

13 (29. 5%)

31 (70. 570)

44 (100%)

#.10

5, (55. 6%) 5

4 (44. 4%) 4

9 (100%) 9

2 (15. 4%), 4

13 (10070) 14

10 (22. 7%) 20

34 (77. 3%) 24

44 (10070)
.

44

7 (70%) - 4

3 (3074 6

' 10 (100%) 10

# 16

(55. 6%)

(44. 4%)

(100%)

(28. 6%)

(45. 5%)

(54. 55)

(100%)

(40%)

60V

(100%)

. 16'i
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, AGREEMENT AND DISAGREEMENT
WITI I TIIE MAJORNT OPINION

ON CA )NDIT1ONS THREE, TEN AND SIXTEE,N

# 3 # 10

LU Agree 1 (11. 1%) 5 (55.6%)

Disagyee 8 (88.9K, 4 (44. 4%)

Total 9 (100%) 9 (100%)

SU Agree 7 (50%) 2 (15.4%)

Disagree 7 (50%) 11 (8, 4.6%) ,

Total 14 (100%) 13 (100%)

'ir Agree 24 (54,5%) 10 92.7%)

Disagree 20 (45.5%) 34 7.3Z)

Total 44 (100%) 44 (100%) ,

jç Agrer 3 (30%) 7 (70%)

Disagree 7 (70Z) 3 (226(6Oa
Total 10 (100%) 10 (100%) 10 (j.00%)

.5

4

9

# 16

(55.6%)

(44. 4)

(100%)

4 (28.6%)

10 (71.4%1:-

14 (100%)

20 (45.5%)

24 (54.5%)

44 (100%).

4 (40%)

Table 26

After tabulating, comparing and cross-comparing the

data generated by the Reports section, there is no evidence

to suggest that there ts any 'uniformity among évalustors in their

1613
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treatment of conditions ericountered,or evaluation its, including

violations of Sta,i6ard Six,

While it is conceivable that a library evaluator in an

actual evaluatio9 enVironment fer A number of reasons ranging

froin sympathy with ttie host library's program to a personal

belief that, contrary to the standards', he may ignore or reduce to a

more insignific,ant level certain findings. However; such should

not be the cas_e regarding impersonal conditions found in a sect,..)n

of a questionnaire. Thus, if a respondent is, 4n fact, aware that,

a.uonlitinr, in violation of the Standard, there is no compelling

reason for him.not to indicate this in a questionnaire; unless he

is not aware of the content of Standard Six.
.

- There are two conclusions concerning Reports. The first

conclusion is that most evaluators cannot 1.gree on how to categorize

conditions enbountered idevaluations. The second conclusion is

that, -with the.possible exception of evalunors of large university

libraries (LU), the remaining evaluators are unable to recognize

'blatant violations of Standard

169
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. Techniques

It is pot surprising to find that so many first-time

evaluators considered themselVes ill or moderately prepared

fortheir initial es./aluations since there.is no literature available

that describes the mechanics of an evaluation. Nor does SACS

provide its:first-.time eVeluators with any more literature

than it provides its veteran evtduators. Therefore it was

decided.that a part .of the overall study be given over to gathering,

and hopefully, disseminating at a later time, a list of techniques

commonly utilized by lthrary evaluators in the Southern

Association accrediting region.

This segment of the questionnaire devoted to techniwes

will not result in an,exhaustive study. One apparent weaknesa in

this check list queitionnaire as is the case of all check list

illostionnaires, is that the researcher is burdened with originating

alMost all the possible techniques that will be placed in the survey.

Since there was little material in the literature concerning

evaluative teohniques of library evaluators the evaluators them-
,

selves,' obvious sources of information, were asked in convenien't

personal, cOnferences what techniques dm us41 most frequentlY.

'
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The literaturdid reveal a study done by pelfancl1 in another

4Frediting region in 1958. From these Oro sources_and personal

observations of the researcher, a list of fifty-four techniques

finally emerged.

It is recognized that there are over 600 institutions of

higher education that comprise the tote, membership of SACS's

Commission on Colleges. Still it was determined that there
9

should be some Significant universality among the evaluative

techniques employed even in such a. varied range,of the Institutions'

libraries. Certainly there Should exist some basic techniques
. -

which wOuld haye equal applicability over the enttre institutional

spec,trum. If this is true, the vast amount of Imowledge Llative
.

to techniques residing with.individuals dispersed over an eleven-
.

state geographical area shciuld be pooled and shared`with others.

The Techniques section will be analyzed in the following

manner.- The reSpondents were requested to ansWer by indicating

whether they had utilized a' thchnique (1) Regularly, (2)90ccasionally.

or. (3) Never. The responseS to each technique inquired about will

--be displayed in a table depicting'the percentage of responses in

IMorris A. Gblfand. ."Techniques of library evaluatdrs
in the Middle States Association, " College and Research Libraries,

XIX, (Jnly, 1958), 305-320.
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each category of answers. Within each categ-dry of answers

there will be a further breakdown indicating whether the respondent

had primarily evaluated libraries of large universities, small

universities, four year colleges or junior colleges. The desii-

tt)

nations for these groiips will be respectively (LU), (SU), (FY)

and (JC). The responses will be displayed in percentages because

pf the wide disparily among the total number in each group. The

responsds to certain techniques have been grouped according to ,

similarities. For exampl techniques pertainingto interviews

have Leen displayed in one table Tor closer analysis.
,

Tables represent the groupings of resnonses according

to similai ides. This group of tables is concerned with techniques
Ir

employed by evaluators on their evaluation visits. Table 27,

Inter Views represents the responses to inquiries about practices

employed relative to interviews. Table 28, .Cost`Cornparisons,

reflectn the techniques employed in comparing costs of service and,

library materials. Table 29, Readings, depicts the-reading

practices of evaluators relative to evaluations. Table 30, Physical

Facilitits, indicates the techniques that are employed in assessing
11

1

the physical facilities V the lib"ary. Table 31, ''Library Staff

reflects the techniques utilized,by evaluator's in assessing ilk.

172
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library staff. Table 32, Miscellaneous, is a collection of unrelated

techniques.

The numbbrs displayed in, tlse first column of each table

.,:cotresporidthe numbers Of the "tecliniques. listed.under-the
t ,

Techniques sectioci inthè questionnaire,..which iS'16cated, in

Appendix B.' However,^ to keep the reader.from having to consult

the Appendix continually, the analysis of a specific table will indicate

the number of the technique under discussion by identifying it

within parentheSes.

As is indicated in Table 27, Interviews, more than 78

per cent of the respondent's regularly interview members of the'
o.

FacultY Libraryic,ommittee (,No. 20), the teaching faculty (No. 3),

the institution's administration (No. 4), the professi6nal staff

(No. 7), as well as the'students (No. 5), and the library director

(NO. 6).

The evaluators,from the LU'group inten'Tiew these partrolar

individuals more often than any of the other three groups.

Evaldators are less likely iointerview Members of the
.

clerical stafi (No. 8), the para-professional staff (No., 7), and tie

president of the institution (No.. 11). The person interviewed the

least is the president of the Stlident'bOdy (No. 10).

1 7 5i?,
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.
Table 28, Co.st ComparisOns, shnws that the .majority of

only one group, the LU group, utilizes the techniqUe of determining

the cost of periodical binding (No. 14). No other group exceeded

the 22.7 per cent recorded by the FY group. Therefore it is

assumed that the majority of evaluators of all groups, with the,,',

exception of the LU group, does riot determine periodical bindifig

cost. regularly.

Nor does any other.group primarily concern itself with

,d.ther facets of the cost of a library's oPeration. In none of the

groupS does a majority regular:1Y determine the cost of volumes

purchased (No. 15), or the cost of binding books (No. 16).

Similarly, none of the groups has a majority whicii regulatly Checks

thb average discount rate received from the book jobbers . (NO,. 17).

- On the whole the library evaluators of-all groups are not

concerned wiih determining what services and library materials are

costing_a. library.

Table 20, Readings, reveaks that the majority, of the

evaluators read similar macerials in preparatioh for an evaluation

visit. They regularly read library consultant's reports (NO. 20),

library annual reports (NO. 21), the faculty handbook (No. 22), the

library manual (No. 24) if one has been produced (No. 23), the

174
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institution's catalog (No, 15), the'self-study in its/entirety if4he
,

institution is small (No. 26), and selectively if the institution is

lArge _(No. 27). The,LU group.reads,these materials in 90.3 Per

cent of th.3 cases, the FY group 79. 8 per cent, the SU group

73.2 per cent of the time .and-the JC group reads them in 72.5 per
,

cent of the cas. Obviously a greater perceniage of the LU group .

reads materials relative to evaluations than of the other groups.

A IT ijority of the SU and JC groups reads the minutes of

the Fatulty Library Committee (No. 19). Less than a major* of

the LU and FY groups utilizes this technique.. Of those who

examine
. library literature for articles describing efficient techniques

for eualuating a library (No. 28), a majority,of only the LU group 'e

does so. There is no majority in any group that regularly secures

materials from othei- sources relatiVe to the host library (No. 39).

Table 30, Physical Facilities, reveals that the LU dnd SU

groups are not as concerned with determining whether.the cuStodial

,
services are adequate (No. 29).as are tl FY and JC groups. Only

22. 2 per cent of the' LU group and 28. 6 per cent of the SU group

concern theraselves with this technique. Ori the other hand, ,59. 1

per cent of the FY group and 70 per cent.of the JC groUp do determine

.,the adequacy of custodial services.

1 7
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Of all the tochniqueth concerning physical, facilities orily the

one corieerning custodial services discloses any variation among

the groups. Of the remaining techniques we see that the majority,

without dissent, determines the seating capacity (No. 30) the

largest number of students on campus at any one time (No. 31),. .

the adequacy of lighting (No 32) heatitig (No. 33) arid- air. conditioning

°(No. 33). The largest majority of the four groups who agree` on

the techniques is the JC group with 82.'5.per cent utilizing the above

techniques. Following the JC group is the FY grdup with 81. 8 per

cent, the LU group with 77. 8 per cent and the SU group with 75. 0
)1,

per cent utilizing the techniques'.

Table 31-, Library Siaff, indicates that no one in the LU grOup

corresp-nds with the host library director prior, to the evaluatiOn
a

visit (No. 12). The SU group does so only 35.7 per cent of the 'time

while the JzY and JC groups correspond:in only 18. 2 per cent ond

10 per cent of the time.
_

In the other nine techniques relative to the library staff there

was a majority agreement on every technique within each group. .

Therf/ore it is concluded that the majority of evaluatOrs checks the

,
staffing scheduleto detm ier ine f the.availability of professional

librarians is sufficient (No. 56) and checks the accessibility of

176
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professional Staff to the academic community, both attitudinally

and physically (No. 37). They also determine the ratio of

prefessional staff to clerical staff (No. 40), if there are regularly

scheduled staff meetings (No. 41), if the librarians have faculty

status (No. 44), if the librailans,who have faculty status truly

. have:all the, rights and privileges of such status (No. 45) ad if

the Professional staff is active in profesaional organizations

(No. 49). In addition, the majority explores the position of the

library director in the institution's administrative hierarchy

(No. 43) and assesSes the morale et the library staff (No. 53).

Theabove nine techniques are employed by 93.8 per cent

a the respondents in the LU group; in the SU group 83.3-pe-r cent

of the group employ them 'while evaluacors from the.FY and JC

groups emPlby chem at a rate of 820 per cent and 73.3 per cent

respectively.

Summarizing, _there were only two instances when a majority

.of the grotips agreed, i. e. when three of thegfour gtoups majority

exceeded 50 per cent, and the dissenting majority was found In

another category or "Occasionally" or."Never. " In one instance the

_JC group's majority, 60 per cent, confers with the president of the-
.

institution (No. 11) only occasionally, while the majority of the

177
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other groups confe5s regulailly. However, the range of difference
,

among the three groups is only 8. 7,per cent, hardly enough to..be

significant. In the second instance again the IC group's majority

,determings only occasionall if there are regularly scheduled staff
.

meetings-(No 41)., The niajoritfes of the other groups determine

this regularly. The conclusion is that there is no discernible

diffe:rence in the techniques as applied by the_ four groups. It

could be assumed therefore, that there is a body of valid evaluative

teclniques that is a-pplied itersalty by library evaluators in

majority of 'instances.

t.
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6.
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8.
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10.
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LU SU FY

78, 6 88, 678,

100.,

100.

100,

100.

'30;

3

55, 6

11. 1

55, 6,

volgaini

92, 9

100.

78. 6

100.

100,

64, 3

64.3

35, 7

64, 3

88,

13. 2

93, 2

97, 7
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56,

56, 8

13, 6

63,

Table, 27
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C LU SU

90,

8(,

90.

90,

90,

22,

14, 4

44, 4

646. 7

22, 2

6

1. 4

7, 1
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28, 6
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3'6,4 30.
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No. LU SU FY jç LU

Table 28

Cost Comparisons

Percenta

OCCASIONALLY'

SU

14,

15,

16,

55. 6

33 3

11, 1

7. 1

7. 1

22. 7

20. 5

13. 6

13. 6

10.

10.

10,

10,

4 ,

44, 4

55. 6

66. 7

57. 1

50,

50.

57. 1

36. 4

40, 9

38, 6

50,

30.

20.

30,

NEVER

S F

35. 7 40, 9 60,

2 50, 38. 6 1

33, 3 42, 9 47, 7 bi,

33, 3 42. 9 36, 4 70,
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Table 29

Reacl,ings

erce

N IMENNIMI
REGOLARLY OCCASIONALLY , NEVER

LU SU FY LU SU FY I

20,

21,

22,

23;

24,

25,

26,

27,

28,

39,

14, 4

66, 7

100,
,

88, 9

88, 9

, 80

oo:

8t8,.9,,,
,

100,

55, 6

'22;t2

, 57.

78,

71.

64,

57,

5,

85.

92,

78.

28.

28.

1

6

4

3

1!

1

7

9

6

6

6

47, 7

72 7
,

79, 5

77. 3'
,

81, 8

68, 2

97, 7

9,5.6

6,5, 9

38, 6

22 7

70,

50.
,

80,

i(),

. 70,

70;

100,

90,

50.

50.

I

30.

44, 4

33. 3

11. I

11. 1

11. 1
,

1

44, 4

22 2

14. 3

14. 3

28. 6

21, 4

21. 4

,

2, 6

14, 3

7, 1

,

14. 3

57, 1

35, 7

38, 6

25, .

20, 5

22, 7

15, 9

27, 3

,,,1.3

4, 5

2.,

47, 4

c

43. 2

30;

40,

20;

30,

30,

20,

20, .

40,
.

10,

11, 1

I

4

..

55, 6

46

7, 1

14, 3

2,1, 4

14, 3

7, 1

14, 3

35. 7

13. (

Z. 3

2, S

4 5

.

4.,5

13, 6'

.34-1:-

, 10.

I 0

10.

.

i1.0.

1,0. ':

.-'-



Table 30

Physca1 Facilities

Pe rcenta e

No.

, REGUL4LY

. 'Y

OCCASIONALLY NEVE'...............,.........

SI.H1LU

, .

, SU C LU SU Ell LU

29,

3'0,

31.

32,
,

33,

1

22, 2

1010,

77. 8

77, 8

55, 6
,

0

I

V

I '

,

28. 6

78, 6

57.1

85, 7

78, 6

V

59. 1

93, 2

72. 7

81, 8

79,5

,

70,

90..

801

90,

70.

I

1

V

, 55,

22. 2

1]; 1

A 3

.

/

I

21. 4

21,43

Z8,6

7, 1

14, 3,

1

31. 8

6J3

20. 5

18. 2

,

20, 5

I

V

11111.1NIVEMIVIIMAIYMMON=MArMaovrba.......-

20,

10.

10.

10,

30, ,

4

22, 2

4.,

11. 1,,

11; 1

,

.

1

135. 7

$

14. 3

7. 1

7. I

I

.,

1

I

6, 8

6, 8

,

16.,

', 1.0.

0

t

,

I

(



Table 31

Libiary Staff

(Percentaes......................................_

REGULARLY 0CdASIONALLY NEVER

N
SU FY L

12.

36,

37,

40,

41,

43.

44.

,,45,

49,

53,

100,

, 100,

100;

88/ 9

8E

88. 9

. 88. 9

100,

88. 9

35, 7

643

78, 6

78, 6

7144

100,

100.

929

78, 6

,.. 85, 7

1.

1g, 2

8'4, 1

77, 3

86, 4

56, 8

92 2

197;7

90, 9

65, 9

.

86. 4

10,

80,

80,

, 80,

30,

80,

, 90,

80,

.60,

.80,

,

1

88. 9
.

. ,

11. 1

11,1

,11,
,

11, 1

7, 1

,

35, 7

A, 4

14, 3,
s ,

14, 3

7, 1

21, 4

,

i4. 3

29. 5

13, 6

18, 2

,
9. 1

36, 4

, 8

4 2. 3

'9 1.

27, 3

13. 6
.

40,

20.

20.

, 20,

60

10.

1,0,.

40,

10,
-

,

11,

11.,

,

1

1

57, 1

7. 1

14. 3

,

2, 3

.4, 5

445

6, 8

.

6, 8
I

.

10.

I

1

10.1



1.able 32

Miscellaneous

Percenta es

No.

REGU1 OCCASIONALIN NEVER

LU SU FY JC LU . SO FY jC LU SU FY

1. 66. 7 50.- 75, 80. 33. 3 42. 9 25. 20. 7., i

13. 88. 9 71. 4 75. 80. ,., 11. 1 28. 6 20. 5 20. 4. 5
i

18. 77: 8 . 92. 9 90. 100. 22. 2 7. 1 6.43

34. 44. 4 57. 1 63. 6 80. 44. 4 28. 6 29, 5 10. 11. 1 14. 3 6. 8 . 10.

35. 55. 6 14. 3 34. 1 40.1 44. 4 64. 3 ., 50. 10.
4.

21. 4 15. 9 50.

38, 100. 92. 9 90. 9 90. 7. 1 4. 5 110. v 4. 5

42, 44. 4 71. 4 38. 6. 40. 33. 3 14/ 3 45. 5 10. 2212 14. 3 15., 5 . ,

'46. 100, 92. 9 97. 7 90. . , 7. 1 10. 1/. 3

47. 77. 8 85. 7 86. 4 50. 11. 1 14. 3 13. 6 30. ,11. 1 . 20.

48, 77:8 78. 6 70. 5 60. 11. 1 140 29..5. 30. 11.1 7. 1

50. 44. 4 35. 7 47. 7 70. 44. 4 57. 1 38. 6 30. 11. 1 7. 1 11, 4,

5L 77. 8 50. 84. 1 60. 22. 2 28. 6 13. 6 40. 21.4° 2, 3

52, 66. 7 71, 4 72. 7 60. 33. 3 28 , 6 25.) 40.

54. 88. 9 85. 7 88. 0 90. 11. 1 14. 3 9. 1 10. ,2. 3
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EVALUATIVE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED MORE .THAN FIFTY
PER CENT OF THE TIME .

97. 4%

96..1%

93 5%

92. 2%

90 ..- 100%

Interview the library director.

Interview members of the professional staff.

Read the college/university catalogs supplied by the
host institution prior to your visit.

Determine if the librarians have faculty status.

Check library hours.

Intervic , members of the administration.

Read the self-study report in its entirety if the institution
is small.

Determine if the Faculty Libriry Committee is a policy
making or advisory body.

Explore the position of the library director in the
institution's administrative hierarchy.

p. p.

90. 97°
Interview the members of the teaching faculty. /
Interview students.

Compare the pereentage of the educational,and-general'
budget allocated to the library with the a6cepted standard.
stated in the A. L.A. Standards.

Check the seating capaèity:

PC 0



89. 6% ,

Determthe if the librarians who have faculty status truly ;
have all the rights and privilegeS of such status.-

, ,, 88. 3% -

Determine the library's success in achieving its goals.

85.7% 0
Interview the mernbets of the Faculty 1.j.brary Committee.

bete rmine ihe ratio of professional staff to clerical staff.

'Assess the morale of i1.J library staff.

8311%.
'ipeterniine the adequacy of lighting.

81. 8%
heck tjie staffin"g tichetlule to uetermine if the, a,-Alability

nf professional lthrari.ans is sufficient.

80. 5% .

*- ae-ad thr; library's annLal report.

'Check accessibility of professional staff to the academic
o mm un ity .

Detdrmine if there is r*si alldea.Lion formula for the
distribution of the bobk-(library -Ws) budget.

76.

A.

Check the circulation statistics.'v
Determine if there fs an up-to7clate libra-ry manual.

1 9 2

:?
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4

75. 3% .

Readthe _faculty handbook. .

Determine if heating ana/or air co nditioning are adequate.

rie 74. 0%

71. 4%

4

Compare the 1' ry with standards from other soltrceS
such as A.1_A.

Dete-mine the largest nuniber of students that are on
c ,711pu; at any one time.

kssprning that.there are departmental budgetary allocations,
determine if these allocations are being spent by the
departments.

-Determine if the professional.staff i active in professional
organizations.,

70, 1%
Utilize the exper tise of other committee members tb evaluate
the sectiOns of the library colleCtion most familiar-to them.

. Read the reports Made by any library-consultants, if applica e.
. ,,

, .

Read the self-study report selectively, if the institUtion is
..a large, multi-purpose universty.

Check faculty use Of the library.

60 693

68. 8% .
Read the library manual:-

I.

Determine ifihere is a continuous weeding program.

I. 9 3

7



4[1

58.4%
Intervidw members of the sub-professional'or para-
professional staff.

COnfer. with the president of the institution.

p.

162 ,

,

50-- 59%

Determine if-there are .reguldrly scheduled st f 'meetings.

57.1% .

Inturview m rnbers of the clericabssaff:

51.9%

50.6%

Rea.d the minutes of the Faculty Library Committee. ...
do'

Deterniine if custodial'servicesis adequate.

S.

4

n

1.

1 9 ;
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.EVALUATIVE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED LESS THAN FIFTY
PEIR CENT OF THE TIME

48.-1%

40 49.
t-

. r ..,1
Sample 6-pot check) titles in theit`rd catalog for
availability.

(P.:

45. 5%

k 40.3%

Compare library routines with. routines-of other libraries.

Examine library literature for articles describing
effitient techniques for evaluatirig a :library.

30 395
s

33. 7%
4 .

Detel-mine if the Acquisition$ Department has a desiderata
file.

,

20 291,
C.

24. 77.6
Secure materials from other ources relative to the host

, library. (Other thari those supPlied by the institution itself. )
"4

Checic the average cost of periodical binding.

.18, 2%,
Correspond with the host library dirrcto: prior Lo the
visit.

10 19%.

SW

16. 9%
Interview the president of the student body.

.

Cheek the average.cost of volumes purchased..

195



11.7%. .

,

164

Check the average cost of book binding.

9.1%
Check the average discount rate of volumes purchased.

The statiStician who served as a consultant suggeSted that

no test at sampling accuracy be, applied to the data since the high ,

percentdge of returns precluded the existence of any sampling
.

inaccuracies. It was also de-cided that since the entire population.
was-surveyed, theill h percentage of returns, in aI1 probability,

reflects an accurate' tepresentation of the population: In fact,

after the study was begun and all caiculations on the dta wcpre--
,

completed/ several other questionnaires were retthned .#\ Th'ough

they arriyed too late to:be included,
4

if there were any major differences

a

they were tabulated to\ascertain .
\ e

between them and. the original.

. , .

seventy-seveq returns. The conclusidn.was that there were n6
?)", ., ,

differences; therefore, it was concluded that the remaining nine

questionnaires, that were not returned wOuld not significantly aiter

the representativness of tfie population.
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6

Benefits Derived-from Evaluating Libraries/
, A

Below is the list of benefits arranged in order of decreasing

frequency that reflects the benefits deriVed from evaluating libraries.

1. Helps to broaden one's own achpiniStrative experiences.

2. Illelps me-to gain a better persPective of my own library

.7
program.

3. Provides better in ight into'the library nbeds and attitudes

of college and university admini§tratbrs toward these needs.
;

4: Helps'me. to understand the evaluation procesa.ithpreby

enabling the to prepare for my own 'Self-study and evaluation.

.5. Provides, me with a better view of how the library fifs

into the total institution of -Which' it is a component. .

,

6. Help me to improv'e my,evaluative ,techniques.

7:- Widens _the scope of my acquaintanceship-with library

r colleagues.

(



CHAPTER V

. ,

( SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS-
. AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

ft

Summary .

Purpose -

Oa

Nisety liprarians located 4n the eleven7-state Southern

Association accrediting region wei.-e'surveyed by a'ditect-mail
-

questionnaire. The purpose.,of the survey was to collect and
f,

analyze data for two veasons. First, the data Was analyzed to

de,textrifne if, the evaluative,criteia utilized by library eváluators
P

are.based with an alternate authority or influence other than,those,

supplied by the Southern Apociation. Second, the data. were

studied to ascertain if they would. reveal certain methods,

procedures and techniques employed *by library evaluators which-

could be utilized in constructing a piNfile of an idell evaluator.

A gi-eat deal of attention to thepaccrediting process thas
,

arisen in the pac't few -a -s. Thi,s attention has resulted in mild
. .

queitioning of the accredieation:process some instances to more

severe criticisms attacking the very foundationsrV accreditation

166
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in others. N9r have the accrediting agencies thei.nselves been

exempt from criticism within their own ranks. FOras die critics

of accreditation increased, the accrediting agencieS haVe intro-
.,

Spectively turned inward, examiningitheir owh purpo'ses and

goals.

In the accrediting agency's self-examination the entire

accrediting process is studied without breaking but any single

, . . .

segm'ent for an intensified study. Heretofore library evaluatigns

have been considered'only in the overall context of total I

institutional evalUations. The intent of this study is to analyze

-the library. evaluation segment -cif the institutional evaluatiOn.

This study ha be9n undenaken in the hope that it will

result in significant findings that will impror.e a single aspect of

accrediting, the library.evaluation. While this study cannot cure

all the ills that currently beset the accreditatiort proc'ess and
,; .

since a decision cannot be made on how tb improve the quality of

eValuation-by studying theeSums of tiTe parts of an institutibn, 'it.
.

necessaxy ot,o stu,1 ihk.! inch viuual componeilts.: Therefore, this

study focuses oply on tht-- phrary, but perhaps result ih an
4, )

imprbvernent of that s; J.Fpect, which is a neceSsary step

toward improvement

a
I

L

ON

ft
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Methodology

'The,population of this stu4 consisted of 'ninety librarians

,.who had performed at-least-one evziluation visit fdr-SACS during ,

the liastfive years.. The:population waS identified by SACS,, which

along with the names of the evaluators listed the institutions where

employed and names of .tne schools visited. In exchange for its

cooperation,- SACS has been Offered the findings of this study to

treat as it deems appropriate.
r

The institutions representedby the evaluators ranged through-

out the spectrum of institutions of higher education, from small
. .

junior colleges to large; multi-faceted universities. EvaluatiOns had
,

been performed in the same institutiOnal range. The la.rgest

representations in each instance were the librarians who mere

employed liY" and had evaluated four year colleges. This is

understandable since four year colleges outniimber anY other type in,

the Southern Association's reo*,r,
-,

A. direct-mail questionnaire was used as the datal-gathering
.

instrument. Its choice was dictated by ttle.untenable geographfcal

territory of eleven states through which the population was dispejsed.
A

The questionnaire was a check list .questionnaire arid was prepared

9 0 '0
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, '`'
with every 9nsi1evation gin the recipient; This consideration

May aecopnt for the high perCentage (85.56 per cent) of returns.

' The research objectives which guided The collection and
1/4

analysis of data were:

1. Are the evaluative cniteria utilized by library evaluators
°

S

based with an alternate,authority or influence other than those

supplied by the.-Southern.Association?

2. Are there aertain1methods, procedures and techniques

employed by library evaluatots which coLild be utilized in-cdnstructing

a profile of an-ideal evaluator?

Findings

EaCh research objeEtive is'istatedi followed by the go., ma r,

findings fcin tha:- ,bjective,

.earch Objective 1.

To determine if the evaluative criteria uiilized by library

,r-.51114-k-'eva-luators are based with an alternate authority or infruence other

than those-supplied by the Southern Association.

4441,

It is.evident,that the.etraluators 'consider tiltmselves self-
. _

sufficient and competent to evaluate libraries without maintaining

201
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stricz adherence to SACS's

the libraries are so varied

Standard Six.

it is difficult

.The impliCation is that

to.apply the standard

, .,q.bsolUtelyin each case. Therefore, SACS's standard is used

primarily as 'a point;of departure to perform dn evaluation that

is tailored more to the toncepts and training ofthe, individual evaluator.
. - - -,-- ---,-_ . ;

A, large majorit5', of the evaluatbrs indicated that they believe
A

theii, task is to evaluate the library ra,ther than the library's ;,
, o i .... ,

self-study. This is a contradiction ofthe charge to the visiting

committee ir tkie Manual for the Institutional Self:Study Program

the Commission on Colleps.

The evaluators think there is' a need for better guidance from, .

SACS,in_the 71.-1 of.quarititatiVe gtideline, ,beck lists ana/or

quetionnaires. They also think that they Should be released frolisi the

subjectivity inherelitt nit a program that requires one standard to
.

"

measure such a myriad of,libraries. However.,, evaluators clo.not
. .

think that.Standard.Six is unenforceable just bedluse it does not
,

.

." contain rgrniativd guidelines. In lieu of normative guideline§

emanating from SACS, evaluators rely On alternte sources for

quantitative guidelines such as those foutid in,the A. L. A. standards,.

the Department of Heálth, Education and Welfare and the Clapp/Joidan

formula.
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Also,. we have seeli that the majority of respondents have

devised their own check lists and questionnaires which they use on

evaluations. The fact that sb many have deemed it necessary to

-
i.a.shibn their own Checklists and questionnaires ig conclusire

evidence that it was dOne specifically to serve an unfulfilled need.

A preponderance of the respondents find.the infprmation
ar,

supplied-by SA,CS helpful in library @valuations,. If the meager. .

materials supplied by SACS are considered helpfut, then it.is'

a'ssumed thateadditional materials such as quiantitaeive guidelines ,

would also be helpful.

Ironically :evaluator§ would tike to receive feedback from
t., 1

SACS relative tolheii reports. They agree that such information

Would ptobably be very, useful in performing eValuations. Y;et only

five evalukors have received'any: feedback-from SACS. The irony
, f

lies in the fact that evaluator want -feedback, they 'agree feedback

would be useful, and they are-'wOling to generate input to SACS rela

to library evaluation;\,b t 'SACS has never gènerated input to the -

evaluators nor has it ever asked for feedback from, the evaluators. It

is 'clearly indicated that librdry evaluators; in .the majority of

cases, and SAQS are not communicating With each-Other. "evidenily,
- ,.

SACS is under the imfiression that it does na\need,any input from the '.
,

,

293
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people who are actually performing the evaluations, or it does not

',have the time to bridge what Could prove to be a fruitful gap'.

,
It hassbeen reVealed that librai-y evaluators have no

acceptable degree of uniformity or consistency in their Teporring
.0,--

techniques. Even in obvious ingtances of blatant violations`of

Standard Six, the majority of evaluators were unable to.recognize

them. If such obvious conditions.cannot be recognized surely more

subtle violations must go unnoticed algo. In viewing the evaltiatdrs

as a group, it is evident that the majority cannot agree not even at .

a 50 per cent level on how to report conditions encountered on an ,

evaluation,

Returning, to the first.research objective, the evaluative

criteria utilized by library evatuators.,are based in alternate

authorities in lieu of SACS's criteria, 1ack,o1 criteria Or the failure

to rengnize SACS's criteria. The Southern Association has only a

small amount of influence on its*evaluators. the evaluators are

self-sufficient and rely on theitown resources, and backgrounds of\

educatiorial training and library experience to evaluate libraries. The

disrega:rd for-Standard Six is-remarkable. The standard is .used for

a point of departurea reason for employing evaluative techniques

that are batsed in the individual eValuator's background. The influence

2.0 it
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exercised upon the evaluator by SACS is. minimal.

Research Objecttve 2. '

To determine, if there are certain methods, procedures and

techniques emple.d by library evaluators which dould be utilized*

in constructing a profile of an ideal evaluator.

In attempting to construct the profile of an ideal evaluata,

it is not implied that the profile resulting from this.particular -Study

, is Oneralizable to.any other evaluators. Nor does it intend to- iniply

thdt adoption'. 1)(Luch c,pinions, procedures and techniques ,txhibited.
fi

; .00

by the evaluators' profile would result in better evaluations by any,
.

One individual. The profile appearing below reflects opinions

.of the majority of the evaluators' responding to the survey. It could

be assumed that an evaluator desiring to acquire knowledge of

evaluation techniques as they are implemented ip SACS's accrediting

-region could profit from conforming to the profile, in the-instances

wfiere know.ledge of others' experience is -beneficial.

,The characteristics of the average evaluator are that he is

employed by a fotp year college and has performed most of his

evaluations in four year college libraries durIng 1970, 1971, ,arld

1972. A1Lhough his fitk evaluatien visit found Mm ill or moderately

2 0



are important and helpful, bui, he thinks they could become more
,

.
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prepared for such a task, .hefias performed 3.8:evaluations for
.

SACS. He has never received ony training from SACS relative to

evaluation tectmiques which piobably accounts' for a feeling of mild

inadequacy during his.first evaluation. As a solution to poor

preparation itor the first visit; he thinks that an evaluator-to-be
*7

should serve or) one evaluation as an observer.

4.

He is not aware of any criteria that must be 'met in order to. '
. .-\

..
.

,,
be chosen as an evaluator. As art evaruator he works alone, in fact, 4.

' 1

he usually is the sole member of the committee assigned to the

library. However, he is reqUested to evaluate otper aspects of

an institution while serviing as the libitary evaluator. In ttesd cases
. , .

. ,

he is more likely to be Nivorking -with two or inores'cornmittee members.

On balance he feels qualified to perform pvaluations in ether areas.

The compbsite evaluaitr prepares kcheck list of items to
I I I,

,..... -, .

investigate and he prepares a questionnaire to guide fiisAnterviews

while eva/u it*, He thinks that s,uch questionnaires and check lists

+imeaningful if they were produced and diAributed by SACS. He thinks

that t,he material presently dist;lbuted by SACS is useful.

, SACS dops not present any feedback to the.evaluator so he

neVer knows how he pileasures upragainst other evaluators. He is

2 06
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willing.to share his concepts and techniques with SACS but there are .

no channel of .comniunication available for dialogue between the
-

two. .

Evaluatorsare paid-an honorarium of,$50. 00, plus expenses

tor working ,as an evalu ator; this is a token payinent but it is

perfectly acdeptable to the evaluator. He considers other benefitth<

derived from evaluating more important than the amount of the

Monatary gain.

. The evaluator is more concerned with the educational

. effectiveness of the library than, he is with the operational efficiency,

In deciding upon whether a library is effective educationally, the

evaluator attempts to determine the adequacy of the book collection.

He.does this primarily by intervieWing library staff, faculty and

students to estagish their success-failure ratio in locating the

materiala .needed by them.. He would like to see a valid sampling

technique developed that would enable thm toeasure.a Collectfoh's

adequacy morp precisely than interviewing.allows. The two and a half

days allowed for a visit are adequate but collection sampling would

save valuable time while being more precise. ,
Our evaluator vcsits 'the library at. night tO observe library

use, to interview library users:, td determine if the lighting is

207
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adequate and to observe availability 6,f personnel. 4.

On many occasions the evaluator will use hjs authority to
,

aid the host library's program. He.often acts in a friendly and

sympathetic manner in aiding the lil?rary administration to gain

vconsiaeration bn some long-neglected proposal. Before 1,

the campus, the evaluator usually apprises the host lib
.

director of bitt findings. .

Below'is a list of the most Widely employed techniques in .
.

4-creasing order of' frequency:

1. Interview the library airect ir.

2. Interview members of the professionSkaff. ,

Read the college/university catalogs suppl
host institution prior to:your visit..

by the'

4. Determine if the librarians have faculty.status.
.

5. Check library hours. -

. 6. IntervieW membgrs of the administratiOn.

7. 'Read the self-study report in its entirety if the
institutibn is small. . .

Determine if the. Faculty Library C91tfee is a
poLicy.making or advisory body.

9: Ekplore the position of the libriary director,in the
institution's'administratixphterarchy.

10. Interview, the mempers of the teaching faculty.
,

208 iv
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11. Interview studerits

12. Compare the percentage of the educdtional and general
budget allocated to the libraf'y with the accepted
standaid stated in the A. L. A. Standards.

,

13. Check the
/
Seating capacitY.

,
14.. Determine if the librarians:who have facOty status

truly'have.all the rights and privileges of su, 1, status.

15. Determinc library s success

16. -Interview themem6ers of the 'Faculty LibrarY\Committee.
. , 7

,ovin 6 goals.

17'; Determirfe the ratio of .professional staff to clerical staff.

18. Aissess the Morale of the'librartitaff.,

IV'. Determine die adequacy of lighting.
1

20. Check the staffing EirChedule to deOrniline athe availability
of professiOnal librariana is sufficient.

Reid the library's annual keport.

22. Check the acceisibility 9f professional staff to the
academic community.

23. Determine if there is an allocati/pn formula for the
distribution of the book (library tmaterials) budget.

I

24. Check the circulation statistics.t

25. Determine if there is an up-to- ate li.brary manual.
v

26. Read the faculty handbook. 4
. '

27. Deterinine if Illeating and/or ai conditioning are
adequate.

.

0
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Researdi objective tWo viss met:there are certain methods,
-^7
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proCediires and techniques employed by library/evaluators,that

were utilized in consiructing a profile of the average or ideal

evaluator. .

Conclusions and Recornmendations

1. ."I'here is a mini/num am9Unt of guidance giv,_ library

evaluators.

2. Cdmninnictitfons between SACS and the library evaluators
I

are at an insignificant level,. The evaluators need and desire a

downwaid flow of information from SACS relativetto' their role as

perceived,by SACS.

3. Librlry evaluatorb.have adjusted to the lack Of guidance

from SACS and haVe. devised 0164 lists and cplestionnaires as

personal evalliating tools. Ther are to be 'commended fOr their

admirable profesiional acceptance and' disCharge of thOr.evaluation

dutiej., WIth no ,centralizea supervialbn evaluators exhibita,e'remarkable similaritY in'the techniqUes thi*Utifize 'in the evaluation

process. Flotve,ver, in the ai'a Of reports Made to SACS, the lack

of uniformity and Consistency is apparent. This is a fault that

could easily be xemedied but the solutiOn lies :%14 SACS and' not
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the evaluating personnel.

4. It is recommended that SACS should produee and

/ distribute publidations to its ev4luators emphasizing and identifying

the: differences between-suggestions and recommendations.

.5. In view of the;facts, it is evident' that the connection

between SACS and its evaluators is, at best, tenuous. It seemS as

if the evaluators are chosen,and assigNd to evaluation teams with
4 .

no instruction as to how.they are to function. In short, library
,

-

evaluations are performed by librarians who bring to the task

only Vleir own opinions, attitudes, skills, training, experiences

,and techniques. The evaluadons are performed in a vaeuum as 'it

were:

6. It is recommended that for first-time evaluators, SACS

should, in lieu of more beneficial training, give the evaluators copieS

of *hat it cdnsiders to be good examples df past reports. TO be

more meaningful the.reports'sliould be from institutionS possessing.

iimilar.cliaracteristics As the lone to Which the'evaluator is.assigned.

7. Library evaluators are idterested in performing_.

evaluations is attesiedto by their repeated acceptances of 4ssignments:

Theseassignmenti are accepted.out of a, sense of duty to their

profession and the, benefits derived are More ,important than,any

2 1 1
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remuneration.

8. The-libraries hosting an evaluation visit are;Subjugated

to wilt -perhaps could be labeled as an undue degree of subjectivity

on the ,patt of the evaluation If the purpOie of SACS is to expoap
.

lil5raries to stibjective evalua6oni by library evaluators 'operating

within their bwn frame of references, then there is no nrgument
-

However, if this is not SACSis ptirpose, then it should communicate
4.";

its dekted objectives, goals, techniques and purpose to those who
"

are performing the evaluations. For any accreditation process

that lends itself so readily to massive subjectivity, cannot be a

yery.,,reliable

im\.prove, a 11

one. If the procegs of library evaluation is to

lanced perspective mliSt be sought,'
,

9. It is recommended that SACS not assign library evaluators

to ew9luate other aspects of an institUtion becaiue -of:the One in

three charice of placing.an plialuatorAin a, relle hat he iS Unqualified

to ftafill. Institutions whose vitality hinges u

certainly are put in,an untenable position when
r ,

not competent.

. 10. Standard Sik iS too almlpiguoUs, ind finite and unquantified

n accreilitation"

a 'single evaluator s

to serve as an iffective measuring device of th 4:dequacy of a
I

library, This is especially true in*liiht of thp fact that one standard

212 .1
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is applied to more than several hundred 11braries4 It is not
,

desirable to have a rigid, inflekible'standard similar to the

historical, precedents.. A modern, flexible standard that cbritains

normative data along with quantitative guideliries:that could be

.

applied to ty and cntego5 =1 r librarnigtv. ' acceptalIG=.

For example, data could be collected, from all libraries in the'

86utbern Association And divided arid grouped according to purpose,

goals, size of student body, size of faculty, holdings in'the library,

budget, etc. Then norms could be establis;.ted and libraries'

meagured, against them. The norms could be expressed ikrange

of percentages thereby allqwing flexibility

11. The evaluatois who primarily evaluate libraries ,of

large universities (LU)are more cognizant of conditions;that

reflect violations of Standard Six than are evaluators who mostly

.evaluate small uniliersiii1SU), fbur year college (FY), and junior

co11ege-9C) libraries:

Recommentlations for Further Research

1. A study be undertaken, Arnilar to the present cinei of

5.
the library evaluators who are primarily employed by and perform

.

*evaluations primarily injunior colleges:.

13
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2. :Perception of library evaluators by librarianS of the,
-

host institution,be_Atudied.,.
r .

.3. A study similar to the prese?.nt one be done

dran.

1.017 L

.:ncy other Li1a 4,,the.6outh.A-n Association'and comparisons

. A study, perhaps utilizing the Delphi technique, 136

executed.to intensify.the.focps upon and to measure mow precisely

the techniques4emploAct,by library evaluators in the Southern

Assc-kiation. Once a deries of vplid, beneficia-Ltechniques has been

produced they should b diSseminated to'evaluafors.
1

et 'S. A study be m de to determine how many institutions are
,

denied accreditation or-reaffirtnationof accreditation because of

defici,encteS in the library) Results derived from,such- a study could

then be 'correlated yo other standards and to the l fary eValuators

themselves in orders to'ascertain any signifidance.

6! An in-depih studi- be made of library evaluators io

ascertain if thpre are, in -fact, certain groups of evaluatorS-who.are

more competent than others. It would be interesting and beneficial

to be able to identify
1

the charadteristics possessed by better than

average evaluators.

040.,
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APPENI5IX

11 LE n'ER SE111' TO. LIBRARY EVALUATOR

., .
. .

..,
As one Ci f a gisaup of.approxirnately 200

. librarians locdted throughout,
an eleven state areafyou possess unique information about library

&
evaluations that is,not generally available to thausands- of oth4r libraxians.
In an effort to garrier,suCh data, arid ultimately1 'to dissemiriate this'

,. infoimation, a questionnaire hap beenprePared to seve aeia data-gatheting
N 440 r

instrument. . - ,
7

-
.

. While this questionnaire May appear, to be quite .;.engthy, it actue'ly
takes only minutes to check the answers if you would be so kind as to
fill in ale ehclosed,questionnaire arid return it to me, .twould be most
,appreciative., A stampea, self-addresd enveloPe is enélosed for your

,

-convenience.. . . . ...
The S h, out ern Association.lias supplied me with your name and they

f - . ,

d:60-are aWare of shis study. A dopy of this.questionnaire has .been sent to the
, Associge Executive,Secfetary of the Commlision on Colleges.

plait to Use the data In ni? doctoral sertation.that 4 am currently
/forking on .for the SchoOl Of 'Library Science at Florida StateOilversity.
Also, the analY4is and conclusions of thtSStudy will be made available to

,

.everyone who participates ih the stiudy . uThe purpose of the study iS to Pool
the exPertise possessed by a niinoriiy.of libririans and make it available,:

,

tb'preseht and future library.evaluator4 as 'well as librarians who will be
undergoing an evaluation visit.
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The sharing Of y.our thoughtsopinions and evalUative tec6niques
.Shou ld strengthen the overall effectiveness of library evaluations, while
at the,"satne rime, rethove some of the ungertainty professed by librarians
who host the evalupion visits. .

Youi: iirne is valuabl , I iealize. However, you are a meynber o
, an infornial group whose tcsfal number is but a, small,percentagd of the

totAnumber of librarians in the SoUtheastern Uujted States.. This fact %
mayedb your-opinions especially valuable and significant. So, won't you
I3lease take the time to read.the statements and simply checkrthe answers.

,0,Anonymity is,assured. Thank you.

.4

DY:dky
Enclosure

;
4o,

Sincerely,

Dudley Yates*
Doctoral Candidate

44,
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AN ANALYSIS OF r,JIE BAsES USED BY LIBRARY EVALUAl ORS IN 1II AcCREDI l'ING tie I tip niN

Or COLLEGES AND SCI - QUESTIONNAIRE

itl'L41'.

rhis quest tonna ti 0 is tresgited to generate data which call be analyzed to determim the prioigity of the bases in illzed 01 library

evaluatious. Secondly, the study is des igned to allmv input of the specialized knowledge ,possessed .by library evalumorS. Such

specialized data-could be useful to preseni lind future cvaluatorN as well as librarians who host it committee visit. Thirdly,

another papose is to bring into focus that facet of librarianship that is a pervading i»fluence of vital importance to the profession

but heretofore not widely known 91- understtxxl.

DESIGN OF TI IF WESTIONNAlRE:

'The Que'Jionnaire is divided as follows.

, I, Background Informal ion

'if. GeneraLlnformation

III. Reports

1-X....\Techniques k-
V. Benefits Derived from Evaluating Libraries

^

VI. Comments ,,
a

.:.'

To conserve as much of your time as possible, the guestions in almost every instance may be answered with.? check Vi.
However, please feel free to make an appropriate comment at any point in the questionnaire. In fadt, the researcherVanes highly -

tiuch commenis but in thetaterest of convenience, which insures a higher percentage of returns, it will suffice only to check the

answers. An additional sheet has been attached if you desire to use, it for comments. . . .

DEFINITIONS:

SACS. The acronym SACS should be read as the Southern A,ssociatIon of Colleges .and Schools, Commission on Colleges.

STANDARD SIX, Standard Six refers to that segtnent of the Standards of the College 1:1-legate Assembly of the Southern Association

of Colleges and Schoola which pertains to libraries.

SUGPGESTION! A suggestion is merely a helpful hint made to'the host.institution that carries :to basis in authority.

RECOMMENDAMON. A recommendation is one that cannot be ignored by the host institution; it- has to be ithswered with an

explanation as to why it cannot be implemented or it must' be implemented. - I

b

BACKGROUND
.

i 1

1 . Most of my xperience as a librarian has been in
.

junior colleges Four year colleges Small universities'--.,
- up to 7, 508 student's .

Large universities Special librafy Teaching .

1 The majority of my evaluations have4seen in junior colleges_ Four yea'r colleges

mall universitiea Large universities.

:=
,

Numl?er of evaluations performed during the past five years (approximately

I 2 3 4 5 More than 5
. . .

I him performed evaluations in e''following years 1972 1971 19'70 1969 L 1968

. - Have you ever- worked as an evaluator with one 'or miire additional library evaluators? Yes 'No

If yes, what was the total-number of library evaluators? 2 3 4 .5 More than 5
. .

. .- -

i 6. ,4:lo you know of an' y Criteria thairust be met in order to become an evaluator?.
Ye% No

. How would you describe your thougtta on preparation for-your very first evalte:tion visit?
r

I was ill-prepared I was moderately prepared , -.--. /.-

I was well prepared . I had excellent preparation

e

Do you benefit prolesaionally fidm serving as a visiting library evaluator? Yea = NO No opinion
7 ..

P

. GENERAL 1NRORMATIG9 'A-
41

It is edmirable that SACS relies on qualitative and individual approaches to a library evaluation rather than en approach based upon

'satrict adherence to Standatd Six.
StrOngly agree . Slightlx agree . No opidion 11% Slightly,d1Sagree ) Strongly disagree

.,..
.

% a

, ? 1. 9
it to .0021.1bie tz. evaluate a library's collection and staff in a visit of two to three days duration.

Stronglyagree Slightly agree No opinion . Slightly disagree StronglY disagree
: -- .

. ,.........,,,.,.,.,
187 1-
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(li".Ni'RAI INFORM/Vit( ')N (cow wiled)
.OF

Standard tits aticinpis to covei all t pes it a...ink-lbw libra ties, Nolo,

utitveyslia,,i, mid 131,!.,, Thintlards hi oulti wi hien II) take Into account such iiIIvI tIH differences lniong

%'.11.10.1 i stitiittini.il I il)ra ries.
Strongly agree Slightly agree NI) iipiiIi1 Slightly thsLig.rec Strongly disagree

4. Alibrary evaluator ofteb acts as .1 catalyst to speed up a.s6gment of the host library's program by using the leverage. inherent in the
authority of the accrediting agency'.

1 -i i
Strongly agree Slightly agree No opinion_ Sogatly disagree 'Strunly disagree

''.
5. There arcahsolately no library standar..1;: in tkie thiited %nes applicable to university. libraries.

Strongly agree Slightly agree No opiniove. Slightly disagree . Strongly disagree

6. Apparently, the process leading to act reditat ion is of immense benefit to the library of ate institution concerned. ir
Strongly agree. Sfigfitly agree N., ,pinion, Slightly disagree . ,. -Strongl, disagree

,

.

.%

7, The evaivating tools pre:;ently employed by librarians to measure the.adequacy of collections are either too costly in time, which
is maney. or they measure imperfectly. A possible soltaion, Which would be of benefit to library evaluators, would.4)e to apply'

the sampling technique to mearre the adequacy of collections. '
Strongly agree Sligh;4gree No opinion Slightly disagree Strongly disagree ,.

Ae a library evaluator, you a remore concerned with the educational effectiveness of the library .rather than its operational
. .

efficiency.
:

, .

Strongly agree ' Slightly Agree No opinion Slightly disagree , Strongq, disagree .

9. iii view of the fact that each individual library should be exaMineti or evaluated with an eye toward the parent ihstitutils goals,

,
.

purixases, curriculum ar.1 faculty, would you agree that .SACS's StandaKd Six is at best a point of departurelor -an evaluation
that is based more in the individual.evaluator's background of experiende and professional training than in the standards themselves.

Strongly agree . Slightly agree No opinion Slightly disagree Strongly disagree...:..

' 10. It would helpan InexpeMenced evaluator to observe at least one evaluation bifore being assigned to a visiting' evaluation
committee. . . .

Strongly agree Slightly agree ._ No opinion Slightly.disagree Strongly disagree
.,-

IL Librarits of large, well established ihstitutions whic,1are not dependent upon accreditation (they have an unquestioned reputation .,,,.:.

for academic excellence) derive their,sole benefits fçim the totalréview and focusing of effort which is provided in the self-atudy..5!.
Strongly agree Slightly agree No u Slightly disagree Strongly disagree .

. ,

12. Evaluators need better guidance in the form of quantitative guidelines, check lists, and/or questionnaires.
.StronglY agree !Slightly agree_ No opinion . SlightlY disagree Strongly disagree ,

. .

13. When S_AbS revises Standard Six, a statement requiring institutions to grantAll faculty status to professional librarians should be '.

included. . .

Strongly epee. Slightly agree No opinion Slightly disagree
.

St rbngly *disagree

14. Ckie. to the fact that suggestiorts' made by the library evaluator may be ignored entirely, it would be proper to.eliminate dwm from
the rep,ort and rely solely upon recommendations. .

Strongly agree Slightly agrop., No opinion___ Slightly disagree Stiongly disagree
T4.,4

15: The truly important work has been accomplishedthrough the institution's self-study.
Strongly agree Slightly agree No opinion Slightly disagree Strongly disagree

.. ,

16. ,The role of the evaduator is to react to and evaluate the library's self-study, not the library. .

No opinion--- Slightly disagraa-- Strongly disagree
, e IStrongly ,agree ' ghtly agree..__

17. The'most iMportant facet of the evaluative procesa is that it compels the library to conside* very ,rea-sons for its existence.
Thus, the evaluative proceos w ryill aid in bringing the libra's purpose's cl rly' Into line w he overall objectives of the
Astitution of which it.is a part. r .

Strongly agree_ Slightly agree No opinion Slightly disa ee Strongly disagree
. N.

18. her members of an evaluation team sometirnes do not completely understand the library evaluator's point of %new.,.

Strongly agree 'Slightly agree No opinion Slightt e Strongly disagree
.. .

N .

19. Library evaluators, and other evaluators for that matter, are-sa to be poorly pajd consultants.
.

Strongly agree .Slightl agree._ No opinion Slightly disagree 'Strongly disagree
, . .

20. A library evaluator should be a member of each.visiting evaluation team.
Strongly agree - Slightly agree No opinion Sligbitly disagree Strongly disagree

21. ' Standard Six ii, in fact, unenforceable because it does not contain adequate normative data to guide the library evaluator.
6 Strongly agree Slightly agree No otiinion Slightly disagree Strongly disagree

, 6ENERAL INFORMATION
. i Section B i :

, 1 , ,

1. Woul4 it be advisable for SACS to be more specific about the library comMittee? (Standard Six now states in regard to the library
committee, "There should be a tioper academic committee concerned for the library Which should include the librarian.) .

i

Yee No b10 opinion . .
Have you ever served on a visiting committee that failed to accredlt/re-accredit an institution because of deficiencies in the library?
Yea No ..,,,,' _

Have you e0er served on a visiting committee that failest,to accredit/re-aceredit a'n institution'because of any 'reason? 2 20
Yes No - Don't know ,.,



GENERAL. lNPORMA11011 Section B (continued)

4. )'1'he honorarium fee ($50. 011) paid to library evaluators should'be:

Kept the same_ Eliminated Melvin-tett te'5 Dee [eased to $ The fee ls utrimportant

RI you thiai 11101 ally 1"9 1"11.01Y 8"""IrtIN 'Nth" be more
If tiley wereto Is. written more from tht:, liewpoint of the library

user? . .

Yes No No opinien.. 0

6. Should SACS intmduce some quantitative standards into Standard $x?

Yes No opinion

7. Do you find the information supplied by SACS helpful inlibrary evaliiat1ons7
Yes No No opinion

8. Have you ever be'an reques'ted to evaluate any other aspect of an institution while serving as the librayy evaludtor7

Yea No
If yes, go to (35-5-nd (b),

(a) Please identify the area of the additional evaluation.
.

(b) Do you think your qualifications enabled you to make fiji efficient and effective evaluation of rhis additional

assignmena .

Yes No

9. Do you visit the library at night to: Observe library use To' interview library users.
'To determine if the lighting is adequate To observe ailiability of personnel Never visit the library.at night .

9,
,

.
,

10, Do you have your own checklist of items to Observe during an evathation7

Yee " No ,

11. Do you hve your own list of questioris to ask Intervievlees7
Yes No . . .

. :4 I

12. Are,you aware that SACS has now initiated a long-term study'to revise its library standrid? (Standard Six).

Yes No .. .
. (.

.

13, 'Checklist or qyestionnaire prepared by SACS would be.helpful aran evaluative toot,
,.,

Yes No No opinion .

,,. .

14, How do you determine the adequacy of the library collection? Standard SU states "The book and periodical collection should, by

quality, size and nature, support and stimulate the entire educational progranl." 1
\
1 /

Make extensive checks of the collection against seandard bibliographies

Interview library staff, faculty and students to ascertain their success or failureln finding the materials needed
.

by them . .

Spot check titles against biblibgraphies

Compare the numerical total of the collection with some quantitaave standard such as given by H. E. W. , A. L.A. ,

or the Clapp/Jordan formula .

Assume that if the collection were inadequate and unable to "support and stimulate tOe entire edUcational program" -

it would so state in the library self-study .

15. Has SACS ever requested you to generate feedback for the purpose of improving evaluative techniques?

Yes No
If anir to al5537i was yes, did you Cooperate and submit any input? Yes No

,

16. Do you usually 'apprise the library director of your findings before leaving?

Yee No

17. Feedback trom SACS would help you to perform'evaluations more,.effectively.and efficiently.

Yes No . No opinion
V. ......--, ,

. , .

18. Have you ever received any feedback from SACS relative to your reports?
Yes No .

. .

If eiiiiVir tP,a5Te. was yes, has this feedback been: Helpful Non-helptql 'Positive 'Negative
Conant-617e ;Vicar Inform-a. .
(Check' all thailFetapplicabler",

19. Have you ever attempted to aid a library to gain favorable administrative consideration for a long-neglected item thrbugh

influence as i library evaluator/ .

Yes No Di) not,know

Have you ever received any training from SACS on: Proper evaluatfve techniques Rport writing

21. Haiie'you been invited to supply any input into SACS's revision of the library standards/ (Standard Six).

Yes No
Wouirloo paitTerpate if asked? Yes_ No
What reconimendationsvould you suggest, that, ffilrgur opinion, would help irnuovelibrary evaluations. (Please use comment

..- sheet if additional-Owe is' needed.)...

your
..,

.A



REICORTS

Aseuming that you would encounter the conditions listed lielow, would you as a library'cvaluator:
,

.

(1) include a statement deaciribing the condition in the text of your report but with'no specific suggestion or

' recommendation,

(2) include the condition in the category of Suggestions.

(3) include the condition in the category of Recommendations.
A

(4) not report it ai all. .

1. The library collection, in your opinion, is not sufficient to supporiThe iniormational needs of the institution,

Text Sugrstion Recommendation Not at all
r

2. Librarians are paid significantly lower than teaching faculty with the same rank.
Text Suggestion Recommendation 7 Not at all ,

3.
.

The Collection is not tested by checking it against bibliographies.
, Text Suggestiotk Recommendation Not at all

..,
t

, ,

The library administration continues to hire professional librarians without regard to whether they graduated from an A:L.A. .

* accredited 4brary school or not. . o .

Text Suggestion Recommendation Not at all

Pitie library director is not-a member of the Graduate Council,
Text-.......... Suggestion Recommendation Not at all

9
-.

6. Communications among the librarians are not sufficienr due to irregular and widely spaced staff meetings.
Text . Suggestion Recommendation Not at all ,

7, The library only fps stairs connecting the other floors, no elevatexs or book lifts.
Text Suggestion Recommendation Not at all

-............
.

,
.,' ,

- ej
The library closes from 5 P.M. to 7 P.M. each day because experience has indicated this to be the time of lowest usage. The

, staff thinks that it is best to close and conserve staff time for periods of heavier use.

l'Text Suggestion . ylecommendation Not at all
-..-

The librari purchases books only and will not provide non-book materials. .
Text Suggestion Recommendation Not at all ,,,

. . .

10. ''.The library of a commuter coliite is not open 60 hourEi per week, but, experience has shown that the heaviest use of the library is

from g A.m. to 5 P.M. , Monday - Friday and Saturday from 10A. M.i to 4 P.M. With no students living on campus and, with an

insignificant number returning at night, the library staff feels that it is giving quality service during hours that it is needed instead

'of diminishing the quality of service lay remainingopen du'ring hours of little or no use. ,

Text Suggestion Recommendation Not at all 4

. *

UP The library does not have representation on the Curriculum Development Committee that would enable it to anticipate and meet

instructional and research needs.
Text Suggestion Recommendation Noi at all .

, , , .

12. The major portions of the majority of the library departmentil budgerallcications are consistently returned to the library's General

Fund unexpended. .
Text . 'Suggestion Recemmendation Not at all.,

: The Faculty Library Committee is a policy making bodY which utilizes the library director to implement its decisions.
Text Suggestion Recommendation None

: Instructional deleftments, for the most part, are inactive idrecommending library materials for purchase.
Text Suggestion Recommendation , Not atll. -

.

. The library falls below the A. L. 6. standard of receiving a minirum of 5% of the total Educational and Oeneral budget.
Text Suggestion Reeommendation r Not at all

. No systertetic weeding has taken dice within the rest ten ;ears.
Text- Suggestion - Recommendation-- Not at all

...........

The total number of volumes does not match the number suggested by the Clapp/Jordan formula for an' institution of its size and.

curritulum.
Text &gr. stion Recommendat ion Not at all

TECHNIQUES

ease answerthe following by ehecking one of the three choices. Regularly Occasionally Never

Utilize the uXpertime Of other committee Members to evaluate the sections axle, library collection Mgt familiar to them.
Reguliirly Occasionally Never

. liner**, thO, members Of the FaeOlti Library COmMittee. Regularly_

int-erlew th.e.frtunb'ere of the teaching faculty. 2 ?. 2
Regularly

inrcititsia Of theadministration. Regularly
_

1, ;

Occia tonally Netter

Occasionally Never

ittitr%



rICHNIQUES (continued)

5. Interview student&

6. Interview the library director.

7. Interview members of the professional staff.

Interview members of the clerical staff.

. t

Regularly Occasionally Never

RegularlY Ocaas iona II y Never

Regu\ a rl y Occasionally &ever

Regtearly. Occasionally Never

9. interview members of the sub-profeaslonalor pare-Professional staff. Regularly Octa 8 ionally Never

Regularly OCcasionally Never

Regularly Occasionally Never

Regularly Occasionally °Never

Regularly Occasionally NeVer

Regularly Occasionally

'Regularly 'Occasionaly
,

1 'Check the average cost of book binding. Regularly Occasionally Never.
,

17. Check the averagq discount rate of volumes purchased. Regularly Occasionally Never

.4.
18. Compare the percentage of the educational and general budge; allocated to the library with the licepted atit-ndarci edited in A.'S. A.

stands '
(

Regularly Occasionally Never

. Read the minutes of the Faculty Library.Committee. Regularly Occasionally. Neiver

Reigularly Occasionally

Regularly Occasionally

Regularly Occasionally. Never

Regularly 'Occasionally .

10. Interview the president of the student body.

11. Confer with the president of the institution.

12. Correspond with the host library director prior tO the visit.

13. Check the circulation statistics.

14. Check the average coat of periodical bindin g!

. Check the average cost of volume? purchased.

Never

Never

20. Read the-Veports made by any library consultants, if applicable.

read the.library's-annual report.

Read the faculty handbook.

21.

22..

23.

24.

25.

26..

27.

Determine if there is an upTto-date library mannal.

Never

Never

Never
.

Read the library manual. 13egtdarly Occasionally Never

Read the college/university catalogs supplied by the host institution prior to your visit.
Regularly Oce;sionally..

Read the self-study reporfin its entirety if the institution is stn-afl. °Regularly. Occasionally.
P r

Read theself-study report selectively if the institution is a large, multi-purpose upiversity.
Regularly Occa9ional4/

28. Examine library literatUre. for articles describing efficient techniques for evaluating a likrary.
Regularly Occasionally__ -Never

Never

Never

Never°

29 Determine if custodial service is ad date Regularly

Check the seating capacity. RegularlY__

termise the largest number 61 students that are on campus at any one dine.
Regularly_

Determine the adequacy of lighting.

Determine U heating and/or air conditioning are adequate: . Regularly

Dettirtlnebhare is a continuous weeding program. Regulzirly:

' Deteimineif the:AcqUiiitions Department has'it desiderata file. Regularly

OCcas ly Never

Occasionally . . Never

Cocasion;14'.__ Never

Occanilattili

Occasidnally

Occasionally

C4eck theStaffing schedule to determine if the availability of professional librariane is tiufficient.
.

Nevor_

Never

Never

Never. '.

.Check accessibility of professional staff to the academic comMunity. (AttitudinSlly and physical siceeestbiliiy. ) ,

RegPlirly Occaltiotially Never
b 1

Inc if the Fieulty Library Committee is a policy Making or adyisary' body.
Regularly. . Occasionally Never

re materials froto other sources relatlye_to the host library . fOthertban tbole Supplied bY ihe:'itiatitution
Regularly_ . OcCationalti:: ;. Never.:

terin1fie-the ratio of profissionalitaff to clerical staff. ler;y Occasionally Never.

acbeduled staff meittie
V31 .7.i 01, -7;
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TECHNIQUES (continued)
`

. ,

42. Compare librarY routines with routines of other libraries, (Circulation routines and mail-handling routines as examples. )
Regularly Occasionally Never

_

4 . Explore ttte position of the library &rector in the institution's administrative hierarchy.
Regularly

44. Determine if the librarians have faculty status. Regularly

Occasionally Never

Occasionally Never

45' Et4qe if the librarians who have, faculty status trul have qll the rights and privileges uf such status.
. Regularly Occasionally Never

46. Check library hours. Regularly Occas ionally Never

47.. Mtermine if there is an allocation formula for the distribution of(he book (librarY materials) budget./ .

Regulkirly Occasionally Never

a ,
48. Assuming that there are departmental budgetary allocations, determine if these allocations are being spent by the d

',Regularly Occasionally Nev

49. Determine if the professional staff is active, ioprofessional organizationsk,:e
Regularly

50. Sample (spot check) tides in the card catalog for availability.

51. Compare the library with standart from other sources, such as A. L.A.
Regularly

52. Check faculty use of the library. Regularly

Occasionally Never

Regularly Occasionally Never

-

Occasionally Never

Occasionally Never

, . )
53. Assess the morale of the library staff.

... 54. Determine the librarx's success in achieving its gaps.
. . .... ,

.

rtments.

Regularly occas ionally Never

Regularly .. Occasionally Neve r

8ENEFITS DERIVED FROKEVALUA11NG

Check all..that are applicable.

Helps me to understand the'evaluation process, thereby enablinime

2, Helps me to gain a better perspectiveof My-oWn library program.

l-it4ps me to improve my evaluative techniques.

4. Widens theocope of my acquaintar.ceihip with library colleagues.

Helps to broaden "one's own administrative experiences.

to prepare for my own sell-study and evaluation.

a

Provides better insight into the library needs, and attitudes of college tind universityadministrators toward these needs.

Provides me with ta better view of how the library fits into the total institation _of:Which it is a component.'
.

Vzt..:;fat'
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